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Nomenclature
a = strain rate
B = magnetic field strength
Cd = coefficient of drag
CS cathode spot
D = diameter of MGA device
D= diffusivity of i'h species
d = diameter of arc
dcoected= diametrically corrected diameter of arc
d.rwwd = measured diameter of arc
E electric field strength
Er= energy of state of excitation
E/n reduced electric field strength
e = electron charge
F; = Ampere force per unit arc length
Fd drag force
M = flow rate
F,G = analytic function
f = frequency of arc rotation
GO, GI. G.f = identified peaks from OH spectrum
H radiation heat loss
Hz = Hertz
h = heat loss constant
I intensity
ler = reference intensity
j = current
KP = Planck mean absorption coefficient
k = current density
L = distance between two nozzles
MGA = Magnetic Gliding Arc
NG = negative glow
n, = electron energy
PC = plasma column
PW = input power
Q flow rate
r = radial coordinate
SL= laminar flame speed
SL° = adiabatic planar flame speed
SLPM = standard liters per minute
SPI specific power input
SP= triple flame speed
T = temperature
T= electron temperature
Tf= reference temperature
t= time
U = eigenvalue of flame speed
u = flow velocity
Vd = electron drift velocity
Y = fuel mass fraction
Z(Tf), Z(T) = partition functions
6 = flame thickness
K = thermal conductivity
0= reaction rate

p = density
S= Stefan Boltzmann constant

r = characteristic time of one arc revolution
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1.0 Introduction

Research on the enhancement of combustion processes by using non-equilibrium plasma was
conducted through a comprehensive experimental and computational study of ignition, extinction
and flame speed phenomena. The work was based upon attempting to understand the
fundamental mechanisms of plasma-assisted combustion motivated by the concerns of long
ignition delay time and incomplete combustion in high speed propulsion systems. The key
challenges were to provide simplified experimental platforms to isolate and study the
mechanisms of enhancement ranging from elevated temperatures to radicals, excited species
production, hydrocarbon fragments, and long lifetime catalytic species.

The focus of the work was first to develop and characterize the properties of a plasma system
utilizing the non-equilibrium near-extinction gliding arc plasma discharge and second to
integrate the plasma system with a counterflow burner system. Throughout the development and
study of plasma-assisted combustion with this novel system, extension of ignition and extinction
limits for both premixed and non-premixed flames were investigated. A fundamental
understanding of the primary mechanisms of plasma-assisted combustion for ignition and flame
stabilization enhancement was achieved.

2.0 Development and Characterization of Non-Equilibrium Gliding Arc System

2.1 Near-Extinction Magnetic Gliding Arc (MGA) Plasma Discharge Design

The near-extinction magnetic gliding arc developed in this study was a special type of electrical
discharge that occurred between two diverging high voltage electrodes and had both thermal and
non-thermal plasma properties (large electron number density and high electron temperature).
The arc first was established when a sufficiently high potential was applied across the electrodes
(approximately 3 kV/mm in air) to break down the gas at the gap with the smallest electrode
separation distance. Once the equilibrium thermal arc channel was established, the flow velocity
moved the arc moved downstream and the arc current decreased rapidly, while the voltage
increased simultaneously to maintain constant power. As such, the reduced electric field strength
(E/n ratio) increased rapidly. At a point when the arc elongated such that the power supplied to
the source could not balance the amount of heat lost to the surroundings, the arc changed into a
near-extinction non-equilibrium arc with a large difference between the neutral gas temperature
and the electron temperature. As a result, the primary means of dissociation and ionization then
was not dominated by thermal effects but by electron impact dissociation and ionization
processes. The part of the gliding arc discharge with both thermal and non-thermal properties
had the important benefit of lower energy cost with better chemical selectivity and kinetic
efficiency. Without providing a method for arc stabilization, the arc would continue to elongate
as it propagated along the diverging electrodes until it finally extinguished. Therefore, in the
traditional gliding arc system, the arc regime with non-equilibrium plasma properties exists only
for a very short period of time in the entire arc evolution process.

Recently it was found that, by using an appropriate external magnetic field, the arc could be
stabilized well past the transition from the thermal equilibrium to the non-equilibrium regime
immediately before extinction.' The newfound stability is significant because, unlike a
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traditional gliding arc, the non-
equilibrium process does not have to be
cyclic and transient. The non-

equilibrium plasma arc can be stabilized 1
near extinction in a regime where there
are both thermal and non-thermal . P
properties for an indefinite time,
creating a quasi-uniform plasma disk.

The special type of gliding arc plasma .gas
discharge device developed with the a) 2 b) flow
newfound near-extinction stability was Fig. 1 MGA plasma system. a) top view of system, b)
termed the Magnetic Gliding Arc side view of central electrode. Numbers indicate the
(MGA). The system was comprised of path of the gliding arc from initiation (1) to arc
stainless steel inner and outer electrodes, rotation/elongation (2) and (3) and finally arc
which were the cathode and anode, stabilization (4)
respectively (Fig. 1). A wire was
attached to the cathode, which was separated from the outer anode by 2 mm at the smallest gap
(point (1) in Fig. 1). The wire spiraled progressively closer to the cathode, where it was attached
at the largest gap between the two electrodes. In addition, there was a magnetic field in the
discharge region produced by external donut shaped permanent ceramic magnets. The direction
of the magnetic field determined the direction of the rotation of the arc (in this case
counterclockwise to follow the wire when looking down upon the system as shown in a) of Fig.
1) and the field strength, as well as the power input, determined the frequency of rotation.

2.2 Plasma Disk

When an external magnetic field was applied to the arc, the arc rotated because of the Lorentz
force. The length of the arc then increased as the distance between the spiraled wire and the outer
electrode increased (Fig. I from points (1) to (2) to (3)). The increase of arc length and the
decrease of plasma conductivity resulted in an arc transition from the equilibrium regime to a
non-equilibrium regime with a significant difference
between the arc temperature (2000 K - 3000 K) and the
electron temperature (1 eV - 4 eV). Once the arc reached
the cylindrical inner electrode (point (4) in Fig. 1), there
was a stable, rotating (gliding) near-extinction non-
equilibrium arc in the gas flow. A top view of this plasma
disk is shown in Fig. 2. The plasma arc rotation
frequency ranged from approximately 20 Hz to 50 Hz
and only decreased by a few percent when the flow rate
was increased (Fig. 3). The increased rotation frequency
came from the higher current input (and hence, higher
power addition), forcing the arc to rotate faster in the
magnetic field. When the arc reached the largest gap, it
remained at a fixed axial position with a constant length
as it rotated. The stability of the arc at the fixed position Fig. 2 Top view of plasma disk
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was because the arc was no longer 50

convecting downstream. The arc r..
maintained itself at that position o

0

because it was rotating through media 40

that were pre-ionized and not through 0
the initial non-ionized gas. Therefore, < 35

the arc required less power to remain at - 0
that position, as opposed to quenching • 30

and reinitiating at the smallest electrode 0.

gap.25 1.83 LPM
gp 0 9.15 LPM

Since the frequency of the arc rotation 20 40 60 80 100

was fast compared to the gas velocity Plasma Power Addition, Watts
(-10 cm/s), there was quasi-uniform Fig. 3 Frequency of arc rotation as a function of
activation of the flow. Calculations were plasma power and flow rate
performed to find what flow rate, Q, of
air was quasi-uniformly activated by the gliding arc. The system had a distance of 10 mm at the
largest gap where the plasma disk was located and a magnetic field strength, B, of approximately
0.15 Tesla. The low-current, high-voltage gliding arc operation had an electric field strength, E,
for the case of the gliding arc propagation through non-ionized air of about 0.1 kV/mm. The
voltage drop was, therefore, I kV for the given length of the gap. The Ampere force per unit arc
length that rotated the gliding arc was F, = jB, and when in equilibrium conditions, it was equal
to the drag force per unit arc length Fd. The drag force per unit length was estimated from the
assumption that all of the gas was flowing around the high temperature cylinder of the arc. The
drag force per unit length of the cylinder was calculated as Fd = 0.5 Cdp v2 d, where d is the arc
diameter, and p and v are the density and flow velocity, respectively. The limits for the drag
coefficient (Cd) for a very wide range of Reynolds numbers (from 102 to 105) were 1.3 < Cd < 1,
and thus,2

-Cd Pdu' B
2

The arc, which was approximately 2 mm in diameter, moved relative to the gas flow along a
spiral trajectory. If v < d/t (T is the characteristic time of one arc rotation), then all the gas flow
was discharged uniformly by the arc. For the MGA system, the diameter of the arc and the
characteristic time of arc rotation corresponded to v < 4 - 10 cm/s and Q < 35 - 88 cm3/s for the
range of powers used. In addition to the direct treatment by the rotating gliding arc, all of the gas
flow passed through the ionized disk that the gliding arc left behind.

The plasma disk, which allowed a quasi-uniform activation of the flow, was thought of as a
piecewise discharge in terms of space or time. For example, as shown in Fig. 4, in a temperature
versus time or spatial coordinate plot, if there was a discharge providing a source of heat and/or
radicals, the gas temperature would rise due to the combustion process, but then would decrease
if the conditions were not satisfactory for sustaining the combustion process. If no more energy
was added, the flame would extinguish, but if there was another discharge prior to extinction
(within the quenching distance or time), the flame would survive. The continual rotation of the
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arc therefore would sustain the combustion T
process as long as the arc rotated at a '
sufficiently high rate compared to the flow L t,x
rate.

To produce the near-extinction MGA 1J2 f 2  12
plasma discharge, a power supply was
designed specifically to supply the needs Fig. 4 Illustration of the piecewise discharge
of the gliding arc system stabilized by the concept. 1. quenching limit of flame, 2. location of
magnetic field efficiently. The power plasma discharge
supply was designed to produce a
magnetically stabilized arc with minimum current
while maintaining smooth current regulation. The
power supply utilized a reactive capacitive resistance
that matched the resistive voltage and current
characteristics by minimizing the active energy losses.
To minimize the output electric capacity and to provide
the voltage-current characteristic of the power supply
(which was close to the resistive voltage-current
characteristics), variation of the virtual resistance was
accomplished by changing the frequency of the high Fig. 5 MGA power supply
voltage converter. After the output rectifier, there was
unidirectional voltage and current with a very high
frequency of the residual pulsation. The plasma arc behavior was then the same as that of the
plasma arc at a constant current and voltage because of the limited response time of the gliding
arc. A picture of the power supply is shown in . Rtational and]
Fig. 5, and a schematic of the electronics is Vibrational Voltage-Current
shown in Appendix A. Temperatures Characteristics

2.3 Characterization and Modeling of MGA Gas Electric FieldI

In order to understand the plasma production of

species for input to the combustion modeling, [ n
the specific characteristics, such as gas and
electron temperatures of the MGA, were i Electron
examined. The procedure to obtain the MGA Temperature
characteristics is illustrated in Fig. 6. Initially, e r

optical emission spectroscopy was performed to Plasma Mechanism

measure the rotational and vibrational & Chemkin
temperatures of the MGA. The measured gas
and electron temperatures were used to calculate Species
the degree of non-equilibrium of the MGA (E/n Concentrations
ratio), as well as the gas density in the arc.
Measurements were taken of the voltage and Fig. 6 Modeling of MGA for production of
current characteristics of the MGA to calculate species
the strength of the electric field. The reduced
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electric field and electron temperature were used together with a dry air plasma mechanism to
obtain the correlations between the species concentrations and the plasma power characteristics
(current and voltage).

2.4 Optical Emission Spectroscopy for Rotational and Vibrational Temperature Measurements

Since optical emission spectroscopy has been applied successfully to measure rotational and
vibrational gas temperatures in the past, it was employed successfully to characterize the MGA
plasma discharge. The transitions obtained from the excitation of OH, NO, N2, N2+ and 02 can be
used as molecular thermometers. Typically, OH spectra were used for low temperature air
plasmas, as the OH emission intensity was very strong in non-equilibrium humid air plasmas,
while NO spectra were used to analyze plasmas operating in dry air conditions. 3 For this reason,
researchers have employed the OH spectra successfully to measure rotational temperatures in
non-equilibrium plasmas.4'5 Pellerin et al. made measurements of the OH spectra of conventional
flat gliding arc discharges and obtained rotational temperature results of approximately 3000 K.4
A similar technique was applied to the MGA to quantify the rotational and vibrational
temperatures.

The spatially averaged OH spectrum of the MGA is shown in Fig. 7 and was obtained with the
plasma operating at approximately 88 Watts at normal conditions of pressure and temperature in
air. An Acton Research SpectraPro 500i scanning monochromator was used to record the OH
spectra. The entrance slit to the monochromator was placed a few inches away from the
discharge. Spatially averaged emission spectra of the discharge were taken in a wavelength range

t11)6

7000

300D.

3057 7 307.7 3097 N5.7 310.7 311.7 3127 3137

Fig. 7 Experimental OH spectrum obtained from the stabilized non-equilibrium gliding arc
plasma discharge
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of 200 nm to 450 nm. A Roper Scientific model 7430CCD camera was mounted onto the exit slit
to acquire the spectra digitally at approximately 0.6 nm resolution with typical acquisition times
for the CCD images between I second and 5 seconds.

A theoretical spectrum was generated to compare to the experimental OH spectrum of the gliding
arc4,5 as studied by Charles 5 and Dieke and Crosswhite, 6 wherein weak transitions were
eliminated. A set of impulses were generated, as shown in Fig. 8, using the relation

- E, -(T;ef -T)

ef Z(Trf ) e Tef'T- (2)

where, Iref, E, and Tref were the reference intensity, energy of state of excitation and reference
temperature, I
respectively, and p . . . . . . .
were obtained from 09

the fundamental
data as obtained 0.8

from Dieke and ,-
Crosswhite.6 The
ratio of partition 0

function,
Z(Trf)/Z(T), was o
assumed to be °
unity. By usingiz
different values of O3 -

temperature T, the I
corresponding 02 

i

intensities 0.11 ,.1I
(normalized) were
computed. The %6 U.5 30, 3,.5 a1 30,.5 3M0 30. 310

impulse responses W-ve, h (r)

of the optical Fig. 8 Theoretically computed rotational lines of OH shown as impulses
device obtained by for T = 3600 K
employing sharp
lines emitted by a low pressure mercury lamp were convoluted with an apparatus function.

Theoretical spectra were generated for different temperatures in the range from 1000 K to 6000
K in 500 K increments. Figure 9 shows the comparison between theoretically generated plots and
the experimental results obtained for a MGA current, I = 35 mA. The peaks Go, G, and Gref were
considered the most important lines of the OH spectrum in the temperature range of 1000 K to
4000 K. The reference peak, Gref, was the most stable peak for the range of temperatures and
hence provided a basis for comparison. The peaks of Go and G, were highly sensitive to
temperature variation in the same temperature range. For temperatures above 4000 K, their
sensitivity was relatively low. 5 Hence, the ratios of G0/Grf and Gi/Grcf were considered for
diagnostic analysis.
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The ratios of GO/Gref and I

GI/Gref from theoretical • • theirt

spectra were used to 0.9 Gf - Icxp'mntal

compare with those 0.e 4--...

obtained in the
experimental results. o.7.

Figure 10 shows the 0.6-

variation of ratios in the •
given temperature range. 0.5

From the results obtained 0.4
in Figs. 9 and 10, we

found that the MGA 0.2-

rotational temperature
was between 2200 K and 0.

2500 K (Fig. 11), which 0 3,0
306.5 307 307.5 308 308.5 309 309.5 310

was reasonable in Waveftngf (mU)

comparison with results Fig. 9 Comparison of theoretically generated and experimental
reported in literature spectroscopy curves for OH in the MGA.
between 2000 K
and 3000 K.5-8,

A spectrum Go/G,,,

analyzer9 was
employed to
calculate the OH
rotational
temperature to I

ensure that there •
was good o tectnm

agreement with 4 ewperunnWa resut•s, which gives us the correspoodxm

the experimental 0 rdnge of eiperltre valmes. 2M200K.250K

results. The results /
obtained
conformed 0.2 /

/reasonably well to
those obtained by
generation of OH TL 00 50 3 3W4 (K)

synthetic spectra, Fig. 10 Go/Gref and GI/Gre ratios plotted against a range of rotational
with a mean temperatures that were observed. Accordingly, the ratios were matched up
plasma rotational with those from the experimental spectrum, which gave us the range of
temperature of 2200 K to 2500 K.
2360 K.
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Unfortunately, the
OH spectrum
measurements
typically suffered
inaccuracy due to
factors such as 30o

more self-
absorption by the '-
Gref peak in 2OO -

comparison with I
the Go and G I
peaks and g
preferential
quenching of 15M

rotational levels
of OH. Moreover,
with the increase lowl , , I

of the plasma No. of 10eftfi.ed

optical thickness, Fig. 11 Plasma rotational temperature based on OH spectral data, showing
the GO/Gef and the rotational temperature value varying with number of identified lines
G I /Gf ratios
increased, leading to an overestimated temperature (Fig. 11). Hence, the result obtained by the
OH spectrum was higher than the actual temperature of the plasma. In order to overcome the

I=I

2=O

0 i

Fig. 12 Experimental N2 spectrum obtained from stabilized non-equilibrium MGA plasma
discharge



underestimate, spectroscopic 3000
diagnostic measurements using Ep Eriment

290 0 " .. ....................... .... ..... .. ......... ... ..... ... - ........... .... ... Extrap-mti -
N 2 spectra was employed.

29W

The N 2  spectrum for the 2 7oo 4
wavelength range between 370 4

nm and 390 nm was considered 11250 a n.9.m a o s d e e • .................... .... ... .............. :....... ......... ............

because of the possibility to L

explore both rotational and 2...................

vibrational temperatures. Spectra • 2"00

were obtained at various 22 0

currents of operation with an
analyzed using the Specair 2 ............... ... .... .......

25 75 125 17S 225 275 325code.'° The code generated a Current (mA)

theoretical spectrum for a given Fig. 13 Experimental data and logarithmic fit of rotational
combination of rotational and temperature variation with current. The green line displays the
vibrational temperatures as input extrapolated results based on this fit
parameters. The combination
was varied over a given range of temperatures until a least square fit was obtained between the
experimental and theoretical spectra. The dependence rotational temperature on the electric
current is shown in Fig. 13. The corresponding vibrational temperature was estimated to be 3400
K ± 200 K. The temperature measurements were also in agreement with past work on gliding

II
arcs.

The N2  5M.

vibrational
temperatures45
were computed
using a spectrum
analyzer and the 4M

Ave.age V&buWni T.endualre =3720Kresults, are -- - -a-i- - -T-- - -r-t- - - - 3 - --K

shown in Fig. 14. 2

To understand
how the MGA
properties j
changed as a
function of 2Woo

plasma current
and flow rate, the

2000 Average Rotational Teniperatte 1750K
rotational and
vibrational ------------------------ - - --- ----- I--1------
temperatures 150 , 2 3 4

were obtained WsZber of scans

and plotted in Fig. 14 Plasma N2 molecular temperature results obtained by comparison
Fig. 15. with synthetic spectra (rotational) and a spectrum analyzer (vibrational)
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4 1

The purpose of the 3.8 1

spectroscopic measurements .6
and calculations was to ' . .- "..

m3.4i . "- .
quantitatively measure the -3. A" •'MPM: ........3. S - St PM -Rlotational

rotational and vibrational 3 -.- SLPM Vitbational6 -3* 15$ SLPM - Rotationl•

temperatures by using OH and A 15 St PM Vibrional
152.8 10 St PM - VibrationalN2 spectra, so that the degree of

thermodynamic non-equilibrium M' .. -.. . ....................
between the rotation and w2.4 .I-- ' "v ib a t o n m o d s o u d b 2 2 7.................. ..................... -....................... ....... ........ ................................ ..vibration modes could be 2.2 1.. ...........
verified. The difference between 2

the rotational and vibrational 35 75 115 155
temperatures indicated that the Current (mA)
nemperar- rextincion ted M iat n- Fig. 15 N 2 rotational and vibrational temperatures versusnear-uxiibium ama isacurrent for different air flow rates.equilibrium plasma.

2.5 Electron Temperature Measurements of MGA

The electron energy/temperature varied proportionally with the reduced electric field strength
(E/n). In order to measure the electron temperature of the MGA, it was assumed that the electric
field was uniform throughout the plasma discharge. By solving the Boltzmann equation at a
given reduced electric field using BOLSIG, the electron energy distribution could be obtained. ' 2

For an arc voltage of 2.5 kV and an arc length of 1.5 cm, the electron energy obtained by the
above simulation is shown in Fig. 16 and was between 1.28 eV and 1.45 eV. These values were
consistent with the
data in the ,
literature.78,11 Average Electron Energy vs Reduced Electric Field asswning Bollnann Dist"ron

Typically since 16

thermal plasma has
an electron
temperature 15

comparable to the
gas temperature, 5 1,4 - ......

C
the MGA plasma a
discharge was I

clearly a non- T Rgc oIAvrqc
S3 lecrlom Lnergy

equilibrium plasma ,
with high power 13
density. The

rotational 1.25-

temperature IRarge oW Reuced I

(approximately 5 L I I I
45 5455 0 645

1750 K to 2500 K Reduced Electric Field (Td, le-17 V cm2 )

as obtained from Fig. 16 Average electron energy versus reduced electric field assuming a
the optical Boltzmann distribution
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spectroscopy of OH and N2) was ten times lower than the electron temperature (approximately
14,700 K to 16,700 K). The difference between the rotational temperature and electron
temperature reconfirmed that the MGA was a non-equilibrium plasma.

2.6 Measurement of Voltage-Current (V-I) Characteristics of MGA

The voltage-current (V-I) characteristic curves for the operation of the MGA were critical for the
development of the plasma model to estimate species production. To obtain the V-I curves,
experiments were performed by flowing air through the MGA in a direction normal to the plane
of the gliding arc rotation. The
correlation between plasma -

discharge voltage and current *.s
was recorded. A LSLPt,,

SJk ! ! - - - 13 st*..,pt.p.Jsted

Figure 17 shows the V-I 2.5

characteristic curves for the .

MGA obtained for 5 SLPM and
13 SLPM (in the range of w hat 1. . ...... .... .. ........ . ................ ... ...
was used in the MGA
counterflow ignition system). 1The solid lines represent thefT h e s ld lxe i nen t a r e p r e s e nd th e 0.s ............... : .. .. ...... ......... ......... ........ ......... ...... ................... ... .. . .. . . .. ...:i. . ..
fitted experimental data and the 05-

dashed lines are the curve
extrapolations. An increase in 0 so 100 1" zoo 250 300 350

flow rate caused an increase in Current (mA)

the discharge voltage. The Fig. 17 V-I curves of the MGA at 5 SLPM and 13 SLPM of
increase in discharge voltage was operation. The dashed lines represent the extrapolated trends
attributed to arc elongation from
the flow and the reduction of arc conductivity. The MGA, however, was not stabilized at all
currents and flow rates of operation. The data on the left hand-side of Fig. 17 (less than 50 mA)
represented the extent of stability of the discharge, meaning that the arc began to re-initiate and
extinguish beyond these points for a given flow rate cyclically. There was a possibility to achieve
lower currents at lower flow
rates, maintaining stabilized Plane of

Opration
operation. The instability was
associated with rapid cooling Inner Electrode J:

and/or out-of-plane curvin or Carving or Bending
Direction of Rotation Onte. Electrode of the plasma

lengthening (illustrated in Fig. -
18) of the discharge by the
increased flow.

Fig.17 also shows that an TTM M IT IlT
increase of flow rate led to an Direction of Flow and Magnetic Field - Normal to plane of rotation of the Gliding Arc

increase of plasma voltage due Fig. 18 An illustration of the operation of the MGA with plane
to the transverse elongation of of operation in which the MGA was stabilized. An increase in
the arc. If the curves were fit flow rate caused the arc to curve or bend outside the plane of
using a power variation such operation
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that V = a*"-b, the values of a and b increased with the increase of flow rate. The increasing
voltage with flow rate was confirmed further by studying the effect of increasing the air flow rate
through the plasma for a given discharge current, as shown in Fig. 19.

3
,60 mA

Key observations in Fig. 19 were o 90 ,,A
that an increased flow rate through 2.7

the MGA caused an increase in the
d ischarge vo ltage and that the > 2.4 .......... ................. .................................. . ...... ..........................
slope of the increase in voltage &
with flow rate was greater at lower .

• ' 2 .1 . . .. .. .................... • -- .. ....... ... . .............. : . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. . .. . . . . . .

currents. In addition, the instability >
of the arc occurred at low flow
rates and/or low current values.
These plasma properties will be

1.5 ______used to determine the species 10 11 12 13 14 1s 16 17

produced by plasma discharge. Air Flow Rate (SLPM)
Fig. 19 Voltage on MGA versus air flow rate

2.7 Measurements of Current Densities for MGA

To measure the current densities of
the MGA, snapshots were taken of
the arc at 44 mA, 140 mA and 220
mA (Fig. 20). The MGA displayed a

glow discharge-like behavior with
larger coverage of the cathode area
and increased current.

The arc was split into two zones for
analysis purposes, namely, the Fig. 20 Snapshots of the Non-Equilibrium MGA for
cathode spot (CS) (negative glow or (a) 44 mA, (b) 140 mA and (c) 220 mA.
NG) and positive column (PC). In
traditional non-equilibrium low pressure glow-discharges the typical value of the current density
as a function of pressure was 0 --I- NG

approximately 300#A/cm /Torr`. --,NG Corrected
dso -0 - PC .... ..................... ................. - .......... ..Taking values from our discharge E 1ý P~C Corrected

parameters in the range of 2300 K
~40

to 2500 K yielded approximately .
2M2.5 A/cm2 to 3 A/cm2 for the 30

C
current density. The experimentally 00
estim ated current densities in the .................................................

CS, shown in Fig. 21, agreed well
with those from the literature. A 0 10

diametrical correction was applied _
in order to compensate for the 30 40 50 60 70 00 90

motion of the arc relative to the Current (mA)
camera capture speed. Figure 22 Fig. 21 Current densities versus MGA current for CS andPC
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shows the correction for dcorrected 0.4

= deasured - 7rDft, where D is the 0 0.38 -0- PC

specific diameter of the reactor, f 0.36
E

the frequency of arc rotation, and ., o.34
t the time of exposure. The *0.32

typical drop in voltage in the CS E 0.3for iron-electrodes is 260 V.' 3  • Eo.za+ ..for~~~~ ~~ ir n ee to e is 2 0 . 0.28 . ....................................... .... ... ---- .. ..........

The corresponding plasma 0.26

parameters in the two zones were 0.24

estim ated as : 0.22 ........ ........ ............... ....... ............ .

0.2

1. CS: E = 8125 V/cm for TG= 30 40 so 60 70 80 90

2500 K, yielding an E/n = 276 Current (mA)

Td. The average electron Fig. 22 Diametric correction of PC for various MGA

energy was 5 eV. currents

2. PC: For 35 mA, E = 1130 V/cm for TG = 2500 K, yielding an E/n = 36.5 Td. Hence, the
average electron energy was 1.2 eV. Also, the reduced electric field value (in terms of
pressure instead of number density, E/p) was 12.4 V/cm/Torr and was higher than was
reported in non-thermal zones of the gliding arc of 2.4V/cm/Torr.8

The calculation of electron 1

density was based on the current
density in the PC using the 1.21

relation of ne k(e Vd), where, k
was the current density (A/cm2),'i
e the electron charge
(Coulombs), and Vd the electron ..
drift velocity (cm/s). For the o.6

current range of 40 mA to 80
mA, the calculated drift ............m A , t e c a l u l a t d d r i l • 0 .4 .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .... ....... .. .... ............ .... ...........-----------. ...........................................

velocities varied from ,

a p p ro x im a te ly 7 .7 x 10 c m /s to o.2 ............................................ . ............ ............. ........................ ....................
5.1 x I cm/s. These velocities,
along with the current density o 7

25 7S 12s 175 225 275 325
and electron charge, yielded an Crrent (,,A)

electron density estimate in the Fig. 23 Dependence of the average electron energies on the
PC of approximately 5x101 cm- plasma current in the PC of the MGA
3 to 4 x 1012 cm-3. Figure 23
shows the estimated average electron density for the PC for the given range of operational
currents of the MGA. These results were in agreement with earlier gliding arc diagnostic
measurements.7

2.8 Plasma Kinetic Modeling
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2.8.1 Dry Air Plasma Mechanism

Plasmas are complex systems in which a number of species interact simultaneously via various
production and recombination pathways that consume or release energy in the process. From the
point of view of gas-phase chemical kinetics, the key parameter that governs the evolution of
species is usually temperature. The Arrhenius expression is used to describe the exponential
dependence of rate constants on temperature. To obtain species concentrations of a given system,
input variables such as temperature, time, and kinetic chemistry need to be given in the
computation.

In the case of non-equilibrium plasma systems such as the MGA, the situation is more
complicated due to the characteristic deviation of the electron temperature from the surrounding
gas temperature, thereby making them two-temperature systems. Therefore, the rates of electron
impact processes and neutral species interactions must be considered as functions of electron
temperature and gas (rotational) temperature, respectively. Hence, it is necessary to obtain and
fix the electron and gas temperatures in order to obtain concentrations of species corresponding
to given experimental conditions.

For air, we used a dry air plasma mechanism to predict the species and their concentrations
produced via the MGA. The reaction mechanism, given below, was taken from Becker et al.14

and was valid for temperatures greater than 1500 K. The mechanism consisted of 02, N2, and NO
dissociation and recombination reactions, the high-temperature Zeldovich NOx mechanism, and
charge exchange/transfer reactions. Chemkin 4.0 was chosen as the computational package due
to its robustness and ability to incorporate two-temperature kinetics (i.e. appropriate usage of gas
temperature and electron temperature, Te, as input parameters in the calculation of reaction rate
constants).

Reaction A (cm-mole-sec) b E. (K)

02 Dissociation / Recombination
02+02 ¢> 0+0+02 2e21 -1.5 59500
0 2+NO 4> O+O+NO 2e21 -1.5 59500
OQ+N2 <4> O+O+N2  2e21 -1.5 59500
02+0 0 0+0+0 1e22 -1.5 59500
0 2+N <* O+O+N I e22 -1.5 59500
0 2 +E 34 O+O+E 2.85el 7 -0.6 59500
TDEP /E/
O+O+E 4 0 2+E 4.03e 18 -0.4 0
TDEP /E/

NO Dissociation / Recombination
NO+0 2 <4* N+0+0 2  5el 5 0.0 75500
NO+NO <4> N+O+NO 1.10e7 0.0 75500
NO+N 2 <4* N+O+N 2  5el5 0.0 75500
NO+O '* N+O+O 1.10e7 0.0 75500
NO+N <4> N+N+O 1.10e7 0.0 75500
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NO+E 4 N+O+E 3.54e06 -0.2 75500
TDEP /E/
N+O+E•4 NO+E 8.42e21 -1.1 0
TDEP /E/

N 2 Dissociation / Recombination
N 2+02 ¢* N+N+0 2  7e21 -1.6 113200
N2+NO -• N+N+NO 7e21 -1.6 113200
N2+N2' N+N+N 2  7e21 -1.6 113200
N2+0 N+N+O 3e22 -1.6 113200
N2+N 'N+N+N 3e22 -1.6 113200
N2+E 4 N+N+E 1.18e18 -0.7 113200
TDEP/E/
N+N+E 4 N2+E 1.36e23 -1.3 0
TDEP /E/

Zeldovich Reactions
N2+0 ,:* NO+N 6.4el 7 -1.0 38400
NO+O <* 0 2+N 8.4el 2 0.0 19400

Associative Ionization / Dissociation
N+O 4 NO++E 8.8e8 1.0 31900
NO++E -4 N+O 9e] 8 -0.7 0
TDEP/E/
N+N 4 N2++E 6e7 1.5 67500
N2÷+E 4 N+N 1.53e08 -0.5 0
TDEP /E/
0+O0 -* 0 2 +E 7. 1 e2 2.7 80600
02++E 4 0+0 1.5e18 -0.5 0
TDEP /E/

Electron Impact Ionization / Three-Body Recombination
O+E -* O++E+E 7.74e12 0.7 157760
TDEP /E/
O++E+E 4 O+E 2.19e21 -0.8 0
TDEP /E/
N±E 4 N÷+E+E 5.06e 19 0.0 168200
TDEP /E/
N++E+E - N+E 5.75e26 -1.3 0
TDEP /E/
0 2+E 4•02++E+E 5.03e12 0.5 146160
TDEP /E/
0 2÷+E+E 4 02+E 8.49e23 -1.9 0
TDEP /E/
N2+E 4 N2÷+E+E 2.7e 17 -0.3 181000
TDEP /E/
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N2++E+E 4 N2+E 2.05e21 -0.8 0
TDEP /E/
NO+E 4 NO +E+E 2.2e06 -0.3 107400
TDEP /E/
NO +E+E 4 NO+E 2.06e25 -2.0 0
TDEP /E/

Charge Exchange / Charge Transfer
N++N 2 4 N2++N 4.6el 1 0.5 12200
N+N 2÷ 4 N2+N+ 1.93el 3 0.0 0
NO++O,<4 N++O 2  1el2 0.5 77200
NO+O+ ¢€ N++O 2  1.4e5 1.9 15300
O++N 2 <4NO++N 4.4e13 0.0 5664
O÷+N2 N 2÷+O 9el 1 0.4 22800
NO++N < N2++O 7.2e13 0.0 35500
O2++N * N++02 8.7el3 0.1 28600
O2++N2 <* N2++O2  9.9e12 0.0 40700
NO++O 2 '<,O2 ±+NO 2.4e 13 0.4 32600
NO++O <4: O2++N 7.2e12 0.3 48600
0+0 2 <4 02++0 3.26el3 0.0 2064
O++NO <4 NO÷+O 2.42e 13 0.0 902

All reaction rate constants were
described by the Arrhenius 1E+171[÷17e

expression. The abbreviation 0 -2 Plaral 04chatsm

TDEP /E/ from the reaction :E. A7 0.--Fa:t = 2.50 molecules. 100.V).

mechanism given above ;ZE+16 ............
indicated that the reaction rate ,

constant was dependent on the 7E,+ 1

average electron temperature • GE+ 16

and all other reactions were -
an d a ll o th er re a c tio n s w e r E +16.l ... ....... • ................ i.. ....... ... .. .................... -....... ............................... .

dependent on gas temperature. :
II 4 1E + 1II6 . . . . . . ... +..... .. . . . . . . • .............. ...... ........ ...... .........-- -- - - -- - -- ...................... ..... ........

The production and interaction ,
of electronically excited species I
were not included in the model, 2E+ ..

but they were used to predict
the evolution of active radicals, ,_ ,5 125 175 225 275 3,_ 37

namely 0 and NO, in the MGA CFrrent (mA)

plasma discharge. The effects of ig. 24 Steady state concentration of 0 and NO radicals as a
function of plasma current. Using a G-factor of 2.5, theradical-induced ignition were predicted results were in good agreement with the air plasma

sought to provide an mechanism results

explanation for the ignition

enhancement observed by the
experimentally measured ignition temperatures shown and discussed in Section 3.
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2.8.2 MGA Production of 0 and NO

Figure 24 shows the steady state 1]

concentrations of O and NO
radicals as functions of current. J_'* .. -o- ,,*•L4
The results obtained from the 00..
kinetic mechanism were -
compared to average intensities "' .7

of experimentally obtained NO ,
spectra from five lines at o
various locations for the o,.5.
wavelength range of 200 nm to :9w av e le g th r n g e o f 2 0 0 n to 0., ................ i........... ...... :............... ............................ .... ..................... ........ .... ....... ...

300 nm. It was assumed that _
0

relative intensities were 0.3

indicative of relative
cocetrtinsofNOatvaios 0.2 --- ---- -----.--.

N20 40 60 s 100 120 140 160

currents of operation. The Current (mA)

intensity value at 140 mA was Fig. 25 Comparison of experimental and modeling results of
used as the normalization concentrations of NO produced by the MGA
maximum (unity) for
comparison purposes. The error bars in the figure represented the deviation of the minimum and
maximum values of
relative intensities from
the average. The
increasing trend of NO
concentration with current

0
is shown in Fig. 25. 16,

2.8.3 Dependence on G- * °-
factor and Specific Power a
Input (SPI)

The G-factor was another •
important parameter that FlwRate (SUM) C

indicated the production of
a species in the system. It 10 SO

usually was defined as the Fig. 26 Predicted steady-state percentage by volume concentration
number of molecules of a of 0 radical as a function of plasma current and flow rate
species produced for 100
eV of energy input. The SPI was the ratio of the input power, PW, to the flow rate, Q, (SLPM).
The SPI was also indicative of the input energy (eV-molecule-') to the system. By the
comparison shown in Fig. 24, it was deduced that a G-factor of 2.5 gave a good estimate of the
amount of 0 radical produced by the MGA. A logarithmic fit described the prediction of NO
species concentration, 2J1016_1n (SPI) + 1016, where the SPI was expressed in Watt-min/liter. The
logarithmic fit allowed for the possibility to explore the production of species over the
experimental range of flow rates and electric current conditions. Figures 26 and 27 show the
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estimated steady state concentrations of 0 and NO for currents up to 350 mA and flow rates up

to 10 SLPM based on the G-factor for 0 radicals and a logarithmic fit for NO production.

2.9 Recombination of Plasma Produced Species in Convection and Diffusion Zone

The MGA was a good
source for the production
of 0 and NO radicals, but
in order to characterize the a,

system, the recombination *.-

losses in the convection-
diffusion zone between
plasma discharge and
reaction zone needed to be
calculated. Due to the 2 -
rapid recombination of the - "
O radicals at low Fkw ,,a. (SLPN) - ----- 2S

temperatures, their 1 0 Curn-t (mA)
s o

lifetimes in the 10

convection-diffusion zone Fig. 27 Predicted steady-state percentage by volume concentration
was short. The typical of NO radical as a function of plasma current and flow rate
residence times of the
plasma-discharge flow in the
convection-diffusion zone 1-0-0o o
(e.g. flow rates of 3 SLPM to 0/0 NO

2 .5 -.-.----.-.------ ----. ---.. ---.-. -...... ..... ........ ...... .................. ....... ... .... ...... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:. . .
10 SLPM) were between 37
msec and 100 msec in the ."
experimental system. Hence,
there was considerable post- I
plasma recombination of 0. 1 5.5

Using the rate of production L

analysis, the reaction 0 + 0 + -
M " 02 + M, where M was
the participating third body 0.5 .
(e.g. N2 and O2), is dominant.
In comparison, the NO o -. . .
concentration did not change 35 55 75 95 115 135

appreciably, with only a Cur•nt (mA)

negligible increase owing to Fig. 28 Oxygen radical and NO percent concentration by
the reaction 0 + N + M -- volume versus current for MGA activation of the air stream
NO +M.

The steady-state simulations from the chemical kinetic mechanism described above revealed that
both the 0 and NO percent volume concentrations increased with an increase of the current of
the MGA (Fig. 28); however, the absolute concentration and the slope of the increase of NO with
current were higher than that of 0. Furthermore, the plots show that the maximum concentrations
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of 0 and NO were at low flow rates and high plasma current. This trend can be explained by
taking into account residence times of the flow through the arc. When the flow rates are low, the
MGA activated more volume of air per unit time.
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3.0 Ignition and Flame Stabilization Enhancement by MGA

The results of the plasma-assisted combustion studies were divided into two categories: (1) the
enhancement of flame stabilization and extinction limit of partially premixed flames and non-
premixed flames, and (2) the enhancement of ignition limits. The partially premixed flames were
studied on a lifted flame burner integrated with the MGA plasma discharge device to observe the
effects on flame stability of a lifted flame. The non-premixed flames were studied on a
counterflow burner integrated with the MGA plasma discharge device to observe quantitatively
the thermal and non-thermal effects by plasma discharge on the extinction limit. The effects of
the MGA on extinction and ignition phenomena of the non-premixed flames were studied in
detail both experimentally and computationally.

3.1 Stability Enhancement of Jet Diffusion Flames

Due to short flow residence time, the turbulent combustion in a supersonic flow and in engines is
diffusion controlled and mainly in the partially premixed flame regime. Therefore, the
enhancement of plasma discharge on the partially premixed flame propagation speed is vital to
flame stabilization in high-speed turbulent flow. Since the triple flame speed can be scaled as

Sp = SL .(PuPb) (3)

and the fraction of the unburned, A, to the burned, pb, gas density would remain constant, the
principal means of an increase in the triple flame speed, Sp, would be the laminar flame speed,
SL. Therefore, measurements of the increase of the
triple flame speed would provide a good indication A. Non-premixed flame

of the increase of the premixed laminar flame
speed. Stabilization -

point : Imaging zone

To study the effects of the MGA on the lifted jet ------- "
diffusion flame stability, the plasma system was Discharged airflow

integrated with a co-flow burner shown in Fig. 29.
The co-flow burner utilized the plasma system
with a coaxial fuel jet. The fuel jet introduced
propane to be diffused into the plasma activated air reactor
stream. Propane was chosen because of its highly Fig. 29 Plasma enhanced partially
stabilizing characteristics as a lifted flame. A lifted remixed co-flow flame burner
triple flame structure was formed downstream, and po
the system was tested using three
propane flow rates and eight levels of
power addition.

Initially, the partially premixed triple
flame was established without plasma Nozzle
activation at a given lifted height. Exit
Without plasma activation of the air, Plasma Off 26 Watts 34 Watts 46 Watts
the flame was in the lean premixed Fig. 30 Flame Heights at Different Power Additions
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flame regime with a low flame speed, as indicated by its lifted height in Fig. 30. As the plasma
was turned on, the triple flame propagated faster and moved upstream to a smaller lifted height.
Finally, at 46 Watts, the flame propagated to the origin of the fuel jet, which indicated a
significant enhancement of the stability of the partially premixed combustion and hence the triple
flame speed (Fig. 30).

To quantify the plasma enhancement of the triple flame speed further, two approaches were
taken. For the first approach, the lifted triple flame was established at the limit of quenching. As
the plasma was turned on and the power increased, the extinction was suppressed, and the flame
became stable at much higher air co-flow rates. With a MGA plasma power addition of 100
Watts, the air co-flow rate was capable of being increased by almost 70% before extinction (Fig.
31). For the second approach, the flame was established at the exit of the propane jet. The air co-
flow then was increased until the flame lifted off The procedure was repeated for eight levels of
plasma power. With a MGA plasma power of only 100 Watts, the air co-flow rate was increased
by over 100% before the flame lifted (Fig. 32).

70 70-
*A 0A

-0 A ~ 60 A

oA A
0• 5 0 U , 54

A A

o40 - a -40 A

A A A
•30 - A * *-30 A * *

A .0153 LPM A 9 .0153 LPM
20 a .0229 LPM .20 U .0229 LPM

e A .0305 LPM e A .0305 LPM
o.10 . ...... T -- o 10 , - ....

20 40 60 80 100 20 40 60 80 100
Plasma Power (Watts) Plasma Power (Watts)

Fig. 31 Lifted Flame Quenching Limits Fig. 32 Limit of Liftoff

There was a clear enhancement of the triple flame speed and stabilization properties with MGA
plasma activation of the air co-flow for the lifted flames. A comprehensive analysis of the
enhancement required a complex model of the interaction of the hydrodynamics and the mixing
layers of the triple flame with the plasma production of species and combustion chemistry. As
such, in order to understand the fundamental mechanism for the enhancement quantitatively, a
simpler platform to study the plasma-flame interaction was desired.

3.2 Counterflow Flame Burner Integration

To establish a simplified platform for the study of plasma-flame kinetic coupling, the MGA
plasma discharge was integrated with the counterflow flame burner. The counterflow system
provided four key benefits: minimal buoyancy effects, simplified flame geometry, ability to
define a flow velocity gradient (strain rate or inverse of residence time) on the centerline near the
stagnation plane of the two impinging jets, defined as,15-' 9

vi Pi

ai = 2vi4I V P (4)
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where v is the velocity, L the length between the
two nozzle, p the density, and subscript N2
designations i andj the fuel and oxidizer stream,
respectively, and lastly, excellent optical access C
for advanced laser diagnostics for species and L iN
temperature measurements. U4 9

8
A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 33. 7
The counterflow burner system consisted of two N -C= N2
converging nozzles of 15 mm in diameter, N4 4
separated by 13 mm. The upper nozzle was 3

water-cooled. The feedstock for the plasma 2
device upstream of the lower nozzle was air,
while nitrogen-diluted methane flowed through
the upper nozzle. To isolate the flame from the
ambient air and disturbances, a nitrogen co-flow
was used. The nitrogen co-flow passed through
an annular slit of 0.75 mm in radial direction Air

around the circumference of each nozzle exit. Fig. 33 Schematic of counterflow diffusion
The velocity of the co-flow was maintained at or flame extinction apparatus. 1. Cathode, 2.
below the nozzle exit speed to minimize Anode, 3. Gliding Arc Initiation Wire, 4.
diffusion into the stream. The flame was Permanent Ceramic Magnets, 5. Ceramic
established on the upstream air side of the Insulator, 6. MGA, 7. Nozzle w/ N2 Co-Flow,
stagnation plane. The designed system allowed 8. Counterflownon-premixedflame, 9. Water
for the examination of the quenching limits of Cooled Nozzle w/N 2 Co-Flow
the flame as a function of the flow velocity
gradient for different levels of plasma power addition.

The flow rates of the individual gases were controlled with sonic nozzles that were calibrated
with a DryCal dry piston flow meter (I % error). The methane and nitrogen were mixed in a
hollow mixing cylinder (for minimal back pressure). To ensure that the mixture input to the
flame was held constant while the velocity was increased through the nozzles, a bypass system
was used. The methane/nitrogen mixture, as well as the air, was bled off before it reached the
respective nozzles. The flow rate then was increased or decreased through the nozzles by closing
or opening the valves of the bypass, respectively. By measuring the flow through the bypass
using the DryCal flow meter, the nozzle exit velocities were calculated.

To measure the extinction limits, the flame first was established with the bypass fully open,
producing the lowest flow rate through the nozzles (and strain on the flame). Then each bypass
was slowly closed, while maintaining the stagnation plane at a fixed position. During this process
the flame moved closer to the stagnation plane between the two nozzles, which decreased the
residence mixing time, as well as increasing the strain rate until flame extinction.

Two pictures of the nitrogen-diluted methane-air counterflow flames are shown in Fig. 34 with
and without plasma power addition. The side view of the one-dimensional structure of the flame
is shown. In all cases the flame was very steady and had minimal curvature, providing an
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excellent platform to perform experimental measurements via laser diagnostics and geometry
that was easy to reproduce computationally. There was also a significant difference in luminosity
between the flame with and without plasma activation of the air stream.

No Plasma so Waft
360 35"

3mN 3m"

C C
*3

0 200 002

is. 250 35a 4" sON 1" 760 as0 IS. Zn ISO 450 No, a" 750 M

Wavelength, rim Wavelength, rim

Fig. 34 Pictures of counterflow non-premixed flames with and without plasma activation of the
air and the corresponding luminescent spectrum

Luminescent spectrum measurements were taken of the nitrogen diluted methane/air non-
premixed flame because of the noticeable difference observed in the visible spectrum when the
plasma was on. The strain rate was fixed at 83 s-, and measurements were taken with no plasma
power addition and with approximately 60 Watts of plasma power addition. The two flames and
their respective spectra are shown in Fig. 34. The integration time was different for each
measurement, 5 seconds for no plasma and 2.5 seconds for 60 Watts. The spectra were not
compared quantitatively, but rather their general shape and peaks were compared for qualitative
analysis. For both spectra there were three common peaks around 309 nm, 431 nm, and 517 nm.
These peaks were associated primarily with OH and some HCO around 309 nm, with CH around
431 nm, and with C2 around 517 nm. These peaks are typical for a methane/air flame. The flame
with plasma power addition had additional peaks around 336 nm, 359 nm, and 388 nm, and
broadband emission between approximately 477 nm and 850 nm. The 336 nm peak was
associated with NH, HCO and 02 band emission, the 359 nm mostly with HCO and some 02,
and the 388 nm mostly with CN and some CH band emission. 20

3.3 Effects on Flame Extinction Limit

The extinction limits for the counterflow flames were found with and without plasma power
addition. When the bypass valves were closed, the nozzle exit velocities increased, pushing the
flame closer to the stagnation plane. As the flame approached the stagnation plane, the strain rate
increased. As such, the flame lost more thermal energy and had less residence time for reaction
completion until finally, it extinguished. The effect of the MGA plasma discharge on the
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extinction limits of the flame 400 t Bundy et al. Puri & Seshadri m No Plasmawas investigated by using three 350 * 33 Watts 44 Watts * 60 Watts
nitrogen diluted methane o 78 Watts

mixtures, and the results are .- 3000

shown in Fig. 35. The -- 250
extinction limits with no 2--

plasma power addition agreed =
well with the data reported by Z! 150 _

both Puri and Seshadri'5 and tA 100 -

Bundy et al.19 With only 78 50
Watts of plasma power input,
there was a 220% increase in 0 .
the extinction strain rate. The 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
power input was less than six Percent Methane Diluted in Nitrogen
percent of the flame power, Fig. 35 Effects of plasma power addition on the strain rates at
defined as the maximum extinction for different levels of nitrogen dilution
power that could be obtained 120

from the given amount of fuel
in the mixture. The results • 100

showed that there was a E100

significant extinction limit c!
2 0enhancement when using the "--8

MGA plasma discharge, but .E

the reasons for this effect were W 60
not yet apparent. M

40
Initially, the results for the

extinction strain rates were d. 20 * Experiment
compared to those of the Computation

numerical computation. The 0 ,ma,

computations were performed 0 20 40 60 80
using a modified version of Plasma Power Addition, Watts
PREMIX code 2' with both Fig. 36 Comparison of nozzle exit velocities at extinction
potential and plug flow
boundary conditions using the detailed chemical mechanism of GRI-3.0.22 The temperature input
to the numerical computation came from the measured temperatures found just downstream of
the exit of the nozzles via planar Rayleigh scattering thermometry for each of the various flow,
concentration, and plasma power conditions.

Since strain rate was proportional to velocity, the comparison was done in relation to velocities at
extinction. The results are shown in Fig. 36. Since the input to the computation was only
elevated temperatures to mimic the plasma and since both the experiment and computation
extinction results were in good agreement, this result indicated that the effect of the MGA on the
flame was predominately thermal.
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3.4 Rayleigh Scattering and OH Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) Experimental Set-up

To measure the temperature
profiles of the non-premixed flame 11
between the two nozzles, a
Rayleigh scattering system was
utilized (see Fig. 37). A frequency- ] 1 2 "1310
doubled, injection-seeded O.........................
Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray GCR- "
4) with an output of approximately . 5K0
450 nJ per pulse was used. For 9 "
OH measurements, the OH was : 4

excited via a Lumonics HD-300 :8

dye laser pumped with the 6

Nd:YAG laser (Fig. 37). The
wavelength was tuned to 567.106 -0 14 -7

nm so that the frequency-doubled Fig. 37 Planar Rayleigh scattering and OH PLIF set-up. I.
radiation matched the wavelength injection seeded Nd:YAG laser, 2. frequency doubler, 3.
for the Q1(8) transition of the beam dump, 4. half-wave plate, 5. diode energy meter, 6.
A Z-X 2n (1,0) band. The lens, 7. power meter, 8. lens, 9. clipper, 10. flame, 11.
Boltzmann population fraction of beam dump, 12. ICCD camera, 13. dye laser with
the ground state (N = 8) reached a frequency doubler, 14. Pellin-Broca prism.
maximum near 1600 K and varied
little over the temperature range of 1200 K to 2200 K, for examplefB( 2 2 0 0 K)/fB(1600 K) =

0.934. The resulting pump linewidth was approximately 0.1 cm- , while the 283 nm beam energy
was 12 mJ/pulse. The beam energy was measured and recorded for each image taken by
directing a small portion of the beam (either 532 nm or 283 nm) to a photodiode or Molectron
Joulemeter. For both temperature and OH measurements, a laser sheet was formed using two
lenses. The optics consisted of a piano-concave cylindrical lens (-300 mm focal length) to spread
the beam in the vertical direction and a piano-convex spherical lens (1 m focal length) to focus
the beam in the horizontal direction and to collimate the beam in the vertical direction. The laser
sheet then was directed between the two nozzles of the counterflow flame burner. To minimize
any stray scattering of the laser sheet in the vertical direction, band-pass absorption filters were
used to "clip" the sheet. The scattering and fluorescence were imaged with Princeton Instruments
PIMAX intensified CCD cameras (one camera with a photocathode optimized for the visible
spectrum for Rayleigh scattering and one camera with a photocathode optimized for the UV
spectrum for OH fluorescence). For Rayleigh scattering, a Nikon 105 mm, f/2.8 macro lens was
used while for OH PLIF, a Nikon UV Nikkor 105 mm f74.5 lens was used along with UG- I I and
WG-295 Schott glass filters to isolate fluorescence from the A-X(0,0) and A-X(l ,l) bands and
block background scattering. Both cameras employed a 512 by 512 pixel array that was binned
to improve the framing rate.

To calibrate the Rayleigh scattering signal, images of scattering intensity were taken of clean,
particle-free air (at a known temperature) that was directed through the lower nozzle. Even
though great care was taken to minimize the background scattering, some still existed. To
account for the background scattering, high purity helium was passed through the nozzles of the
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burner system, allowing the background to be measured. Helium was used for this purpose
because its scattering cross section was very small compared to that of air (less than 1.5%). Also,
to account for any variations in the system (and minimize error) as the experiments were
conducted, such as shifts in the laser sheet, the air reference and background scattering were
checked periodically.

To calibrate the intensity from the OH PLIF to an absolute number density of OH, measurements
first were taken of a known system with the equivalent experimental arrangement. A 25.4-mm-
square Hencken burner23 using a pre-mixture of methane and air (equivalence ratio of 0.95) was
used as the calibration flame. Though there was a small difference in electronic quenching rate
between this flame and that expected in the counterflow non-premixed flames (due to the
nitrogen in the fuel), the difference was mitigated due to transition saturation. The number
density in the Hencken burner flame (in the burnt gas region) was determined with an absorption
measurement-using the QI(6) transition of the A-X(0,0) band-along with a laser-induced
fluorescence measurement of the absorption pathlength. The measurement gave an OH number
density of 0.94 + 0.07 x 1016 cm"3, a value consistent with a burnt-gas temperature of 2170 K
(versus the adiabatic equilibrium value of 2194 K). The ratio of fluorescence signals between the
counterflow flames and the Hencken burner flame, along with the number density in the
Hencken burner flame, allowed calculation of the counterflow flame number densities. A 10%
correction factor also was applied to the Hencken burner flame fluorescence signals to account
for the greater degree of fluorescence trapping and sheet absorption compared to the counterflow
flames. Measured temperatures were used to correct the slight change in Boltzmann population
fraction from Hencken burner to counterflow flames. The total fractional uncertainty for the
counterflow OH number densities is estimated to be +15%. The uncertainty represented a
combination of absorption measurement uncertainty and uncertainty of application of the
calibration to the counterflow flames.

3.5 Temperature Measurements by Using Rayleigh Scattering

To measure the temperature distribution quantitatively and compare it with numerical
simulations, Rayleigh scattering measurements were made on the counterflow flame for various
strain rates. The laser sheet was passed through the diameter of the disk shaped counterflow
flame between the nozzles of the
burner. Two sample images are
shown in Fig. 38, where (a) is
with no plasma power addition
and (b) is with approximately 33
Watts of plasma power addition.
The background was subtracted
and the air-reference divided
into each image. The intensity
seen was both a function of
scattering cross section and
number density distributions cold MR ,
between the nozzles. A scale is Fig. 38 Rayleigh scattering images at a strain rate of 98.6 s-.
shown below the images with a) no plasma power addition, b) 33 Watts of plasma power
the darkest extreme for the addition
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lowest scattering and the highest temperature, and the lighter extreme for the highest scattering
and the lowest temperature. The flame was located in the darkest region of these images just
above the middle of the picture, spanning the width. The nitrogen-diluted methane mixture
entered the field of view from the top of the images and the air (plasma side) from the bottom of
the images. Even with the non-equilibrium MGA plasma discharge, the present burner design
yielded a very good one-dimensional flame structure along the flow direction. The result greatly
simplified the coupling between the flow field and the plasma-flame interaction. A comparison
of the two images shows that the region below the flame in (b) (plasma on) was darker than (a)
(plasma off) below the flame. The difference indicated less scattering and hence a higher
temperature. In each case, a ten-pixel-wide "stripe" was taken from each image and averaged to
yield the best distribution between the nozzles. The temperatures measured at the boundaries
(just downstream of the nozzles) were used as boundary conditions in the numerical
computation.

3.5.1 Rayleigh Scattering Intensity Ratio Profiles

To gain more insight into how
the flame was being enhanced 1.6
by the non-equilibrium plasma, o Experiment
Rayleigh scattering . IComutai'
thermometry was performed to - 1.2 60 W, a=29&5 s-

obtain the distribution of
temperature between the two
nozzles. The intensity observed " o.8 0 W, a=87.1 s -It 1

by the ICCD camera was a 43

function of both the scattering D 0

cross section, because of the o 0.4
distribution of different 'M 33 W, a=98.6 st

species, and number density CH4 & N,
change between the two 0 . . . ..
nozzles. By simply referencing -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
those intensities to the intensity Distance Between Nozzles, cm
of air at room temperature, Fig. 39 Comparison of Rayleigh scattering intensity ratio
ratios were found. The ratio profiles with and without plasma power addition at different
measurements then were strain rates
compared to numerical
computations and the results are shown in Fig. 39 for both the plasma power off and on.
Oscillations were evident in the scattering profiles, especially near the upper (fuel) nozzle. The
oscillations resulted from diffraction from the edge of the absorption filters used to "clip" the
beam (and prevent scattering from the burner surfaces) and slight movement of the sheet
between the measurements in the flame and in the air reference. Nonetheless, there was
reasonably good agreement between the experiment and computation. The good agreement once
again showed that the effect of the non-equilibrium MGA plasma discharge on the flame was
predominately thermal.

3.5.2 Temperature Distributions
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Even though the measurements directly from the Rayleigh scattering were in good agreement
with the computation and were also completely independent quantities, the actual temperatures
were not realized. To get a better estimate of the temperatures, the ratio profiles, as described
above, were used. Since the species concentrations and temperature changed between the nozzles
due to the presence of the flame, the scattering cross sections and number densities changed.
Number density could be accounted for simply by the temperature, but the scattering cross
sections could not. The scattering cross sections needed to be known at each point along the
profile as a reference to calculate the temperature. Therefore, the species concentrations
associated with specific temperatures and axial positions from the numerical computation were
used to convert scattering signal to temperature. The scattering cross sections for species in
molar concentrations of a tenth of a percent and larger were calculated using refractory data from

24Gardiner et al. These calculations accounted for the variation in scattering cross section and
gave accurate temperature profiles from the Rayleigh scattering images. The temperature profiles
found from the Rayleigh scattering images then were compared to the results of the numerical
computation at the same input temperatures and flow conditions. Figure 40 shows temperature
profile comparisons between the experimental results via Rayleigh scattering and the numerical
computation using the GRI-3.0 chemical mechanism. The profiles were in good agreement. A
similar comparison between the experimental results and the numerical computation also were
made with the addition of plasma power (Fig. 40). Once again, the temperature profiles were all
in good agreement. On the air
side (the right side of the plots), 2000
the temperature was elevated, --- Experiment 33 W, a=98.6 s1

mimicking the thermal effect of Computation

the plasma. The air temperature 1500 r

was determined experimentally • 0, a,60 W, a=298.5 s"

from the Rayleigh scattering. 0 OW, a="87.1 s1  
.

The air temperature was the 1
only experimentally measured 0. 1000
value that was input to the ,0 All A

numerical computation. 500 /
Overall, the temperature
profiles agreed, once again
showing that the effect of the 0 ,CH& N, Air

non-equilibrium MGA plasma -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
discharge was predominately Distance Between Nozzles, cm
thermal fo r the cases Fig. 40 Comparison of temperature profiles with and without
investigated, plasma power addition at different strain rates

3.6 OH PLIF Measurements

To reinforce further that the enhancement of the flame via the non-equilibrium plasma was
dominated by thermal effects, OH PLIF measurements were performed. ICCD images of the
relative intensities of the OH in the flame as a function of plasma power are shown in Fig. 41.
From the images, the OH number density was obtained for different plasma powers and strain
rates and referenced to a Hencken burner flame, as described previously, to find the absolute OH
number density. Figure 42 shows the results from the OH PLIF measurements when compared to
the computation with and without plasma power addition. The experimental profiles were
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consistently taller and broader
than the computational profiles,
but overall, the agreement was
within the uncertainty of the
measurement, ±15%, as
described above. Also, since
the 283 nm laser sheet was
approximately 250 pm in width
in the probe region (and Fig. 41 OH PLIF images. a) no plasma power addition, b) 33
transition saturation gave an Watts, c) 48 Watts
effective probe thickness
somewhat greater than this), it was expected that there would be a slight broadening of the
experimental profiles. Nonetheless, the plots showed reasonably good agreement between the
experiment and the computation, once again showing that the effect of the non-equilibrium MGA
plasma discharge on the flame was predominately thermal.

3.7 Effects of Radical Addition on Flame Structures

What would be the lifetime of radicals produced by the plasma discharge in the air stream and
would they reach the flame? This question was reasonable to ask because, as observed, the effect
appeared to be predominately thermal, rather than non-thermal. Since the plasma was activating
only dry air in the experiment, it was assumed that the radicals produced in the flame consisted
of oxygen and nitrogen only. The effect of atomic oxygen addition at the air side boundary on
the flame structure was shown (once again mimicking the plasma) because atomic nitrogen
addition played a similar role. Atomic oxygen concentrations from 0.01 percent to 1 percent
were added at the air (plasma) side boundary. The temperature was fixed at 400 K at this
boundary to ensure that low
temperature chemistry did not 1.80E+16 4
come into play. Also, the ----Experiment 1 48W, a=]83 s1

velocities at the boundaries Computation %
were similar to those used in 0 ° "78Wa=127.7s"

0
the experiment for a flame that 5 1.2E+16
was highly strained and near •
extinction, where radical 0

W 0 W, a-83.3 sW --a.83
addition was important. A plot 12
of the temperature profiles and 0 6.00E+15
oxygen atom concentration S
distributions between the Z 0

nozzles is shown in Fig. 43. CH,&N N, Air

There was no significant effect 0E0, _

until almost 1 percent addition O.OOE+00 0

of atomic oxygen. Considering -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4
thattheplasa dsk ws iDistance Between Nozzles, cm

that the plasma disk was Fig. 42 Comparison of OH number density distributions with
located almost 4 cm upstream and without plasma power addition at different strain rates
of the boundary, where the
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atomic oxygen was added, it 1800 0.01
appeared that the atoms o No'0' Addition

would recombine well X 001%'0' Addition ;
before the flame, therefore X0.1%'0'Addition 0.008 g
having no non-thermal x1%'0' Addition

S1200-effect on the flame. 1

From the above discussion, X E
conclusions were made that - .0o4

the radical induced non- H 600 -

thermal effects on the .XXXXXN\ = 0 a t a a O"O*•0 It 1 0 .0 02t

burning rate of non- ... O -- 0.0o2K
premixed flames were very XX x • •*•
limited at low air " t .
temperatures because the -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
radical lifetime was too Distance Between Nozzles, cm
short to affect the chain Fig. 43 Computed temperature and oxygen atom distributions
branching reaction path. The between the nozzles of the counterflow system with atomic
oxygen radicals recombined oxygen addition
and increased the air
temperature before reaching the flame. In addition, the low temperature of air excluded the
occurrence of low temperature chemistry.

3.8 Ignition Temperature Measurements by Using the Counterflow Flame

Since the effect of the MGA on the counterflow flames was predominately thermal, other
experimental methods were sought to produce non-thermal enhancement. The only ways to
accomplish the task were to go to higher temperatures or lower pressures to extend the lifetimes
of the plasma-produced species. Furthermore, since the experiments for extinction had the pre-
existing condition of a flame that already produced significant amounts of radicals to sustain
itself, the addition of small concentrations of radicals would not have as much of an observable
non-thermal effect. The solution was counterflow ignition experiments where the air would be
pre-heated and then passed through the MGA device with the plasma on and off. Therefore, the
lifetimes of the plasma-produced species were extended, and there was no flame to produce
radicals, so any radical addition would lead to non-thermal ignition enhancement. The same
basic design again was chosen for the ignition work because of its simple flame geometry;
however, for ignition, the system was redesigned for pre-heating of the air to high temperatures.
The system was capable of igniting the non-premixed flames with and without the MGA while
only producing non-thermal effects of the MGA on the ignition process, eliminating any
localized thermal effects. The counterflow burner was redesigned to have two attachments to
accommodate both a heated nozzle and the MGA device.

The upper nozzle of the counterflow system consisted of a water-cooled 15 millimeter inner
diameter nozzle with a nitrogen co-flow to isolate the jet from any ambient effects. The upper
nozzle also was fixed to a vertical translation table to adjust the distance between the upper and
lower nozzles. Methane was used as the fuel to pass through the upper nozzle and was diluted in
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eighty percent nitrogen to weaken the strength of the flame. The lower nozzle of the counterflow
system consisted of both a pre-heating system and either a heated nozzle or the MGA device.
The pre-heating system was housed in high-temperature silica ceramic and contained a silicon
carbide heater that was capable of raising the temperature of the air in excess of 1600 K. A
thermocouple was placed approximately one millimeter from the surface of the heater and was
used as a feedback sensor to the heater's power supply to maintain the desired temperatures. The
entire pre-heating system was fixed to a planar two axis translation table to allow for fine
adjustment of the axial alignment of the upper and lower nozzles.

The two attachments to the pre-heating system were the heated nozzle for only heated air
experiments to provide the baseline of ignition temperatures without plasma activation and the
MGA device for the
plasma ignition
experiments. The
heated nozzle II iii
attachment consisted [Ni•1 I
of a 15 millimeter .N.,l

inner diameter quartz [7
tube and a schematic
of the system is shown -
in Fig. 44 with a 1
picture of an ignited
flame. To minimize
heat loss, Kanthal
heater wire was
wrapped around the -
outside of the quartz
tube, with a variable
AC power supply
providing the power.
The MGA device
attachment to the pre- Air= CAir Air Air

heating assembly
consisted of high-
temperature silica
ceramic to hold the
stainless steel
electrodes in place. Fig. 44 (left) Heated Air Counterflow Ignition Apparatus I. SiC heater,
Since high 2. R-type Thermocouple, 3. Kanthal wire heated quartz nozzle, 4. K-
temperatures required type thermocouple, 5. Diffusion flame, 6. Water-cooled nozzle with N2

in the ignition system, co-flow
the permanent magnetsused on the extinction Fig. 45 (right) MGA Counterflow Ignition Apparatus 1. SiC heater, 2.
apparatus could not be R-type Thermocouple, 3. Cathode, 4. Anode 5. Gliding arc initiation
used for the ignition wire, 6. MGA, 7. Insulator, 8. Nozzle with N2 co-flow, 9. Magnets, 10.
experiments because K-type thermocouple, 11. Diffusion flame, 12. Water-cooled nozzle with
of their low N 2 co-flow
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demagnetizing temperature. Instead, permanent neodymium magnets were located radially, but
not adjacent to the outer electrodes to minimize heat loss and keep the magnets well below their
demagnetizing temperature. The new set-up correctly produced the magnetic field that was
present with the old donut shaped permanent magnet system. A 15 millimeter inner diameter
nozzle was placed downstream of the MGA device as the lower nozzle of the counterflow
burner. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 45 with a picture of an ignited flame.

3.9 Ignition Temperature Measurements

Measurements were taken of the ignition temperatures on both the heated nozzle and MGA
device counterflow apparatus. The counterflow system allowed for a comparison of the ignition
temperatures with and without plasma activation of the air for the same flow conditions. For the
heated nozzle system, the flow initially was fixed through the system (20% CH4 in 80% N2
versus air), and the power was supplied to the silicon carbide heater and Kanthal wire heater to
raise the temperature of the air close to the ignition temperature of the combustible flow. The
system was allowed to sit for about an hour to ensure that it was in steady state. The flow then
was ignited with an external source to allow for visualization and adjustments to optimize
alignment and flow in the system. Temperature profile measurements across the exit of the lower
nozzle and between the lower nozzle and the stagnation plane were obtained to ensure that the
temperature peaked along the axis of the nozzle and was highest at the exit of the lower nozzle.
A K-type thermocouple was used to measure the ignition temperature because it would not suffer
from any catalytic surface effects. Care had to be taken to ensure that the same location in the
flow always was measured. Temperature measurements were made consistently at the exit of the
lower nozzle along the centerline axis. Since the thermocouple could not remain in the flow
during ignition because it would disrupt the flow locally, allowing for premature ignition, it was
placed on a translation apparatus that could move it repeatedly and consistently from a location
outside of the flow to the same axial location at the exit of the lower nozzle.

To achieve ignition, the temperature of the air was raised slowly in small increments (by
approximately 2 K to 3 K close to the ignition temperature) until ignition was achieved by
increasing the power supplied to the silicon carbide heater. The heater power at which ignition
occurred was recorded, and the flame was extinguished by closing off the supply of methane.
The heater power then was lowered, the methane turned on, and the flow field correctly adjusted
and optimized again. The heater power was then raised, ignition achieved, and power recorded.
Once the power at ignition was found to be consistently the same, the methane supply was closed
off and the heater turned to that power. The thermocouple was placed in the flow on the center
axis at the exit of the lower nozzle and the temperature measured. The measured temperature was
defined as the ignition temperature for that flow condition. The procedure to find the temperature
at ignition was completed several times to establish repeatability. For radiation corrections to be
made, temperature measurements of the parts of the apparatus in the line-of-sight and in close
proximity to the thermocouple for ignition were made.

A similar procedure was followed for obtaining the ignition temperatures when using the MGA
device. In addition to the silicon carbide heater being brought up to a temperature close to
ignition, the plasma power supply was turned on to a fixed power and the system allowed to sit
for about an hour to achieve steady state. The same procedure as that of the heated nozzle was
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followed to obtain the ignition temperatures for plasma activation of the air. Special care was
taken to ensure that the MGA did not become unstable and produce any hot spots that would lead
to localized ignition and hence false underestimates of the actual ignition temperatures.

Due to the design of the experiment, any difference in ignition temperature was predominately
non-thermal because of the minimization of any thermal effects. The experiment, therefore,
offered a well-defined system to study non-thermal ignition enhancement by a non-equilibrium
plasma.

3.10 Ignition Enhancement by MGA

The ignition temperature was measured by using both the electrically heated nozzle and MGA
attachment to the counterflow non-premixed flame burner for a strain rate range from 200 s- to
350 s-I. For the MGA, the current was fixed at 350 mA, yielding a power around 250 Watts. The
results for the ignition temperatures are shown in Fig. 46. There was a clear and significant
decrease in the ignition
temperature when using A Heated Air (Fotache, Kreutz and Law, 1997)

the MGA; as much as 200 1400, 0 Heated Air (experiment)

K at a strain rate of 200 s-1. 8 MGA (experiment)

To confirm the ignition X 1 A

enhancing effects of the i 13 T A

MGA on the system with -
simple fuel chemistry,
hydrogen was also chosen 1200

as a fuel. The same r2
procedure as with methane_'
was followed and the 11001
results are shown in Fig. +
47. Once again, for

hydrogen ignition, there 1 .,
was also a significant non- is0 200 250 300 350 400

thermal enhancement with Strain Rate, s"

the MGA, with ignition Fig. 46 Comparison of experimental measurements of ignition
temperatures more than temperatures with 20% CH4 in N2 versus air for pre-heated air and
180 K lower than pre- MGA (at 350 mA) from a = 200 - 350 s'
heated air alone.

The results shown here were the first experiments designed to isolate completely and observe
non-thermal enhancement by a non-equilibrium plasma. The MGA was capable of non-thermally
enhancing the ignition of the methane counterflow non-premixed flame system, but what were
the mechanisms of enhancement? To answer this question, systematic computational
examination of the kinetic mechanisms of enhancement was completed. These mechanisms
focused on radical enhancement and also enhancement through intermediate stable species such
as NOx.

3.11 Computational Simulations of Counterflow Non-Premixed Flame Ignition
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C om putational sim ulations _0 0_a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __hadLa_1_ _

were performed to validate . Fotac .H reaute ZhAird Law (1995)

and explain qualitatively 95 NMGA(experiment)

the interaction of the MGA A[A

with the ignition of the + 9M
counterflow non-premixed , I
flames. The code was an
adaption of a previously-

generated code for 1 800
counterflow flame =

simulations by Ju's "Z 750

group.21 With the
geometry of the 700
counterflow burner, a
simulation using detailed 650
chemistry (GRI-3.0) was too 150 200 250 300 350 400

performed to find the Strain Rate, s"

ignition temperatures as a Fig. 47 Comparison of experimental measurements of ignition
function of strain rate. The temperatures with 20% H2 in N2 versus air for pre-heated air and
S-curve responses for the MGA (at 140 mA) from a = 150 - 350 s 1

counterflow system were
found using a temperature and radical continuation method.

3.11.1 Ignition with Pre-heated Air Only

The ignition S-curves were computed for the pre-heated air only case as functions of air
temperature. The curves

1.E400 •2100

are shown in Fig. 48. As 20% CH4 in 80% N21.E-01 2000

expected, the curves versus Heated Air
exhibited two ignition and i.E02

two extinction turning 1.E-03

points, which also was I.E• - 10

observed and explained in I 1E.0E 100

a recent paper by Liu and - .E-06 1600

Law.25 The lower E Ec

temperature/strain rate I.E-O1
ignition limits (the first I" 1.5, K
ignition limit) had a 1-00 ..................... 1 K 130

maximum temperature in 1200
1.E-1 ¶1J

the flow field that was 11012 0

equal to the pre-heated air 1.e-12

temperature, indicating 1.E-13 .. 1 .. 100010 100 1000 10000

that thermal feedback was Strain Rate, s 1

negligible for ignition. Fig. 48 S-curve response for 20% CH4 in N2 versus pre-heated air
Therefore, the lower as a function of maximum temperature and hydrogen concentration
ignition limit was the for various strain rates
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kinetic ignition limit since thermal feedback from fuel oxidation was not required for
ignition.2 2829 On the other hand, the high temperature ignition limit, with maximum
temperatures well above the pre-heated air temperature, was the thermal ignition limit.

Due to the difficulty in observing the kinetic ignition limit in the temperature coordinate, the
maximum hydrogen radical concentration curve is shown as a n analogous curve for the 1200 K
case in Fig. 48. At the ignition limit, the concentration of hydrogen radicals and maximum
temperature have local extremum at the same strain rate.

3.11.2 Kinetic Ignition Enhancement by MGA and Ignition Diagram

The MGA produced radicals, ions, electrons and excited species. Since the plasma was located
more than four centimeters upstream of the reaction zone, no electrons would be present in the
reaction zone. Furthermore, for a first order approximation, it was assumed that the ions and
excited species were negligible. The MGA activated dry air, so the species present only
contained nitrogen and oxygen. The species included 0 as well as NO,,. Therefore only 0 and
NO,, were used as boundary inputs to the air side of the counterflow code and the S-curve
responses were computed. Up to a 1,000 parts per million (ppm) of 0 input at the air side
boundary yielded negligible enhancement, even when combined with NO,, addition, because of
the rapid recombination during transport between the nozzle exit and reaction zone. Since 1000
ppm of 0 was well above what was expected at the exit of the nozzle, the effect of 0 was
negligible.

NO,, produced by plasma is stable and has catalytic effects on radical production. 6 27"3° In the
past work by Tan, Fotache, and Law,26 NO addition on the order of 10,000 ppm would yield the
greatest enhancement, with little additional enhancement at higher NO concentrations. The S-
curve responses were 2100
calculated for 100, 1000, 20% CH4 in 80% N2

10,000, 50,000 and versus NO in Air
100,000 ppm. The curves 190o

for 10,000 ppm of NO 100

addition are shown in Fig. 1700

49. 160
• 1500:

For lower strain rates at ! 1400 -1400 K
low air temperatures, there 13001 - 1300 K
were two ignition and two 1200 -1200 K

extinction limits on the S- 1100 *--1100 K
curves; however, for 1000 \'%"% 1050 K1000• 1025 K

temperatures higher than 900 % 950 K 1000 K

1025 K, the curves only 875K ....... . ..0..... .......

had a single ignition and 1 10 100 1000 10000
extinction limit. The Strain Rate, s"
transition to only one Fig. 49 S-curve response for 20% CH4 in N2 versus pre-heated air
ignition limit could be with 10,000 ppm NO as a function of maximum temperature for
explained by the various strain rates
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competition between the catalytic NO. effect and thermal feedback. At lower strain rates the
ignition temperatures (air temperatures) were low. At low temperatures, the catalytic effects of
NO contributed significantly to the build-up of radicals to allow for ignition before significant
heat release. On the S-curves of Fig. 49 below 1025 K, the lower strain rate ignition occurred at
the same temperature of the pre-heated air. This result demonstrated that heat release from fuel
oxidation was not important and that the ignition was enhanced kinetically by the NO, catalytic
effect.

The S-curves in Fig. 49 1450

that were at higher strain Heated Air Only (kinetic)
rates and temperatures Heated Air Only (thermal)

- - 10000 PPM NO (kinetic)
above 1025 K only had 1350 -' IO0000PPMNO(thermal)

one ignition limit at a /

maximum temperature 1 1250

much higher than the air ',m
temperature. This result C
was explained by realizing Go
that higher ignition
temperatures were needed ., 1050

at higher strain rates (due g
to heat and radical losses). 950•
The NO continued to
enhance ignition but was - kinetic-I -:>thermal

not the dom inant pathw ay. 850 . . I0 ........ . IH.. ....... .

The NO catalytic effect Strain Rate, s-1
allowed for the production Fig. 50 Kinetic versus thermal regimes of ignition extracted from
of radicals and provided S-curve responses for 20% CH4 in N2 versus pre-heated air with
some heat release, but and without 10,000 ppm NO
overall it was not enough
to allow for complete reaction and ignition. Moreover, at high temperatures, the NO, catalytic
effect decreased. Therefore, there needed to be heat release and thermal feedback for ignition to
occur. Figure 50 provides an ignition diagram for the two different regimes of ignition
enhancement by NO. For the 10000 ppm NO ignition curves there was a clear difference in the
dependence of ignition temperature on the strain rate. For lower strain rates, the NO addition
provided a sufficient amount radical production to ignite the flame. This ignition regime was the
kinetic ignition enhancement regime. At higher strain rates, ignition required the aid of heat
release and thermal feedback to occur. This was the thermal ignition regime. Figure 50 is a
diagram showing these two ignition regimes.

To provide a better comparison between ignition with and without the MGA plasma discharge, a
plot of the ignition temperatures versus strain rate for different levels NO addition is shown in
Fig. 51. The figure shows that there was significant ignition enhancement at up to 10,000 ppm of
NO addition but decreased enhancement for larger amounts of NO addition. The decreased
enhancement with larger NO addition qualitatively matched the trends of past work on NO
enhancement with an optimal amount of NO addition.26.27
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_Heated Air Only (kinetic)

Figure 51 shows the -Heated Air Only (thermal)

interesting phenomenon 1000 PPM NO (kinetic)
1350-- 1000 PPM NO (thermal)

where the curves for -s 011M PPM NO (kineti

10,000 ppm NO and IOWoPPM NO(thermal)S....I O00OPPM NO (kinetic)

100,000 ppm NO addition x 125 -IoOOO0PPMNO(iehrmal) 7

crossed. The crossover of " 7
the two curves implied /
that the addition of more W "s /,
NO beyond 10,000 ppm /7-

yielded little additional "
ignition enhancement and 7
led to less enhancement at
strain rates above 5000 s-. "0
There was an optimal
amount of NO addition to
e n h a n c e i g n i t io n 8. . .. . .. . . .. .

1I0 100 100• 10000

depending upon the strain Strain Rate, s"

rate. Therefore either cold Fig. 51 Comparison of ignition temperature versus strain rate with
non-equilibrium plasma or and without NO addition showing multiple ignition points at the
pure thermal plasma alone same temperature
may not be the best choice 1350 - Heated Air

to enhance ignition. - 1000 ppm NO

Furthermore, NO addition 1300- - 000 ppm NO

allowed for ignition at
much lower air 1250

temperatures and even
ignition where it was not 12®

possible with ignition by
pre-heated air alone. The • 1150

ignition at lower air
temperatures with the 1100
plasma indicated clearly
that plasma produces non- 1050

thermal ignition.

The ability of NO 1000 20 25 50 75 100 12s 150
production to ignite the Strain Rate, s-1

mixture at even higher Fig. 52 Comparison of NO enhancement of ignition at higher strain
strain rates is apparent in rates than pre-heated air ignition for the same boundary temperature
Fig. 52 which shows the of 1000 K.
ignition limits for the
same boundary temperature of 1000 K. The pre-heated air was not capable of igniting the flame,
but NO addition allowed for ignition at strain rates over 120 s-.
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3.12 Sensitivity Analysis and NO- Catalytic Path

Sensitivity analysis was performed to examine the differences observed in the response curves
and identify the key reactions of the kinetic-versus-thermal regimes of ignition, as well as the
high temperature/high strain rate crossing point of the 100,000 ppm NO addition curve of Fig.
51. The sensitivity coefficient was defined as

sensitivit y coefficient = aIn aignition)

where aigniio, was the strain rate at ignition and w, was the reaction rate of the ith reaction. A
positive sensitivity coefficient meant that increasing the reaction rate accelerated ignition.

The results of the sensitivity analysis for the heated air only and for 10,000 ppm of NO addition
both at an air temperature of 1200 K, are shown in Fig. 53. For the pre-heated air only case, the
most important reactions were identified correctly as those previously reported by Liu and
Law.25 The reactions are related to the oxidation of CH3 radicals; however, NO, addition
significantly changed the reaction paths. There were two reactions that became very important
when NO was added

CH3+CHagM y C2 H6 +M ___..3r--_ 0 Heated Air Lower (a=76.1 6 1 Is)
CH 30+0 2 : HOý_CH2 O ___ae_

N -Heated Air Higher (a=l 56.63 1 /s)

OH+HO2 'O:H* O '_...._ *10000 ppm NO Lower (a=354.26 I/s)
OH+CH4 ICHa+_HzPO/t __ 0110000 ppm NO Higher (a=223.31 IIs)O+HO ' O H+O2  ...... ..... .....

O+CH3 * H+CHO
H+CH3+M : CH4 +M

H+H0 2 ' OH+OH

_H+HOZ,*Ozt 2+H_______ _ ___

H+CH2 0 :' HCO+H 2
N02+H €• NO+OH
CH302+NO ¢: CH3 0+NO2

H0 2+NO 19 N0 2 +OH
CH 3+NO 2 : CH3O+NO ___

OH+CO € H+CO 2  _

O+CH2 0 '* OH+HCO
O+CH4 ¢: OH+CH 3
02+CH 2 , * H0 2+HCO
H+CH20+M ¢* CH3 0+M __ _

H+0 2 , O+OH
CH3+0 2 ,: OH+CH20
H0 2+CH3_:_ OH+CH30
CH 3 +0 2 '• O+CH 30 __'

. .I I I . .. . .. . . .

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5

Sensitivity Coefficient
Fig. 53 Comparison of S-curve sensitivity results at ignition for 20% CH 4 in N2 versus air
for pre-heated air and 10000 ppm NO at 1200 K
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CH302 + NO CH30 + NO 2  (RI)
CH 3 + NO 2 • CH30 + NO (R2)

These reactions competed with, but dominated over, the two methyl radical reactions that were
important for the pre-heated air case:

CH3 + 02 ±Q OH + CH20 (R3)
CH 3 + 02 O + CH 30 (R4)

The present results followed what was expected, since (RI) and (R2) were the two key reactions
that led to NO catalytic enhancement for methane ignition. Comparison of the lower and higher
ignition limits for pre-heated air and 10,000 ppm of NO addition, (RI) and (R2) did not play as
critical of a role at higher temperatures, where heat release and thermal feedback was needed.
The results also followed the trends discussed previously in this report. At higher temperatures
for both heated air and 10,000 ppm of NO addition, the active radicals 0, H, and OH reacted
more readily with CH 3 and HO 2. The reactions negatively affected ignition because they were
removing very active radicals from the system; therefore, an ideal plasma would need to produce
both a kinetic effect and a thermal effect in order to enhance ignition at both low and high strain
rates.

To understand why too much NO addition began to inhibit ignition, sensitivity analysis was
performed at the ignition limits at 1400 K for 10,000 ppm of NO and 100,000 ppm of NO
addition. The strain rate for ignition at 100,000 ppm of NO was lower than that for 10,000 ppm
of NO addition. Sensitivity analysis showed that three reactions gained significant importance
for ignition when increasing from 10,000 to 100,000 ppm of NO. They were

N0 2 + H <* NO + OH (R5)
NO + 0 + M 4* N02 + M (R6)

and reaction (R2). Reaction (R5) consumed N0 2 , which was needed for the conversion of CH 3 to
CH 30 via reaction (R2) and H for the chain branching reaction with 02. Reaction (R6) was a
three-body chain termination reaction, effectively consuming the active 0 radical and somewhat
active NO. Overall, these reactions combined to give the reaction of H + 0 :* OH; therefore,
even though there was an order-of-magnitude increase in NO addition, there was less ignition
enhancement because two active radicals reacted to form one.

Lastly, sensitivity analysis was performed to confirm the differences between ignition at low and
high temperatures with NO addition and to understand the important reactions. The results are
shown in Fig. 54. The addition of NO (10,000 ppm) at 1400 K first was compared with pre-
heated air only. Pre-heated air ignition at 1400 K was heavily reliant upon the reaction

CH 3 + 02 O* O + CH 30 (R7)

with other reactions being of much less importance. With 10,000 ppm of NO addition at 1400 K,
the emergence of many more reactions with significant importance arose. The dominant pathway
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of heated air only, reaction (R7), became negligible because CH3 had other oxidation pathways
to produce CH30.

CI 3OO2 o H0 2+0H2
NO,+H 4: NO-OH rl 10000 ppm NO 900KOH÷HO, 0 O*H•O E 10000 ppm NO 1400K
N0 2+O 0 NO÷O+
OH+CHO ct HCO+HO - Heated Air 1400K
CH3*02 +M 0 CH,*2+M
CH,0 2 +NO 0 CHO+NO=
H+O,+N 2 - HO2 +N2
OH+CH,"M * CHOH+M
OH+CH, • CH(s)*H2O-
CH2(s)+0 2 4= CO*H20
CH,+CH,+M 0 C2HN+M
H+HO2 0•H,
HCO+O, 0 H0.+CO
H+CH3+M 0 CH.+M
OHWHO, 0 O.+HO
H+CHI CH,+H,
O+CH% 0 H+CHO
O+CH3 0 H+H2+CO

CH%+02 O.-CH3O
CH3+0 2 0 OHWCH20
HO-+CH3, * OH+CH.O
OH+H, 0:ý H+H20
CH,.O 0 H-H+CO,
HCO+M H+CO.+M

0 2 +CH+O 0 HO,+HCO
OH+CO -* H+CO,
0+CH4 . 0 OH+CH3
O+CHO c OH+HCO
HO,+NO 0 NO2+OH
CH,.N0 2 OCH0+ONO
H.O% 0: O+OH
OH+CH. - CH+HO,

H+CH2O+M 0 CHO0+M

-1.5 -1.3 -1.1 -0.9 -0.7 -0.5 -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1

Sensitivity Coefficient

Fig. 54 Comparison of S-curve sensitivity results at ignition for 20% CH4 in N2 versus air
for pre-heated air and 10000 ppm NO at 900 K and 1400 K

One of the most important comparisons made in Fig. 54 was between 10,000 ppm of NO
addition at 900 K and 1400 K. At low ignition temperatures (900 K) the reactions with NO were
some of the most important reactions. At higher ignition temperatures (1400 K) with the same
amount of NO addition, the NO reactions became significantly less important, while reactions
with species such as CH3 and HO 2, which were far less important at lower temperatures, now
were equally, if not more, important to the ignition process than the NO reactions. The different
reaction pathways for ignition clearly showed that NO did not play as critical of a role in the
ignition process at higher temperatures; therefore, NO continued to have an enhancing effect on
the ignition process for a wide range of temperatures but became far less important with
increasing temperature. These results confirmed what was discussed previously for the analysis
of the S-curve responses by showing clearly the distinction between the kinetic
feedback/domination for lower strain/temperature ignition versus the thermal
feedback/domination for higher strain/temperature ignition.

3.13 Comparison of Experimental and Computational Results

Lastly, since the computations followed expected trends, an explanation of the non-thermal
ignition enhancement that was observed clearly in the experiments was sought. The
computational ignition results with pre-heated air were shown in Fig. 48. The computational
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results were used as a
direct comparison to the A HltedAir(Fotascd, Kreutz and Law. 1997)

1 Heated Air (experiment)

pre-heated air only 1400 MGA(experiment)
experiments. The pre- MHeted Air(computatimt)

MGA (computation with ex perimental measurements)

heated air curves of .
ignition temperature 1300.

versus strain rate were
obtained and are E .
superimposed on the - 1200o

experimental results (Fig. .t
55). There was good -• .
agreement between the 1100,

experiment and I
computational simulations
for the pre-heated air. The 1o0o
agreement confirmed that ISO 200 250 300 350 400

the computations were Strain Rate, s'

valid and could be used to Fig. 55 Comparison of experimental and computational results of
explain the MGA ignition temperatures with 20% CH4 in N2 versus air for heated air
enhancement. and MGA (at 350 mA for experiment and preliminary NO

calculations for computation) from a = 200 - 350 s-1

To mimic the MGA, a
concentration of NO from preliminary calculations was used. Since the MGA was rotating at a
frequency much higher than the characteristic time of flow through the thickness of the arc, a
quasi-steady assumption allowed the MGA to be simplified as a uniform plasma disk, as shown
in Fig. 2. Measurements were taken of the MGA as a basis to compute the reduced electric field,
E/n, and electron temperature (Section 2). Recombination in the nozzle between the MGA and
the exit of the nozzle was taken into account to give the concentration of NO at the nozzle exit,
as previously described in sections 2.8 and 2.9. The average calculated concentration of NO was
approximately 4000 ppm of NOx and was used as an input to the counterflow non-premixed
flame ignition code to find the ignition temperatures and strain rates.

To confirm the concentrations of NO experimentally, measurements were taken at the exit of the
lower nozzle at the same conditions that the ignition results were obtained. A chemiluminescent
NO, analyzer (California Analytical Instruments, Model 300-CLD) was calibrated and used to
measure the concentrations of NO. at the nozzle exit. The measured concentrations averaged
around 6000 ppm of NOx. The measured results were higher than those obtained by the
simulations but of the same order of magnitude. The highest concentration of NOx was chosen as
the input to the computational simulations and is shown superimposed on Fig. 55.

The curve from the numerical computations with NO addition under-predicted the experimental
data. The under-prediction suggested that there were additional mechanisms from plasma
produced species to enhance ignition.

3.14 Additional Non-Thermal Enhancing Mechanisms from MGA
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3.14.1 Ignition Enhancement via Ions, Excited Species and Electron-Molecule Collisions

A possible non-thermal enhancing effect comes in the form of ions and excited species that were
produced in the non-equilibrium MGA plasma discharge. It has been shown that high energy
electrons produced via a plasma discharge have the ability to make electronically and
vibrationally excited molecules. 3' For plasma activation of air, as in the MGA, electronically
excited species, such as singlet oxygen, 02 (a'Ag), 02 (b'ir,), and 0(1'D), can be produced. These
excited species can play important roles in producing chemically active radicals,

02 (a Ag) + e = 20 + e
02 (b' 2g) + e = 20 + e

0 ('D) + 02 = 0 + 02 (a'Ag)

and are expected to affect the ignition time of hydrocarbon fuels. In particular, the excited
species of major interest was 02 (a'Ag) because of its low energy potential of 0.98 eV, large
population and long lifetime (3000 s). Furthermore, vibrationally excited molecules, such as 02
(v) and N2 (v), and the electron impact dissociation reactions such as

e+ 02 =0-+ 0
e + 02 =0 + 0 + e

can be important in the plasma ignition process. These avenues currently are being sought to
obtain a better understanding of non-equilibrium MGA plasma discharge ignition enhancement
that cannot be explained fully by radical addition only.

3.14.2Effect of Plasma Produced Hydrocarbon Fragments on the Reduction of Minimum
Ignition Energies

In addition to the ignition enhancement from the excited species,
the transport property change via the formation of hydrocarbon
fragments by a plasma discharge also may affect the ignition
energy. When external energy (whether by elevated temperatures,
radicals, or other species) was deposited locally into a combustible
mixture, there were several possible outcomes: a.) successful
ignition kernel evolution to a large flame; b.) extinction of the
ignition kernel; and c.) a self-extinguishing outward propagating
flame. The successful transition from an ignition kernel to a
propagating flame was strongly dependent on the transport
properties of the fuel-air mixture (Lewis number) and the radiation Fig. 56 Ignition kernel
heat loss from the hot ignition kernel (by the plasma discharge). formation in a
The question was how did the fuel properties affect the minimum homogeneous premixture
ignition energy? In other words, did the fragment formation via
the plasma discharge help in reducing minimum ignition energy? If it did, how large was the
magnitude? The following analysis answered these questions.

To understand the effect of hydrocarbon fragments on the ignition of a combustible mixture,
unsteady ignition kernel formation by external energy deposition in a homogeneous mixture was
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considered (see Fig. 56). To understand the dynamic flame kernel evolution process, we used the
conventional constant density and constant transport property model.32 By further assuming a
spherically symmetric quasi-steady flame structure and using the radial coordinate, r, moving
with the flame front, the governing equations for temperature, T, and fuel mass fraction, Y, the
governing conservation equations of energy and species were simplified to

u dT = 1 d (r2 dT)-U-- -( r -)r-h.T+w (6a)

dr r2 dr dr

_UdY =Le-'d (r 2 dY)0Udr r' (r dr (6b)

in which U was the eigenvalue of flame speed and o) the reaction rate. In addition, the radiation
heat loss term, H, was approximated by a linear function of normalized temperature as
H = h T where h was the heat loss constant, which took the following form

h= 4&KPe5? (T o-T;) 4aK p2 T3d
PS T-T, jipL (7)

& was the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Kp the Planck mean absorption coefficient of the
combustible mixture, 50 = A / Lp,.0 the flame thickness, f the temperature, a; the density,

f Li~P
CP the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, SK the adiabatic planar flame speed, and ,[
the thermal conductivity. Each specific mixture would have constant transport properties and
therefore a constant Lewis number. The radiation heat loss constant involved the radiation
intensity and the fuel concentrations in the system. For example, as the fuel concentration
decreased (i.e. lean), the flame speed decreased, hence, h increased. The fuel concentration,
flame speed, and h relationship was also true for rich mixtures, yielding a local minimum of the
radiative heat loss constant at an equivalence ratio of 1. Furthermore, h was calculated for
methane-air flames and yielded a range from 0.001 to 0.1.

The external energy addition, M, was modeled by continuous energy addition in the center of the
ignition kernel, which was written as a boundary condition,

r=O, r 2aT/ar=-M, Y=0 (8)

The Lewis number was defined as the ratio of the thermal diffusivity to the fuel diffusion
coefficient estimated from the binary diffusion model of the mixture as in the equation

Le = YPC (9)
Di
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where Di defined as the diffusivity of the ih constituent. For example, for a lean methane-air
mixture (0) < 1), the Lewis number was less than one. The equivalence ratio and Lewis number
relationship was based on the observation that the thermal diffusivity was relatively constant,
whereas the diffusion coefficient changed depending upon the minor combustion constituent in
the system. For lean methane, the diffusion coefficient was less than that of the major
combustion constituent, 02. The method also applied to all systems such as larger hydrocarbon
fuel molecules, with Di's that were larger than the other combustion constituent, 02.

By using asymptotic analysis, the flame speed equation for an ignition kernel growth was
obtained as

91.Tf +f2-Q.M = I-R -2e-ULeR /r-2e-ULerdr =exp - +(1-cr)Tf (10)
Le R 2a+(- )T

where f was given by

S- R-2eUR if h,=0

kM keOS(tI+k)RF/ U _U U _ul()
e [_ U)G(-k1R,I +-, -)+C 2 .F(k 1R, I +- -) if hi •0[• lSvt) C "( kR'+k' k, kl 'k)J11

where F and G were two analytic functions.32 The effects of ignition power and Lewis number
on flame transition were studied by solving the analytical equation (10) numerically.

The dependence of minimum ignition energy
on the Lewis number is shown in Fig. 57.32 101:
For both the adiabatic (h = 0) and non- (a)

adiabatic (h = 0.01) cases, the critical ignition ...

power increased with increasing Lewis 102 -
number, but the change was much more 0
drastic for the non-adiabatic, more realistic
case. Three regimes of the non-adiabatic I 101

curve were defined in the following manner. o
There was a linear region for small Lewis C"_o0 100

numbers (Le < 1), a nonlinear region for
intermediate Lewis numbers (I <Le < 1.6)
and a linear region for large Lewis numbers uo 10
(Le > 1.6). The appearance of the nonlinear
region was due to the coupling of the
radiation heat loss from the unburned region 10' 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

and the Lewis number effect, showing that Lewis Number, Le
the radiation heat loss from the unburned gas Fig. 57 Critical ignition power with respect to
region affected the ignition energy Lewis number for adiabatic and non-adiabatic
significantly. If larger hydrocarbon fuel cases32
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molecules were broken down into smaller
hydrocarbon fragments, the Lewis number
was decreased and a lower ignition power
was required. The same methodology was
applied to plasma ignition in Fig. 58 and was []
a possible explanation to why the ignition
temperatures using the MGA activation of the
air stream yielded temperatures that were V
lower than those from the plasma radicals.

The Lewis number effect became a major
factor affecting the minimum ignition Fig. 58 Flow chart of Lewis number effects on
energies of a combustible mixture. Consider plasma assisted ignition systems
a system with a large hydrocarbon fuel
species, such as n-heptane or iso-octane. The
fuels have diffusion coefficients that are much larger than 02. The differences in the diffusion
coefficients would, in a lean system, yield a Lewis number that was much larger than one. When
energy is added to the system, the large fuel species break up into hydrocarbon fragments with
much lower Lewis numbers.

3.14.3 Numerical Modeling of the Electric Field Effect on Premixed Flames

The understanding of the electric field/premixed flame interaction was crucial for studying the
effects of non-equilibrium plasma enhancement. Numerical simulations were performed to study
the effect of a microwave discharge on a premixed methane-air flame. The work was done by the
PI and collaborators33 using modified detailed oxidization and chemionization mechanisms. A
simplified numerical algorithm was developed for the microwave-flame interaction to simulate
the impact of electric fields on freely
propagating one-dimensional premixed 4.0-
flames. The microwave discharge was E 4.0
used in this case to produce an electric - 3.5 CH4(0=I)
field because of its simplicity 3MacATCHY(1979)

S3.0 lef flame edge
"• ~o MacLATCHY (1979)

Figure 59 shows the comparison of the • 2.5 0 ngtflane edge
voo - Present results

predicted electron number density with 2.
the experimental data of ion number .o .

E0

density measured by MacLatchy et 1.5
al.3 using a Langmuir probe for a = 1.0
stoichiometric premixed methane-air -o 0 0•

Bunsen flame. The measured peak ion c• 0.5• •

CP

number density was between 3.5x10I"- 2 ----o
and 3.75x10"l per cm3. The half peak 0 .1 0.2 0. 0.4 0 .5 0.6

0)0

width was between 0.6 and 0.7 mam. w X (cm)

The predicted maximum electron Fig. 59 Comparison of predicted electron number
number density was 3.85X10"I cmn3 density with experimental data of MacLatchy (1979)

and the half peak value was 0.53 rnmtf, for a stoichiometric CH4-air flame
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which agreed well with the
experimental data. --

Figure 60 shows the non-dimensional 2. CH4_a
enhancement of the flame speed at ' 1.4
equivalence ratios of 0.6, 1.0, and 1.4, c.
respectively. The breakdown field (-D

strength was about 2,000 V/cm. The 6 0.6

flame speed was increased I .

significantly with increasing electric E) -1.0
field strength. In particular, near the
breakdown field strength, the flame ._,
speed could be increased by 50% to -uE 1.0-
100%; however, with a field strength o 500 l000 1500 2000
below the plasma sustaining limit (900

V/cm), the maximum increase in the Electric field strength, V/cm
flame speed was less than 25%. Figure Fig 60 Enhancement of flame speed at the equivalence
60 shows that the combustion ratios of 0.6, 1.0, and 1.4
enhancement for lean flames was
more significant than for the stoichiometric flame. For example, at an equivalence ratio of 0.6,
the flame speed increase at 900 V/cm was about 19%. The result was consistent with the results
reported by Clements et al.35 in which the flame speed enhancement for very lean ethylene
flames before breakdown was 20%. In their experiments the flame speed enhancement decreased
with an increase in equivalence ratio. The present results also supported this conclusion.
Moreover, the results also demonstrated that the flame speed was enhanced significantly in rich
conditions because of the existence of the high electron number density.

To examine the effect of flame
structure on flame speed
enhancement, the distribution of the 1.0o 50
accumulated fraction of the electron -
heating compared to the total 0.8- q40

chemical heat release S 0.8-,DrN= CH4-air •

x 5 0.6- 30 Z

CCqt J4rdX 1qgq

I,, 3'0 0 .-t--10 
9

is shown in Fig. 61 for an -- 0

equivalence ratio of 1.0 and electric 0 00 02 0.4 0.6 0o8

field strength E = 900 V/cm. At the - x (cm)
flame downstream location x = 0.8 Fig. 61 Distribution of the accumulated fraction of
cm, the accumulated fraction of electron heating and electron number density at E=900
electron heating was 16% of the V/cm
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total chemical heat release. However, the energy absorbed before the end of the reaction zone at
x = 0.15 cm was less than 5% of the total chemical heat release, which meant that less than 30%
of the microwave energy was added directly to raise the flame temperature and speed. The rest of
the microwave energy only heated the burned gas. Although the temperature increase in the
burned gas also indirectly increased the flame speed through conductive heat transfer, it was
much less efficient than the direct heating effect.

Numerical simulations for lean mixtures indicated that due to flame thickening, the total energy
absorbed in the flame pre-heating zone increased. This result explained why the microwave
enhancement was better in lean and rich conditions.
Although the predicted results qualitatively agreed with the experiments, the measured velocity
increase was much larger than the predicted results. In order to understand the mechanism,
detailed measurements of the flow fields, including chemionization via CH reaction,
temperature, and species concentrations, in laminar flames were necessary.

4.0 Summary

The effects of non-equilibrium plasma on both partially premixed and non-premixed flames were
investigated through the development of a new lifted flame burner and counterflow flame burner
integrated with the MGA system.

The characteristics of the near-extinction gliding arc were investigated. The results showed that
the MGA was non-equilibrium, with a rotational temperature of approximately 2000 K and an
electron temperature of several electron volts in the cathode spot and more than one electron volt
in the plasma column. A two-temperature numerical model with a detailed air plasma kinetic
mechanism was developed for predicting the production of radicals and NO,. A correlation
between plasma characteristics and the production of atomic oxygen and NO was obtained.

The MGA plasma system was integrated with three different combustion systems: a lifted jet
diffusion flame burner, a counterflow extinction burner, and a counterflow ignition burner with
pre-heated air. The experiments of the lifted jet diffusion flames with the MGA plasma discharge
in the air co-flow showed a significant enhancement of flame stabilization. The counterflow
system provided an excellent platform for the study of plasma-flame interactions and for the
validation of kinetic models. The results showed that the MGA discharge in air led to dramatic
extensions of the extinction limits. Laser diagnostic measurements of flame temperature and OH
distribution by using planar Rayleigh scattering and planar laser induced fluorescence
respectively, were made, and the results were compared with numerical simulations. The results
showed that the plasma-flame interaction at low air temperature was predominately thermal due
to rapid radical quenching.

The counterflow ignition experiments for methane, hydrogen, and air mixtures demonstrated that
the MGA significantly decreased the ignition temperatures via kinetic enhancement.
Measurements and modeling of the plasma-produced species, such as 0 and NO, were
conducted systematically.

It was demonstrated clearly that the NO, catalytic path to convert HO 2 to OH and CH 3 to CH30
at low temperature played a dominant role to enhance ignition. Numerical modeling showed that
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there were two ignition regimes, kinetic ignition and thermal ignition, for plasma-enhanced
ignition at low and high strain rates, respectively. The results showed that, for the kinetic ignition
limit at low strain rates, the NO catalytic effect enhanced ignition without the need of heat
release from fuel oxidation; however, for the thermal ignition limit, even with the NO catalytic
effect, heat release from fuel oxidation was required for ignition to occur. Depending upon the
characteristic strain rates in the combustible system, the temperature, hence thermal feedback,
was of critical importance to the development of the plasma enhanced combustion system. In
addition, the comparison between experiment and simulation showed that radicals and NO,
production from the plasma could not explain completely the large decrease in ignition
temperature. These results opened up the possibility of enhancement by ions and excited species
or other mechanisms, such as plasma produced hydrocarbon fragments and electric field effects.

Theoretical analysis of minimum ignition energy in a quiescent mixture showed that the
production of small hydrocarbon molecules by plasma discharge could lead to a significant
decrease of ignition energy from radiation and transport coupling.
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10.0 Inventions

A special type of gliding arc found to be quasi-stable just prior to the limit of quenching in the
non-equilibrium regime. The newly developed magnetic gliding arc was the foundation for the
work on plasma assisted flame stabilization and ignition.
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6.0 Appendix A: Power Supply Schematic
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Combustion Enhancement via Stabilized Piecewise
Nonequilibrium Gliding Arc Plasma Discharge
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A new piecewise nonequilibrium gliding arc plasma discharge integrated with a counterfilow flame burner was

developed and validated to study the effect of a plasma discharge on the combustion enhancement of methane-mr

diffusion flames. The results showed that the new system provided a well-defined flame geometry for the under-

standing of the basic mechanism of the plasma-flame interaction. It was shown that with a plasma discharge of
the airstream, up to a 220% increase in the extinction strain rate was possible at low-power Inputs. The impacts

of thermal and nonthermal mechanisms on the combustion enhancement was examined by direct comparison of

measured temperature profiles via Rayleigh scattering thermometry and OH number density profiles via planar

laser-induced fluorescence (calibrated with absorption) with detailed numerical simulations at elevated air temper-
atures and radical addition. It was shown that the predicted extinction limits and temperature and OH distributions

of the diffusion flames, with only an increase in air temperature, agreed well with the experimental results. These

results suggested that the effect of a stabilized piecewise nonequilibrium gliding arc plasma discharge of air at low

air temperatures on a diffusion flame was dominated by thermal effects.

Nomenclature initial designs of ramjets and supersonic combustion ramijets, there
a = strain rate of the counterflow flame have been significant advancements over this period of time, bring-

B = magnetic field ing us closer to a reliable system. Two of the most critical issues

Cd = drag coefficient in developing these systems have come in the form of ignition and

d = arc surface area stabilization of the flame in the propulsion device. This is because

F,, = ampere force per unit arc length of the flow speed being so high, leaving only a very short residence

Fd = drag force time from initiation to completion for combustion reactions.

I = current Many different approaches have been put forth to combat these

i, j = indices representing the two nozzles streams problems, from changing the geometry of the combustor to adding

L = distance between counterflow nozzles additional energy to the system. From the standpoint of geometric

Q = volumetric flow rate changes, cavities or struts can be added to the wall of the combus-

u = gas velocity tor to provide better mixing, longer residence time, and subsonic

p = gas density regions necessary for anchoring and stabilization of the flame." 3

These passive methods primarily provide enhancement by increas-
ing mixing or creating a low-speed region of the flow to allow for

I. Introduction flameholding and stabilization. To go hand-in-hand with cavities,

HE quest for practical high-speed airbreathing propulsion sys- the method of precombustion can be used in these isolated parts

tems has been a subject of much attention for almost a half of the flow in a cavity or in a separate combustion chamber.6'

of a century in the world of aerospace and aeronautics. From the Here, the heat and products of the combustion have proven to be
an effective means of decreasing the ignition time and increasing

Presented as Paper 2005-1194 at the AIAA 43rd Aerospace Sciences the flame stabilization. However, one practical problem with this
Meeting. Reno. NV, 10-13 January 2005; received 7 April 2005; revision approach is the requirement of the additional combustion chamber
received 19 August 2005; accepted for publication 22 August 2005. Copy- (and perhaps additional fuel and air for that chamber). Furthermore,
right ( 2005 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, there is also the constraint of the flammability limits of the fuel in
Inc. All rights reserved. Copies of this paper may be made for personal or the precombustor, especially for hydrocarbon fuels.
internal use, on condition that the copier pay the $10.00 per-copy fee to An attractive means to resolve these problems comes in the
the Copyright Clearance Center. Inc., 222 Rosewood Drive. Danvers, MA
01923; include the code 0001-1452/06 $10.00 in correspondence with the form of plasma-enhanced combustion. Many forms of plasma

CCC. have been developed for this duty and have shown significant
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of freedom. This results in poor chemical reaction selectivity, just
increasing all of the reaction rates due to the elevated temperatures.
Furthermore, there would be either large power requirements or lo-
calized activation such as with a plasma jet, for example, only pene-
trating into a small portion of a transverse supersonic flow. Nonequi- 1
librium plasmas, which include low-pressure glow, radio frequency,
corona, microwave, and nanosecond high-voltage discharges, have 2
the benefit of high chemical selectivity and homogeneous activation.
The primary means of dissociation and ionization is direct electron
impact from high-temperature (-speed) electrons accelerated by a
high electric field. The homogeneous activation leads to power re- gasquirements that can become extremely high, sometimes in excess of a) -" b)I
several kilowatts. Therefore, an ideal plasma discharge should have
intermediate temperatures between that of a thermal and nonthermal Fig. 1 Gliding arc plasma system: path of the gliding arc from initia-
discharge, which is high enough for the ignition of the mixture, and tion, point i, to arc rotation/elongatlon, points 2 and 3, and finally arc
the activation benefits of a homogeneous discharge, providing high stabilization, point 4: a) top view of system and b) side view of central
levels of chemical reaction selectivity, high electron temperatures, electrode.
and high electron densities with low-power requirements."6

Once the criteria for an ideal discharge have been established, increasing while the current is simultaneously decreasing to main-
the next step is to understand at what conditions and to what ex- tain a constant power. At a point when the arc elongates such that
tent there will be thermal and nonthermal effects. For ignition, it the power supplied to the source cannot balance the amount of heat
is very clear that radical addition will shorten the ignition time. lost to the surroundings, the arc makes a transition to a nonequilib-
However, for flame stabilization and burning rates, it has long been rium regime. The primary means of dissociation and ionization is
debated whether there is a nonthermal effect in plasma-assisted then due to direct electron impact from high-temperature electrons
combustion. 9' 10 The main factor that complicates the answer to this accelerated by the higher electric field. This part of the gliding arc
question is the complexity of a plasma discharge and the flowfield. discharge, in the nonequilibrium regime, has the important benefit
Therefore, to understand the nonthermal and thermal effects at spe- of lower gas temperature to provide better chemical selectivity. The
cific conditions, the plasma system has to be simplified and inte- arc then continues to elongate as it propagates along the diverging
grated with a flow system so that the interaction between the flow electrodes until it finally extinguishes. Once there is a sufficiently
and flame can be isolated and that the detailed mechanism of the high potential built up between the electrodes, the process starts
interaction between the flame and the plasma can be well under- again, being cyclic in nature.
stood. Therefore, it is particularly important to design a simplified Unfortunately in a gliding arc system, the nonequilibrium regime
combustion device for nonequilibrium plasma-assisted combustion exists only for a short period of time in the arc evolution process.
enhancement sothat the effects of nonequilibrium plasma on a flame Recently, however, it was found that during the gliding arc process,
can be observed and to what extent those effects are thermal and/or the arc can be stabilized well past the transition from the thermal
nonthermal can be understood. equilibrium to the nonequilibrium regime before extinction."7 This

The present research is motivated by the preceding discussion. is significant because the process would not have to be cyclic, like a
The goal of this research was to develop an ideal and simplified traditionalglidingarc, toobservethe benefits fora smallnonequilib-
plasma discharge using piecewise activation for minimal power rium portion of the process of each cycle. Because of this newfound
consumption and the integration with a counterflow burner to under- stability, the plasma arc can be stabilized near extinction in the
stand the fundamental interaction between nonequilibrium plasma nonequilibrium regime for an indefinite amount of time, creating
and diffusion flames. This was accomplished by first designing a a plasma disk. This study utilizes this special type of gliding arc
stabilized nonequilibrium gliding arc plasma discharge system to discharge. As seen in Fig. I, it comprises a stainless-steel inner and
provide piecewise activation. Then by the integration of this plasma outer electrode, which is the cathode and the anode (as well as the
system with a counterflow burner, a simple platform was established ground), respectively. There is a wire attached to the cathode that is
to study the plasma flame interaction. This included experimental separated from the outer anode by 2 mm at the smallest gap (point
studies of the extinction behavior, laser diagnostics for flame tem- I, Fig. I). The wire spirals progressively closer to the cathode to
peratures via planar Rayleigh scattering and OH number densities where it is attached, which is at the largest gap between the two
via OH planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF).These results were electrodes. In addition, there is a magnetic field in the discharge
then compared to numerical computations using detailed chemistry region produced by an external donut-shaped permanent ceramic
to validate the measurements and clarify the roles of thermal and magnet. The direction of the magnetic field determines the direc-
nonthermal effects in nonequilibrium plasma-assisted combustion. tion of the rotation of the arc (in this case counterclockwise to follow

the wire when looking down upon the system as in Fig. I), and the
field strength, as well as the power input, determines the frequency

II. Apparatus of rotation.
A. Piecewise Discharge Plasma System
I. Gliding Arc 2. Plasma Disk

The stabilized gliding arc is a special type of electrical discharge When a high voltage is applied to the plasma device, there is an
that occurs between two diverging high-voltage electrodes and has initial breakdown of the feedstock at the smallest gap and a ther-
both thermal and nonthermal plasma merits. The arc is first estab- mal plasma is established. The arc then rotates in the magnetic field
lished when a sufficiently high enough potential is applied across and increases in length as the distance between the spiraled wire
the electrodes (approximately 3 kV/mm in air) to break down the and the -outer electrode increases (Fig. I, from point I to point 2 to
gas at the smallest gap. Once a conductive channel is established point 3). The increased length of the arc results in a transition to a
(arc), the current very rapidly increases while the voltage decreases nonequilibrium plasma leading to more rapid cooling and interme-
simultaneously to maintain the discharge. This is a thermal plasma, diate temperatures (2000-3000 K), as well as an increased electric
with thermal dissociation and ionization being the primary means of field and electron temperature (> I eV). Once the arc reaches the
maintaining the arc discharge with a low voltage and high current. cylindrical inner electrode (point 4, Fig. I), there is a stable rotat-
The arc then moves downstream due to the buoyancy and/or flow, ing intermediate temperature arc in the gas flow. A top view of this
elongating as the gap between the electrodes increases. During this plasma disk can be seen in Fig. 2. The plasma arc rotation frequency
process, the arc continually loses heat to the surroundings because ranges from approximately 20 to 50 Hz and only decreases by a
of the increased arc surface area. The voltage is also continually few percent when the flow rate is increased (Fig. 3). The increased
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Fig. 2 Top view of plasma U2 22
disk. 
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Fig. 4 Piecewise discharge concept: 1) quenching limit of a flame and
2) points of plasma discharge.

This plasma disk, which would allow a quasi-uniform activation
of the flow, can be thought of as a piecewise discharge in terms of
space or time. For example, in Fig. 4, it can be seen in a temperature

50 vs time or spatial coordinate plot, if there is a discharge, providing a
N source of some heat and/or radicals, the gas temperature will rise due

3 45 - to the combustion process, but then will decrease if the conditions
C are not satisfactory for the survival of the combustion process. If no
0"0 40 more energy is added, the flame will extinguish, but if there is another
6 40 discharge before that (within the quenching distance or time), the

flame will survive. This can be continually done, sustaining the
< 35 burning of the flame.

0 To produce this gliding arc discharge, a power supply was specifi-
C'30 cally created to supply efficiently the needs of the gliding arc system
S0 stabilized by the magnetic field. It was designed to produce a mag-
S25 o * 1.83 LPM netically stabilized arc with minimum current while maintaining
u.L 09.15 LPM smooth current regulation. This was accomplished by minimizing

20 0 the active energy losses by using a reactive capacitive resistance
20 40 60 80 100 that imitated the resistive voltage and current characteristics. To

Plasma Power Addition, Watts minimize the output electric capacity and to provide the voltage-

3 Fcurrent characteristic of the power supply (which is close to the
resistive voltage-current characteristics), changing the frequency
of the high-voltage converter allowed variation of the virtual re-

rotation frequency comes from the higher current input (and, hence, sistance. After the output rectifier, there was unidirectional voltage

higher power addition), forcing the arc to rotate faster in the mag- and current with a very high frequency of the residual pulsation. The

netic field. When the arc reaches the largest gap, it remains at a fixed plasma arc behavior was then the same as that for the plasma arc at

axial position with a constant length as it rotates. This is because a constant current and voltage because of the limited time response

the arc is no longer convecting downstream. It maintains itself there of the gliding arc.

because it is rotating through media that was previously ionized, not
through the initial nonionized gas. Therefore, it requires less power B. Counterflow Flame Burner Integration

for the arc to remain at that position as opposed to quenching and To provide an ideal platform to integrate the stabilized gliding

reinitiating at the smallest electrode gap. arc plasma discharge with a combustion system, the counterflow

Because the frequency of rotation of the arc is fast when compared flame burner was chosen. The counterflow system provides four key

to the gas velocity, there is quasi-uniform activation of the flow. To benefits of minimal buoyancy effects, simplified flame geometry,

show this, calculations were performed to find what flow rate Q of ability to define a flow velocity gradient (strain rate or inverse of

aircould be quasi uniformly activated by the glidingarc. The system residence time) on the centerline near the stagnation plane of the

had a distance of 10 mm at the largest gap where the plasma disk two impinging jets, defined as'9-2 3

was located and a magnetic field B of 0.15 T (a typical value that
is possible to obtain with permanent ceramic magnets). The low- ai = (2 vi / L) [ I + (vi / v,) 7 (2)

current, high-voltage gliding arc operation would have an electric
field strength E for the case of the gliding arc propagation through and, last, excellent optical access for advanced laser diagnostics for

nonionized air of about 0. 1 kV/mm. This would lead to a gliding species and temperature measurements.

arc voltage drop of I kV for the given length of the gap. The ampere A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 5. The system consists

force per unit of arc length that would rotate the gliding arc would of two converging nozzles 15 mm in diameter, separated by 13 mm.

be F. = I B, and when in equilibrium conditions, it would be equal The upper nozzle was water cooled. The feedstock for the plasma

to the drag force Fd. It was possible to estimate the drag force per device, upstream of the lower nozzle, was air, whereas nitrogen-

unit length from the assumption that all of the gas was flowing diluted methane flowed through the upper nozzle. To isolate the

around the high-temperature cylinder of the arc. The drag force on flame from the ambient air and disturbances, a nitrogen "curtain"

the cylinder can be calculated as Fd = 0.5 Cdpdu2 .The limits forthe was used. The nitrogen curtain passed through a 0.75-mm annular

drag coefficient for a very wide range of Reynolds numbers (from slit around the circumference of each nozzle exit. The velocity of

102 to 10) are 1.3 < Cd < 1, and thus, 8  the curtain was maintained at or below the exit speed of the nozzle
to minimize diffusion into the stream. The flame was established on

'Cdpdu2 = I B (i) the upstream air side of the stagnation plane. This system allowed
for the examination of the effects of stretch on the quenching limit

Therefore, the arc, which was approximately 2 mm in diame- of the flame as a function of the flow velocity gradient for different
ter, moved relative to the gas flow along a spiral trajectory, and if levels of plasma power addition.
the gas velocity u < d/r, then all of the gas flow would be uni- The flow rates of the individual gases were controlled with sonic
formly treated by the arc. For the plasma system, this corresponded nozzles that were calibrated with a DryCal dry piston flow meter
to u < 4-1Ocm/sand Q < 35--88 cm 3/s fortherangeofpowersused. (1% error). The methane and nitrogen were then mixed in a hol-
In addition to the direct treatment by the rotating gliding arc, all of low mixing cylinder (for minimal backpressure). To ensure that the
the gas flow would pass through the ionized disk that the gliding arc mixture input to the flame was held constant while the velocity was
left behind. increased through the nozzles, a bypass system was used. Here, the
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M (Fig. 6 Methane-air counterflow diffusion flames at strain rate of
Fig. 5 Counterfilow burner with integrated plasma system: 1) cathode, 298.5 s- 1: a) no plasma power addition and b) 60 W of plasma power
2) anode, 3) diffuser, 4) gliding arc initiation wire, 5) insulator, 6) plasma addition.
disk, 7) magnet, 8) converging nozzle with N2 curtain, 9) flat diffusion
flame, and 10) water-cooled converging nozzle with N2 curtain. I1

methane-nitrogen mixture, as well as the air, was teed off before
the respective nozzles. The flow rate could then be increased or [ L .2 W - 3 10
decreased through the nozzles by closing or opening the valves of . . /
the bypasses, respectively. By then measuring the flow through the . .
bypass using the DryCal flow meter, the nozzle exit velocities could 50,
be calculated.

To find the extinction limits, the flame was first established with 4 r-TI:
the bypass fully open and, hence, the lowest flow rate through the j ,"z8
nozzles (and strain exerted on the flame). Then each bypass was 6
slowly closed, while maintaining the stagnation plane at a fixed po- L . -I .
sition. During this process, the flame moved closer to the stagnation L.. __..J 14 L]7
plane between the two nozzles, which decreased the residence mix-
ing time as well as increased the strain rate until flame extinction. Fig. 7 Planar Rayleigh scattering and OH PLIF setup: 1) injection

Two photographs of the nitrogen-diluted methane-air counter- seeded Nd:YAG laser, 2) frequency doubler, 3) beam dump, 4) half-
wave plate, 5) diode energy meter, 6) lens, 7) power meter, 8) lens,flow flames with and without plasma power addition can be seen in 9) dipper, 10) flame, 1I) beam dump, 12) ICCD camera, 13) dye laser

Fig. 6. Note the one-dimensional structure of the flame. In all cases, with frequency doubler, and 14) Pellin-Broca prism.
the flame was very steady and had minimal curvature, providing
an excellent platform to perform experimental measurements via for example, fs(2200 K)/fs( 1600 K)= 0.934. The resulting pump
laser diagnostics and geometry that was easy to reproduce compu- linewidth was approximately 0.1 cm-, whereas the 283-nm beam
tationally. There was also a difference in luminosity between the energy was 12 mi/pulse. The beam energy was measured and
flame with (Fig. 6a) and without (Fig. 6b) plasma activation of the recorded for each image taken by directing a small portion of
airstream. The flame with plasma activation oftheairhasalargerlu- the beam (either 532 or 283 nm) to a photodiode (or Molectron
minous zone with a distinct white and orange coloring as compared Joulemeter). For both temperature and OH measurements, a laser
to the typical bright blue of the nonactivated flame. This indicates sheet was formed using two lenses. These consisted of a piano-
that there is an effect of the stabilized piecewise gliding arc plasma concave cylindrical lens (-300-mm focal length) to spread the beam
discharge on the diffusion flame. in the vertical direction and a pIano-convex spherical lens (I-nm fo-

cal length) to focus the beam in the horizontal direction and also
C. Rayleigh Scattering and OH PLIF collimate the beam in the vertical direction. The laser sheet was

To measure the temperature profiles of the diffusion flame be- then directed between the two nozzles of the counterflow flame
tween the two nozzles, a Rayleigh scattering system was uti- burner. To define clearly the laser sheet and minimize any stray
lized (Fig. 7). A frequency-doubled, injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser scattering in the vertical direction, absorptive filters were used to
(Quanta-Ray GCR-4) with an output ofapproximately 450 mJ/pulse "clip" the sheet. The scattering was imaged with a Princeton lnstru-
was used. For OH measurements, the OH was excited via a Lumon- ments PIMAX intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera
ics HD-300 dye laser pumped with the Nd:YAG laser already de- (one with a photocathode optimized for the visible spectrum for
scribed (Fig. 7). The wavelength was tuned to 567.106 nm so that the Rayleigh scattering and one for the UV spectrum for OH fluores-
frequency-doubled radiation matched the wavelength for the Q,(8) cence). For Rayleigh scattering, a Nikon 105-mm, f/2.8 macrolens
transition of the A',+-X2 n (1,0) band; the Boltzmann popula- was used, whereas for OH PLIF, a Nikon UV Nikkor 105 mm (/4.5
tion fraction of the ground state (N = 8) reaches a maximum near lens was used along with UG- I I and WG-295 Schott glass filters
1600 K and varies little over the temperature range of 1200-2200 K; to isolate fluorescence from the A-X(0,0) and A-X( , 1) bands and
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block background scattering. Both cameras employed a 512 x 512 400 •Bundy et at. * Purn & Seshadni * No Plasma
pixel array that was binned to improve the framing rate. 350 - 33 Watts - 44 Watts - 60 Watts

To calibrate the Rayleigh scattering signal, images of the scatter- 0 78 Watts
ing intensity were taken of clean, particle-free air (at a known tem- .300

perature) that was directed through the lower nozzle. Even though 2250
great care was taken to minimize the background scattering, some
still existed. To account for this, high-purity helium was passed r2
through the nozzles of the burner system, allowing the background 150 ,
to be measured. Helium was used for this purpose because its scat- CA- :.: -. --S100
tering cross section is very small compared to that of air (less than
1.5%). Also to account for any variations in the system (and min- 50
imize error) as the experiments were conducted, such as shifts in 0
the laser sheet, the air-reference and background scattering were 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
checked periodically. Percent Methane Diluted in Nitrogen

To calibrate the intensity seen from the OH PLIF to an abso-
lute number density of OH, measurements were first taken of a Fig. 8 Effects of plasma power addition on strain rates at extinction
known system with the equivalent experimental arrangement. A for different levels of nitrogen dilution.

25.4-mm-square Hencken burner (see Ref. 24) using a premixture of
methane and air (equivalence ratio of 0.95) was used as the calibra- 120
tion flame. Though there is a small difference in electronic quench-
ing rate between this flame and that expected in the counterflow .• 10o
diffusion flames (due to the nitrogen in the fuel), the difference -
was mitigated due to transition saturation. The number density in 80"
the Hencken burner flame (in the burnt gas region) was determined
with an absorption measurement, using the Q, (6) transition of the

~60-A-X(0,0) band, along with a LIF measurement of the absorption tz6
pathlength. This measurement gave an OH number density of (0.94
+ 0.07) x 1016 cm-', a value consistent with a burnt gas tempera- R 40

ture of 2170 K (vs the adiabatic equilibrium value of 2194 K). The
ratio of fluorescence signals between the counterflow flames and v 20 *
the Hencken burner flame, along with the number density in the Computation
Hencken burner flame, allowed for calculation of the counterflow 0
flame number densities. A 10% correction factor was also applied 20 40 60 80
to the Hencken burner flame fluorescence signals to account for the Plasma Power Addition, Watts
greater degree of fluorescence trapping and sheet absorption (com-
pared to the counterflow flames); measured temperatures were used Fig. 9 Comparison of nozzle exit velocities at extinction.
to correct the slight change in Boltzmann population fraction from
Hencken burner to counterflow flames. The total fractional uncer- power, defined as the maximum power that could be obtained from
tainty for the counterflow OH number densities is estimated to be the given amount of fuel in the mixture. These results showed that
± 15%; this represents a combination of absorption measurement by using a stabilized piecewise nonequilibrium gliding arc plasma
uncertainty and uncertainty of application of the calibration to the discharge there was a significant extinction limit enhancement, but
opposed flow flames. the reasons for this effect were not yet apparent.

To get an initial idea, the results for the extinction strain rates
III. Results and Discussion were then compared to that of the numerical computation. Because

This section is divided into four subsections describing experi- strain rate is proportional to velocity, the comparison was done in
mental measurements of extinction limits, Rayleigh scattering for relation to velocities at extinction. The results can be seen in Fig. 9.
temperature profiles, OH PLIF for absolute OH number density, and Because the input to the computation was only elevated temperatures
numerical computations with radical addition. Numerical computa- (obtained from the Rayleigh scattering, to be described in the next
tions were performed using a modified version of PREMIX code 25 section) to mimic the plasma, and because both the experiment and
with both potential and plug flow boundary conditions and using the computation extinction results are in good agreement, this gives an
detailed chemical mechanism of GRI-3.0 (Ref. 26). The tempera- indication that the effect of the nonequilibrium plasma on the flame
ture input to the numerical computation came from the measured is predominately thermal.
temperatures found just downstream of the exit of the nozzles via
Rayleigh scattering thermometry for each of the various flow, con- B. Rayleigh Scattering
centration, and plasma power conditions. To measure quantitatively the temperature distribution and com-

pare it with numerical simulations, Rayleigh scattering was per-
A. Extinction Measurements formed on the counterflow flame for various strain rates. The laser

The extinction limits for the counterflow flames were found with sheet was passed through the diameter of the disk-shaped counter-
and without plasma power addition. When the bypass valves were flow flame between the nozzles of the burner. Two sample images are
closed, the nozzle exit velocities increased, pushing the flame closer shown with no plasma power addition (Fig. 10a) and with approxi-
to the stagnation plane. As the flame approached the stagnation mately 33 W of plasma power addition (Fig. l Ob). The background
plane, the strain rate increased. The flame lost more heat and had has been subtracted and the air reference divided into each image.
less residence time for reaction completion until, finally, it extin- The intensity seen was both a function of scattering cross section
guished. The effect of the stabilized piecewise nonequilibrium glid- and number density distributions between the nozzles. The scale be-
ing arc plasma discharge on the extinction limits of the flame was low Fig. 10 shows the darkest forthe least scattering and the highest
observed. This was accomplished by using three different nitrogen- temperature and the lighter for the most scattering and the lowest
diluted methane mixtures, and the results can be seen in Fig. 8. The temperature. Therefore, the flame is located in the darkest region of
extinction limits with no plasma power addition agreed well with these images just above the middle of the photograph, spanning the
values reported by both Puri and Seshadri " and Bundy et al.23 With width. The nitrogen-diluted methane mixture is entering the field of
only 78 W of plasma power input, there was a 220% increase in the view from the top of Fig. 10 and the air (plasma side) from the bot-
extinction strain rate. This powerinput was less than 6% of the flame tom. It is seen that even with the nonequilibrium plasma discharge,
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the present burner design yields a very good one-dimensional flame Fig. 13 Comparison of Rayleigh scatteringintensity ratio profiles with

structure along the flow direction. This result greatly simplifies the 60 W of plasma power addition at a strain rate of 298.5 s-.

coupling between the flowfield and the plasma-flame interaction.
When comparing the two images, notice that the region below the completely independent quantities, the actual temperatures were
flame in Fig. l0b (plasma on) is darker than Fig. 10a (plasma off) not realized. To then get a better idea of the temperatures, the ratio
below the flame. This indicates less scattering and, hence, a higher profiles as described earlier were used. Because the species con-
temperature. In each case, a 10-pixel-wide "stripe" was taken from centrations and temperature changed between the nozzles due to
each image and averaged to yield the best distribution between the the presence of the flame, the scattering cross sections and num-
nozzles. The temperatures measured at the boundaries (Just down- ber densities changed. Number density could simply be accounted
stream of the nozzles) were then used as boundary conditions in the for by the temperature, but the scattering cross sections could not.
numerical computation. Therefore, the scattering cross sections needed to be known at

each point along the profile as a reference to derive the tempera-
). Rayleigh Scattering Intensity Ratio Profiles ture. Therefore, the species concentrations associated with specific

To get a better idea of how the flame was being enhanced by the temperatures and axial positions from the numerical computation
nonequilibrium plasma, Rayleigh scattering thermometry was per- were used to convert scattering signal to temperature. The scatter-
formed to obtain the distribution of temperature between the two ing cross sections for species in molar concentrations of 10ths of a
nozzles. The intensity observed by the ICCD camera was a function percent and larger were calculated using refractory data from Gar-
ofboththescatteringcrosssection, becauseofthedistributionofdif- diner et al. 27 This accounted for the variation in scattering cross
ferent species, and number density change between the two nozzles. section and gave accurate temperature profiles from the Rayleigh
By the simple referencing of those intensities to the intensity of air scattering. The temperature profiles found from the Rayleigh scat-
at room temperature, ratios were found. These measurements were tering were then compared to the results of the numerical computa-
then compared to that of numerical computation, and the results can tion at the same input temperatures and flow conditions. Figure 14
be seen in Figs. I I- 13 for both the plasma power off and on. Note shows temperature profile comparisons between the experimental
that oscillations are evident in the scattering profiles, especially near results via Rayleigh scattering and the numerical computation us-
the upper(fuel)nozzle;these resulted from diffraction from the edge ing the GRI-3.0 mechanism. The profiles are in good agreement.
of the absorptive filters used to clip the beam (and prevent scattering Figures 15 and 16 show similar comparisons between the exper-
from the burner surfaces) and slight movement of the sheet between imental results and the numerical computation, except with the
the measurements in the flame and of the air reference. Nonetheless, addition of plasma power. Once again, the temperature profiles
it can be seen that there is reasonably good agreement between the are all in good agreement. Note that on the air side (the right-
experiment and computation. This once again showed that the ef- hand sides) is where the elevated temperature inputs were, mim-
fect of the nonequilibrium plasma on the flame was predominately icking the plasma. The air temperature was found experimentally
thermal. from the Rayleigh scattering and given as the only input to the

numerical computation. Overall, the temperature profiles agreed,
2. Temperature Profiles therefore, once again showing that the effect of the nonequilib-

Even though the measurements directly from the Rayleigh scat- rium plasma can be seen as predominately thermal for the cases
tering were in good agreement with the computation, and were also investigated.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of temperature profiles with 60 W of plasmapower addition at a strain rate of 298.5 s- uration gives an effective probe thickness somewhat greater than
this), one would expect a slight broadening of the experimental pro-

C. OH PLIF files. Nonetheless, Figs. 17-19 show reasonably good agreement
To further reinforce that the enhancement of the flame via the between the experiment and the computation, therefore, once again

nonequilibrium plasma was dominated by thermal effects, OH PLIF showing that the effect of the nonequilibrium plasma on the flame
measurements were performed. The OH number density was mea- is predominately thermal.
sured for different plasma powers and strain rates and referenced
to a Hencken burner flame, as described earlier, to find the abso- D. Radical Addition
lute OH number density. Figure 17 shows the results from the OH What would be the lifetime of radicals produced by the plasma
PLIF measurements when compared to the computation with no discharge in the airstream and would they reach the flame? This
plasma power addition and Figs. 18 and 19 with plasma power ad- is reasonable to ask because, as observed, the effect appears to be
dition. Note that the experimental profiles are consistently taller and predominately thermal, rather than nonthermal. Because the plasma
broader than the computational profiles, but overall the agreement is only activating dry air, it can be assumed that the radicals produced
is within the uncertainty of the measurement, ± 15%, as described in the flame will only consist of oxygen and nitrogen. Here, only
earlier. Note also that because the 283-nm laser sheet was approx- the effect of oxygen atom addition at the air side boundary on the
imately 250 um in width in the probe region (and transition sat- flame structure will be shown (once again mimicking the plasma)
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Theoretical analysis of the evolution from ignition kernel
to flame ball and planar flame

Z. CHEN and Y. JU~ QI
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Princeton University,

Princeton, NJ 08544, USA

lynatnics olfIlanic kernel evolution with and without external energy addition has been investigated
anal lvtiallN and numnericailyI. Fnmphasis, is pl aced (in the effects of radiation heat lo ss, ignit ion power and
Lewis number 'n the conrelal ion and transition between the i n it iat flamne kernel. the sclI-ext ingu ishing
flamne. the flamec hall. the oumwardly propagatintg spherical flamne and the propagating planar flame.
The present study extends previotus results bk bridging the theories of the non-adiabatic stationary
flame balls and t ra el ling flames aitd at lowving rigorous consideration oli radi ation heat losses. The
results show that the effects of radiation heat lo ss play an itnporiant role in flame regimecs and liatuc
transition and result in a ness isotlated setf-ex tinguishing II tine. F~urthermoire, it is fo und that radiation

beat losses significantly increase the critical ignition radius and result in three different dependeimees
iii the ittin mnum ignitioin power on the Lewis nulmber. Cornparistins bct weet the resulIts fromur the
transient nutmerical simulation and those fromn the qiissed tt asssshow a goo d agreement
The results suggest that prediction o f flame initiation without piniprpriate consideration of radiat on
is not acceptable.

Aievuords:Raitnhatts:faeetnto:lanintai: siiniiiiinnrg

1. Introduction

llnderstandi ng of flame initialtion is imITportant not only for fundamental combustion research
but also for fire safety control atid the development of low-etnissioti gasoline atnd homo-
oeneouIs charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines. When atn external energy is locally

deposited into a comnbttStibfe mnixtture. there are four possible oultcomnes: tin evolution from
outwardly' propagating spherical flame to planar flame: a stationaty flame ball: a propagat-
ing self-extinguishing flamne: or a decaying ignition kernel (partially burning hot pocket)

11-31. The evoltution of the flamec kernel and the finial outconme depends on the muagnitude
of' energy addition, fuel concentration. radiation heat loss and transport and kinetic prop-
erties. Efficient flame initiation with minimuim enmergy deposition and successful control of
lire spreading highly depend on the understanding of the correlations between itenition ker-
nels. flatme halls. sell-extinguishing flamnes and propagating spherical and planar flamres, as
well as, the imnpacts of radiation intensity and the transport properties on the flamne regime
transitions.

It is wvell known that for an unstretched planar flame. radiation heat loss defitnes the lean
and rich flammability limits of a fuel 14. 5]. If the planar flame is stretched. sub-limit flames,
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may exist when tile l\ewis number is below a critical value 16-81. For the same reason.
sub-limit flames also exist for curved flames such as spherical flames. It has been kno, n
since the work of Zel'dovich ct al. 191 that a diffusion controlled stationary flame ball with
a characteristic equilibrium radius (flame ball radius) can exist at a mixture concentration
lower than the flammability limit. A stability analysis showed that the adiabatic flame balls
are inherently unstable 11(1]. A small perturbation will cause the flame either to propagate
inward and eventuallt extinguish or to propagate outward and evolke into a planar flaine
The flamne ball size is considered to be a critical parameter in controlling flame initiation
19-111. It was in Ronney's microgravity experiments IL . 12-151 that stable flame balls and
self-extinguishine flames were first observed. Theoretical and numerical studies of flame balls

110--181 demonstrated that radiation heat loss plays an important role in affecting the flame
ball size and stability. A flame ball with large equilibrium radius can be stabili/ed by radiation
heat loss. Recently. the self-extinguishing flames and self-wrinkling flames were studied by
Bechtold ei al. 1191. and the effects of radiation heat loss were investigated. However. since
these theoretical studies were only focused on the dynamics of separated phenomena such as
flame balls and self-extinguishing flames, the travelling flames were isolated from flame balls
and self-extineuishine flames. As a result, the relation between self-extinmuishino flames and
flame balls and the relation between flame ball size and successful Ilame initiation of outwardly
propagating flames were not well understood.

Recognizing the importance o( the missing relationship between flame balls and travelling
Ilames. a theoretical analysis by He and Law [31 was conducted to examine the transition
of a propagating spherical flame to a flame ball. Although it was concluded that radiation
heat loss has a significant effect on flame transition, the impact of radiation heat loss iil the
unburred region was not considered. In order further to examine the effect of detailed chem-
istrv ain( transport properties on the flame transition between travelling flames and flame
balls, numerical sinmlaations were conducted for hydrogen-air mixtures at normal and ele-
vated pressures 120. 21]. The results confirmed the existence of flame transition predicted b\
theory and provided quantitative comparison with experimental data. Because of the tremen-
dous computation cost of travelling flames, the numerical simulations were unfortumately
only limited to hydrogen mixtures. The effects of Lewis number on the flame transition and
the different contributions of radiation heat losses from burned and unburned zones on the
flame transitions remain unclear. A recent study by He 1221 was motivated to studs the flame
initiation at lar.e Lewis numbers. but it did not consider radiation heat loss. This makes
the results less realistic because near limit flame initiation is dominantly affected by radi-
ation heat loss. Therefore. the role of the heat loss on flame transition and the correlation
between the flame regimes from ignition kernels to flame balls and propagating flames remain
unknown.

The present study is aimed at: (a) pro\ iding a general theoretical description of the flame
transition between tile initial flame kernel, the self-extinguishing flame, the flame ball and
the outwardly propagating flame:- and (h) bridging both the flame ball theory and the tras-
elIing flame theory %kith specific emphasis on the effects of' Lewis number and the indi-
vidual contribution of radiation heat losses from burned and unburned zones on the flame
re.nimes. flame transition and minimum flame initiation energy and initiation kernel size.
First. the mathematical model is civen. Then. based on the quasi-steady assumption. an an-
alytical expression describing the flame propagating speed is obtained and validation in lim-
iLin, cases is demonstrated. The effects of radiation heat losses on flame reiziines and flame
iransition, and igenition energy effects on flame initiation are studied. Finally. numerical simi-

ulation of the ti me-dependent flanme initiation problem is conducted to serify the theoretical
results.
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2.Mathematical model

We consider ain unsteady sphericalI flanme kernel evolution with and without ain external ionii tion

source at the centre. By~ assuming constant thermal properties. the conservation equations f'or

enerevN and fuel mass tire given as

4ý I d Y~aT
- - /)1)- - H+(7) 1 h )

dt - ---- W J -fb

where i. T, 7. and tiare time, radial coordinate. density. temperature and fuLel mass fraction.

respectively. is the reaction heat-release per unit mass of' fuel. Op is tlie specific heat
capacity at constant pressure. X~ is the thermal conductivity and h) is the mass difi'usivity of'
fuel. To simnplif'y further the problem in the theoretical analysis. we also adopt the commonly
used constant density model 1 231 so that the convection flux is absent. The validation of this

assuimption will he mnade later by transient numerical simulation. i: is the reaction rate l'r
one-step irreversible reaction. 7)A Y exp(- F,/ kT), in which A is thle pre-Ibector of ArrheniUS
law. Fthe activation energy. and k" the universal gas constant. The voIlumetric radiation heat

loss His estimated by tusing the optically' thin model. ii = 46 kj,a - T"~ ). where 6 is the
Stefla --Boltzmann constant and Kp denotes theL Planck mnean absorption coefficient of' the
mixture.

By Lising the adiabatic planar flamne speed 3', and the flame thickness S', XI/CS' tile
velocity. length. time. temperature and fuel mass fraction can be nonnaliized as

where F.and d' (enote the temperature and f'uel mass fr-action in the fresh mixture. and

i = F.= + Y. is thieadiabatic flamie tempileraiture of planiar flamie.1By further attaching
the coo~rdinate to the moving llamne front. R = Rh . the non-dimensional equations, take thc
fofllowing form

d T OiT Id 0T

- --- ---- H +i (3a)

fit di P ar f

where Le ~/7- '('p I) is thle Lewis~ nunmber and U the [lame f'ront propagating speed, U('i =

dI Rm/dt The radiation heat loss and chemincal reaction rat e are normali/ed. respectively, as

H -0 (,4

It can be seen the presenit model extend,, the previous theoretical flamne ball mtodels 19- 16. 171
by including traxellino flames and] radiation heat loss on both the hurnied and Unburned sides.
so that thle correlation between flamne ball and tra.liefae n heilato aito
on the flame transition between different flamne regimes can be qualitativmely examined and
understood.

In the limit of' large activation energy. chemical reaction Occurs on11V within a very thin

zone of high temlperalture and the reaction rate can be replaced by a Delta fuinction with jump
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conditions used at (lhe flame front 1231

eX pf, Mr - R?) 5

where Z i I -a/RTsis the Zel'dox ich number and ay = TN /I; the expansion ratio.
The jump relations at the flame interface becomes

ei Rdr Le dr dr 2 (7 + (I - 7)7',_

In the Present Study. we also examine the impact of external energy deposition onl successful
Ilamne initiation and flamie transition. A constant energy flux is locally deposited in an initijally
homogeneous Mixture. For an initial flame kernel with a radius of R, thle centre of* tile flame
kernel is loc~ated at r = 0, and (0 < r < R and R? < r < -Y_ are respectively thle burned and
unburned regions. Byv defining the flame as thle location where fuiel concentration goes to Zero).
the boundary condition,, lor temnperature and fuel mass f'raction can be given as

r = 0. r-'aT/dIr = . Y = 0 7a)

r=R. T Tf. Y =(0 (7h)

7 ý T 0. Y'=l I 7c)

where Qis the normalized ig~nition power given by

3. Theoretical analysis

The unsteady problem given by equations (3a) and (3b) cannot be solved analytically. In fact.
as "~ill be demonstrated later by unsteady numerical Simulations. it is reasonable to :lssuIne
that in thle attached coordinate mniosin with flame front. the flamne can be considered as in
quasi -steady state (fl/I = 0). This assumption has been widely used in previous studies I 10.
21.241. Therefore. the gŽovernin g equtations can be simplified to

_UI /I r ' -I' + I'a (9a)
dIr r2 J , dr /

= Le(( 9b)
dIr r' rk I

Inl addition. f`or the convenience of the algebraic manipulation the heat loss term) H is approx-
iimated by a linear function of normalized temperature as H I= - T and It is the heat loss
constant \s hichi takes the followino form

/1 45i,~t 4  45 Kd,,0

p)C,.S1 T - T ) (&ri

Note that the radiation heat loss constant involves thle radiation intensity and the fuel con-
cenltration. F-or an\ given mixture composition. an increase of It means, at decrease of' fuel
concentration (decrease of flame speed). For methiane-air flames,, the heat loss constantl it
calculated] according to equation (IC)) is in the range of O.001 to 0.1.
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3.1 Antalytical soluition iwit/tout externial energy additioni

E-quation (9) with boundar-y conditions giv en by equation (7) can be solved analytically for
0, An exact SOIlutin of temper-alture and fucl maXss fraction distribution can be found.

F-or fide lean Cases, thle fuel mass fraction in] burnedc gas region (0) <_ r -') is t.ero and that
in unburned gas t-eeion fR r < -,0 is obtained by solving equation (9b) with boundary
conditions given by equations, ( 7b) and 4 70,

Y(r) =. I- (I T~ f d or r > R (11)

As to thle temperatulre distribution. for adiabatic flames (hi = 0). the analytical SOIlution is

T/ forO0 < r <~ R

(r 1 T, I drrf K I for r -> R (2

For non-adiabatic flamnes, since the radiation properties in burned and unburned gases may be
different. We Use It, and It, to represent the heat loss constants in the burned and unburned
reg ioins. respectively. in order to examinew the individual contribution of the radiaion heat
losses frVom these two regions. Bv defining k, = \11/

2 
+- 4h, (i 1,I 2). an analytical solution

of temperature distribution is obtained

K iF(k~r. (I/k,. -U/k,) for 0_< r < R
TV) =, R. /lj. -(Ji)lIN

T, C[O 311i 4,Ril Gt-kýr. tJ/k,. -U/k 2 ' for- r > R

xk here

G(u(. Ih. c)= ("O1(1I + I Vt

Note that this exact solution removes the requirement of small heat loss assumption (Ih
I 1Z/ -- I hich is Conimonl11v Us~ed in the previous studies 116. 17. 231. There fore. the present
stundy pro\vides at more ri orous consideration of radiation modelling~ to uinderstand the rela-
tion betseen the spherical flamnes and] the lIar field propagating planar flamnes in the limit of'

By using iurp relatiownsie by equation (6). one obtains, an algebraic systemn of equations
for l~ame propag'ating speed U. flamne radius R and flamne temperature T,

11? R' I f -U 1,'d t eTp [I ' 4a)
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where

R 'c / j e If ' T ifh, =O (I 0. =/, 0

U + ki P(kiR. I + l/k,. -(!/k,)
- +-ki i fh /1 0,h1,=0

2 F(kIR. 11/i. -U/ki)

SR 'c I- R ~ 'H' ',It(I r( b

T ' + T k (;-kR. I+U/k -U/k, ifI' 11 0./, (14b)

k, k Fak R, I + u /k, . - U/ k,
2 ; - -kR. R/k,. -U/k,) if/k,_

radiation heat loss with tile flame kernel eVolution, which is the key mechanism for near limit
flames. and allows hri dging between the spherical flame limits and the flammiability limit of
planar flames. By numerically solving equation (14). thle relation between flame propagating
.speed. (lame radius a udy lame temperature and the existence of different lame recpines at
different radiation heat loss constants (or different fuel concentrations) and Lewis numbers
can be obtained.

3.2 Validation in limiting cases

In the fIollxoinc it will be shown that. in diflerent limiting cases. the current model recovers
the prc\vious resulls of stationary flamne balls [116. 171. outwardly propagating spherical flames
1241 and planar flames [4. 231.

3.2.1 Stationarn Ilame hall. In previous stidies 116. 17]. the non-adiabatic stationary flame
ball w\a&a imesticated \ia asym ptotic analysis assuming small heat loss (hi = h,,, /Z.h. =

h,, I Z') and the relation between heat loss and flame radius was obtained

where

-- h,,--

6 In -1* iI - a)Tfl]'

and

2 1r7 +(I -,r)Ty 7

Q2 T,/ and R/ are (lame temperature and radius of adiabatic stationary (lame ball [29].

1I [ Z l-Le ..
T, - RI?= --- - cd -(6),/=L--- Le I, [ 2 1 -r(TO - Le)d16

In the piresent stuild. the exact solution for fuel mas,, fraction and temperature distribution
is obtained x\ ithout usin c small heat loss asuniption. In the limit of U = 0. equation (14)
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reduces to the fkollowing forn for non-adiabatic stationary flame ball

TI h'/ -4- + 71- = ex(17)
tanh(t \f7TIR) R Le 2n 4-H1 ,-)TI

If small heat loss assunIptlion (hI = h,,"/. h- = h,,/Z )is used and high-order terms of I /Z
are neglected. the abome relation can be reduced to the same form as equation (15). Therefore.
the flame hall solution 116. 171 is a limiting case of the present result.

3.2.2 Outwardly propagating spherical flames. A flame speed relation for propagating
spherical flames was obtained by Frankel and Sivashinsky 1241. It is readily seen that the

present result given by equation ( 4) recovers the same result in the limit of zero heat loss and
large flame radius (hi = 0 and R >> I f. Specifically. for R >> 1. the exponential integral
can be represented by an asymptotic series

R ' e' / R 'Lr"dr Ul- R (18)

By using the above expansion and defining V = U + 2/R. equation (14) reduces to the
followine form

"I",V V+ , - 1=exp 2 +I I-IT (19)

The follow ing relation can be immedialcly derived from equation ( 9). which is exactly the
Same equation given by Frankel and Sivashinsky 1241

Z I
V ~i-V= (--- 1) (20)

AS such. the present models are valid in both limits of flame hall and travelling flames and
can provide the relationship and transition mechanism between these two flames during flame
kernel Lro\Nth.

3.2.3 Planar flame speed and flammability limit. In the limit of R --. x. the functions
F and G become

F(kIR. 1 + U/k. -1 1/kA) (;(-kR. I + Ulk,. -U/k2)

(k, R. Uikj. U-U/k,) G(-k 2 R. U/k,. -U/k,)

There fore. equation (14) reduces to

-+__ exp -/ (211)2 2n a+ () - n )7j

Asymplotically. \ý hen the heat loss is in [he order of I /Z in the limit of large Zel'dovich
number (h = h,,, /. h, = h_,, ,Z. and / " I). equation (21) recovers the classical theory
o ftlammabilily limit for planar flames 14. 231

L = -UVl(U) with L h,,, ± h .... = Z(hI + h/) (22)

The flammabilit\ limit is defined by l. = I/c and U = e 2. Therefore. equation (14) is a
general solution to describe the d) nani ics of flame kernel growth and depicts a clear correlation
betmieen the ignition kernel. flame ball. propagating curved flames and planar flames. In the
folio\wing section. we will demonstrate the role of radiation heat loss. Lewis number and
external energy addition in flame regimes and flame initiation.
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3.3 Effects of radiation heat lossesfronm the burned and unburned regions

Radiation heat losses from the burned and unburned /ones affect the flame temperature in
different ways. Heat loss from the unburned zone will directly reduce the flame temperature.
However. heat loss forn the burned region only affects the flame temperature via the heat
conduction loss from the flame. In addition, the radiation heat loss depends on the ratio of
high temlpCrature volume and the flame front surface area. As the flame kernel grows. the
ratio changes significantly. For example. the normalized radiation heat losses fromn burned and
unburned /ones can be ,imken as

H,,, h, f T(r) .rd --rR--r R ) (23a)

,l,/, Ih - rd ,R R .'/ (23b)
A di A dr A

where (R2 
(- IR - A'' +, j is the total heat generation from chemical reaction. By using the

temlprature distribution obtained in equation (13). the ratio of these heat losses in the limit of
small and large flame radius becomes

(0 if R -0 0
II,,, h + 41,2/U ± i (24+j ,,, ih . v' 4h _/_i'f- I

The above qualitative resh ft shows that the radiation heat losses from burned and unburned
tones will have diflerent impact oin flame temperature and flame transition. Unftltunately. in
previous theoretical studies 13. 221. the radial ion heat loss in the unburned region was simply
neglected and the competing role of radiation heat losses fiom the unburned and burned /ones
as the flame kernel wrows were not well understood.

In the following we will take an example of CH., -air flames and use equation (14) to
demonstrate ho%\ differcntlv the radiation heat losses from the burned and unburned regions
aIffect the flame tempe'rature and speed. For flames around sloichiometric equivalence ratio.
we choose Z = 10 and nr = (. 15 Equation (231) is used to e\aluate the radiation heat losses
'rom difl'trent /ones and the total normalited radiation heat loss is the summation of them
H,,,, = H,, + /1,1,,

Figure I shows the dependence of nonnalized heat loss and flame propagating speed on the
flame radius for Le = I and h = 0.0 15. It is seen that there are two branches in the U - A'
diagram: the fast stable branch abc and the slow unstable branch cde. At point c, the flame
is extinguished at a linite propagating speed because the normalized heat loss reaches its
maxinii on the fast flame branch ab,-. It is also observed that the normalized total heat loss
chanCes non-monotonicall\ as the flame radius increases. There exists a minimum value as
the fiame reaches point h for fast branch and point d for slow branch. This phenomenon can
onlN be explained by considering the individual contributions of heat losses in the burned and
unburned /ones.

The dependences of the normalied radiation heat losses in the burned and unburned tones.
/I,,, and H,.,,,. are shown in figcure I lb. It is seen that H,,, increases monotonicallv with flame
radius w\hile tt,,,, decreases monotonically with flame radius. It is shown that the radiation
heat loss fromn the tnbu rned /one H,,,,, remains nearly constant when flame radius is larger
than 20 and it is one order smaller than H,,, (H,,,,jH,, < 0. 1 when R > 20). This means that
the effect of heat loss in the unburned tone becomes \seaker as the flame grows. hut it does
not mean that the heat Ioss from the unburned zone can be neolected because heat losses From
these zones affect flame temperature in different ways. The rapid incracase of flame speed and
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the peak of the radiation heat loss in the region o1 R < 20 are caused by the competition of
radiation heat losses from the burned and unburned zones.

Flor the radiation heat loss larger than the critical heat loss (l, = I/Y and I, = 0().0184) of
the flammabilitv of the planar flame, a flame will not exist at larce flame radius. Ficure 2
shows the dependences of nortlalized heat loss and Ilame propagating speed oti the flame
radius for Le = I and It = 0.0197. It is interesting to note that propagating spherical flame
still exists at intenmediate flame radii and there are two extinction limits. respectively. at small
and large radii. The norinaliied total heat loss also changes non-nmonotonically and peaks
at both extiction limits. Tis indicates that the extinction at small radius is caused h\ the

heat loss in the unburned zone and the extinction at large radius by that from tihe burned
Zone [ ligure 2Nb)I. The appearance of the extinction liniit at small flame radius has not been
reported in previous studies and the existence of' this extinction limit will significantly affect
the ignition kernel size for successl'ul flame initiation. Therefore. in order to understand the
flame kernel evolution adequate inclusion of the effect of radiation heat loss in the unburned
0as is particularly important.

3.4 Correlation between diffrrentflame reginmes at di/feremt Lewis numbers

Figure 3(a) shows the Hlame propagatinrg speed as a function of flame radius for vxarious
radiation heat loss constants (or different fuel concentrationsI with Le = I To demonstrate
Furrther the imporlance of heat loss in the u burned /one, the results with radiation heat loss
only from the bunted gas is shown in figture 3(hb. In figure 3. solutions on the hori/ontal axis of
11 = 0 denote the stationar flame balls [equation ( 17)1 and those on the vertical axis at large
Ilame radius denote thie planar Ilame l eqtation (211f. The solution curves bet` ieen the flame
ball solutions and the planar flarne solutions represent the travelling spherical flames. It is seen
fronm fi1ture 3(a) that for adiabatic flame ( 0 = ). the quasi-steady state flame ball exists at
small radius. As tie flame size grows the flame speed increases rapidly because of the increase
ofdiffusion flux and eventuallv reaches the planar flame speed (U = I at a large flame radius.
When there is a small radiation heat loss (i -, 0.005). tlie quasi-steady state flame ball solution
does not exist- and at a small flame radius. flanie extin.cuishes at a finite flame speed. As the
flame radius increases, flame speed i ncreases and uItimately reaches the corresponding non-
adiabatic planar flame speed. As the radiation heat loss further increases and becomes larcer
than the critical heat loss associated with the flammnability limit, as explained in figure 2(a).
sub-limit flames only exist at intennediate si/es and the radiation heat losses from the unburned
and burned tonres yield two extinction limits it small and large flame radii. respectively. To
dislingitish this flame reinime from the self-extingrisihing flame observed in the microcravit,
experiments II. 131. we will refer to it as art isolated self-extincuishicn flame because this
flaie cannot be initiated by a small localited igcnitiorn source. When onlv the radiation heat
loss in the burned ztone is considered [figtre Stb l. it is seen t[fat t lie quasi-steady state so lItion

of stationary flame ball exists for all heat losses. This ob\iously contradicts .tothe cxperirneritalI
observation [14j. Therefore. it carl be concluded that the present model can successfully predict
the existence of multi pIe Ilariie regimes and the transition between the flame ball and tras ellinc
flame. Radiation frotii the unbutrined tone vields a newN Ilante island at intermediate flame radii.
The exclusion of radiation heat loss from urnburned zone prevents correct prediction of the
flame recimes and their transitions.

The flame speed dependences oni flame radius for Le = 0.8 and 1.2 are shown in figures 4(a)
and 5ta), respectively. For comparison. the results wNithout radiation heat loss in t lie utnbtriuited
zone are shown in licures 4(b) and 5thb. TFile effects of ILewis number on the flame recire
and tile flame transition can be found by comparing the results with figure 3. It can be seen
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thatI inl miXture 1at Le' 0.8. depending on the fuel concentration, there exists Iike differcnl
flames: the flame ball. the ou1twardly propagating spherical flame, the planar flame, the self-

cxtingulishiL flame (SEF) and the isolated self-extineuishin- flame (ISEF). Because of the
L.ev is number effect, the sub-limit SEF and ISEF can exist at much lower concentrations than
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a l l sttiklltll: I j). s ilt he1zat ltoxs• in both the burned antt letl tt ti rnted /ones: h(). \\ ilh heal Ici'< onl\ iml he hutetd

the flammability limit of the planar lante. In 1addition. stationary rl'ame halls start to a)ppar at
small radiation heat losses,. These reSUlts are consistent with the experimental ohscr~ at ion 11,
12-15 1. At L' = 1.2. figure 5(a) shows that neither flame hall nor sub-lirmit SEF or ISEF exist.
At lar'c radiation heat loss or low fuel concentration, a laine does not exist Iecause of the
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combined effect of radiation heat loss in the unburned gas and of the flarne stretch. ObviouISly.
the predictions without1 inclutsion of radiation heat loss in the uinburned zone I figures 4(b).
5(bjl do not correctly predlict this phenomenon. For example, fig"ure 5(h) shows that flame
balls exist at all fuiel concentrations. This is contrary to ex peri mental observation.
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The effect,, of radiation heat loss on thle critical LeCwiS ilnuber below which a quasi-steady
state Ilarne ball solution exists are showvn in fieure 6 for different radiation models. It i's sceen
that for a larim-e radiation heat loss constant. stationary flame balls exist only for small lewvis
num1iber. which is consistent with tile experimental results in IniCrog)ra\vitY 11. 12-I151. The
importance of radiation heat loss inl the unburned zonie canl also be observed. It is seen that the
effect of' radiation heat loss on the critical L.ewis number for flame ball is dominated] hy the
heat loss ill the UnbUrncd /one. This conclusion is different from the pre\ ious studies in which
the radiation heat loss, in the unburned revion was oftLen i~nored. This is becauIse the flaine
ball siz.e is very small and the diffusion zone is very broad at zero and small flame speed. As a
result, the radiation heat loss in thle burned zone plays a neoligible role in affecting the critical
Lewis number.

3.5 F/feel of ignition energy on flamne iniliation

We nlow considler the case in wkhich an external energy' fLuX is deposited in the centre of
quiescent minkture and to examine hoý% the ignition energy affects the flamne diagram and the
transition itraJectory.

In the quasi-steady model. the ignition eniergy Q is modelled as a boundary condition

(related discussions arc presented at the end of this section). that is

r~'~K<= Qwith) -~ ) t25)

The fuel mnassý fraction distribution is the samle as that obtained ill sect ion 3. 1 and the temper-
ature distribution in the burned L~as retion (0 < r < R) is -iven bv

Tfr) = T0(r) + Q 0(gr) (26)
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where TOO-) is the solution in the case of Q () 0 1equations (1 2) and (13)) and Tc (1 ) is thle
temperature increase caused by the external ignition power

[R.

C, + (;-kj. U k, 1/k,) + tukI(;-i - . I -+ 1//, -- U/k)]

and

C= --CI (;(--kI R. 11/k, - U/k )/F(k, R'. U/k, -- (I/k,)

By using the jump relations given by equation (6), the flamne speed equation canl be obtainied
as

'ft 1
*2 .1 ±j +Ž Qý, R-. 'I c T -e 1-1""1, /7Tr exp -ý (28a)

L~e f 2a4H i )T

where S2 is given by equation ( 14h) and
R I if h, = (

k,'' t ' CI --G kjlR I + -kj i ) if it,2h

k k,

The effect of ignition pow,\er and Lewis number onl flamne transition can he studied by solving
equation (28) numerically. I icures 7 to 9 show the flamne speed as a function of flamne radius
wvith different \values, of ignition power. radiation heat loss constant, and Lewis number. Fig ure
7(a) shows the results for 1,c = 1.0) and hi = 0. The solid line ab shows the result of /ero
ignition energy ( Q = 0I) which is the same ats that in ftgure 3(a). InI this ease. thle out wardl\
propagating spherical flame only\ exists beyond at finite (lame radius R1,, = I .0. When anl
external energy is deposited. it is seen that the flamne transition tralectory is changed. At a
low ignition energLy of'Q 0.05. owing to the increase of flame temperature. the travelline
flamne branch ab is extended to branch mec and the critical flame initiation radius is reduced to
R', =0.72. At the samne time. a new branch (ignition kernel) de is forined at small radius and
quenches as it grows. Therefore, flamne initiation is not successful. However, by increasing
the ignition power to 0 (.01). a new ignition kernel branch fi- starts to merce with the
travelling 'lamne bra nch m:,. indicatine, that ati outwardly propagating spherical flamne can be
suIccessfully\ initiated \via the flame transition curve fiqa. Therefore. \N e can define thle critical
ienition power ( Q( = 0.092) above which the flanme kernel branch always merge-, withi thle
travell in fliamne branch.

Fi gure 7(h shows the results ofrnon-adiabatic flame evolution diacram for Le = 1.t0 and
li = 0(1.0 Liinlike the adiabatic case. no (latile ball solutit on ex ists and tile outwardly propa pat ing
spherical flamne only exists at a much larcer flamne radius With a finite (1h1one Speed due to the
effects of radiation heat loss. When ignition energy is de posited. the new flame kernel branch
starts, to mlerge with the travelling flamne branch at Q = 0. I O7and formis three news flamne
branches, at fast flame transition branch dia and a slow branch isolated ic and an ISEF branlch
c(,'h. As the ignition power increases. thle ISE]Fbranch degenerates and the fast transition branch
becomes more nmonotonic. indicatinc" a successNful flamne transition front ignition kernel to a
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tr'ellinie nlamie. Note that the radiation heat loss not only chanies the flame biflurcation but

also sieniticantly increase'ý the critical ignition raditus (frorn R, 0.3 to 0.6) and the critical
ignition energy (from Q =- 0.092 too. 107). Therefore. the adiabatic inodel does not adequately
describe the Ilamie initialion trajictor'. This conclhsion is dilferent froin that of'a previous
sItidy 1221.
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The adiabalic and non-adiabatic Ilame trajectory with external ignition energy for Le = 0.8
and 1.2 arc ,,ho\%n in tieures 8 and 9. For the case of small Lewis numbelr dfitcure 8). owine
to the Lewis number effect, the critical i-nition radius become-s much smnaller and the critical
ignition powxer decreases. MoreoN er. the radiation effect becomes w eaker wiith the decrease of
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Lewis number. Ho\xc,,r. at a large LCwis num1ber (figurc 9). both the critical ignition radius
and the critical i-nition power signiticantly increase. In particular. the adiabatic model I figure
9(a) not onl\ does not predict a correct flame bifurcation but also fails to predict the size of
critical i-nition kernel. This conclusion has a si gnificant implication for the gasoline spark
ignition proccS',s. parlicularly with CO, recirculation.
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Figu2Lre I) 0..hows, thle comparison of the cliiical igenition radius for adiabatic and non-adiabatic
l~ames at i-c = I .0 and 1.2. respectikely. For Lc =1.0. it is seen that for both ca,,e,, the critical
ignition radius decreases with the increase of i-nition power. Howmever, thle critical i,,flition
raditus for radiat inLc flame,, is much greater than that of adiabatic flaninc. When thie igenition
po% er is larger than the critical ignition power t Q,, and Qjm). the critical ienition radius goes
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to zero. which means hat outwardly propagating spherical flame can he successu lIv initiated
from the centre. For Lc = 1.2. the increase of the critical iinition radius owine to radiation
heat loss becomes more profound. In addition, the ratio of critical ignition power between the

radiative and adiabatic cases also becomes much larger.
The critical ignition power as a function of Lewis number for adiabatic and non-adiabatic

cases is shown in ficure I I(a). It is seen that when Lewis number is smaller than 0.8. the

critical ignition power for adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases is nearly the same. However. as

the Lewýis number increases the dependence becomes significantly different. For the adiabatic

mixture. the logarithm ol critical ignition power only increases linearly with the increase of

lex, is number. Howe\er, for the radiative mixture. the dependence of the critical ignition

energy can be diBided into three different regimes: a linear region at small I.exis numbers
(Le < 1): a nonlinear region at intennediate Lewis numbers (I < Le < 1.6): and a linear
reion at hich Lewis numbers (L.e > 1.6). The appearance of the nonlinear region is owing to

the coupling of the radiation heat loss from the unburned region and the Lewis number effect

I figure I I (bti. Therefore. tile radiation heat loss from unburned gias region significantly affects

tile Ignition energy. The present results have a strong relevance in ignition enhancement ill
internal combustion engines involvinig natural -as and large hydrocarbon fuels (LU - I.

Note that ignition is an essentially trtnsient process. Depending on the relative magnitude of

characteristic times of external heatinm. chemical reaction. travelline acoustic wave and heal
condtuction. there are last- non(liffusive-igtiiition 1251 and thermal-diffusi\e-igtnitiomi 1261. In

the current study. the constant density assumption is used and the acoustic effect is neglected

because its titnescale is far shorter than the thermal diffusion timescale. Therefore. only tile

thermal-diffusive-ignition ik investigated here. It is reasonable because in tile practical device
the initial flame kernel size is much smaller than the volume of combustion chamber so that tihe
pressure increase can be neglected. Unlike the wyork olV~zque/-Espf and Lifiin 1261. in " hich

the unsteady-di fLusion-reaction equations similar to equation ( I ) were soh, ed numerically and
radiation heat loss was not considered. here we present a general theory [equation (28)1 based
on the qutasi-stcady assumption in which radiation heat loss is included. The lhomllcomiue of

current amalysis is that tile ignition energy dpcosition is modelled as a boundary condition

lequation (25)1: while in practice it should bie resoled in time and space. The employment of
such a stcady state energy deposition is for the purpo)se to seek analytical solution, olo\eve\.

this simplification does not pre\ent the model from producing qualitativelk correct resultss. It
will he shown in the next section that the results Irom the current theoretical analysis based on

the quasi-steady vassU mption agree well with those from fully transient numerical simulations.

4. Numerical modelling of the unsteady effects

In order to confirm the validity of the quasi-steady state assuml'ption used in tile previotis

analysis. we perfonned numerical sillm iIatlions ofthe time -dcepndentii faine initiation prohlevii.
The non-dinmensional form of equations Ia Ia) and (I b) uinder constant density assLulnplion is

solved nuliienlically by mean, of an implicit finite volumne method. To numerically resohe
the moving flarne front. a ten-level adaptive grinding alorithmn has been devClop)ed 1271. The
mesh addition and removal are based on tile first and second order gradients of the temlperatlure
and react ion rate distributions. Uniform elids of '.00125-0.01 (length normalized bv flaime
thickness) are used in the reaction zone and kept mo\ ing with the flaine front. The follo\\ ing

finite reaction rate is used in the numerical simulation

I - Y'-Z -exp Z29)

2Lc Lr (I- Ti
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'Fhe hou~ndar\ conditions are thle saline as those giveni hy equations (7la) and ( 7c). Withi ani
init ial unliformi teml"peratuire and htie miass fraction distributiion of 7(r) = I - Y~)' I = 0. the
uinsteady flamne initiation problem is resolved.

To juisil\ the \alidivy of thle quasi-steady state assumption uised inl theorctical atial~ si.
flamie -'peed" atl different flamne radii predicted Irloin theoretical ainalysis are compared ý'ithl
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those from numerical simullations, in which the flame propaigating speed is calculated froili
the flame fIront historv. i.e. U =- dR/d. \N here the flame front is defined as where the maximum
heat release appearrs. FiHure 12 shows fhe results for Le = I without and \,ith radiaition heal
loss. It is seen that the results from lheory agree reasonably w\ell \i th those from the unsteady
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simulations. As " ith most other studies on flame dvi imic,. the unstable branches predicted
bv theoreticalI-II Inl\ sis Is Iaýbc Iled by cgh mid kc in figure 71 h) coulId no(t he recovered from
nlUmerical simulations. Comiparisons for other Lewis numbers, '. it hout and with radiation heat
loss a ic alIso n adc. The qlua iltati el y agreement is obtali ned
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11OIn A Crde to IvaUateC qUant it al ively thle miagnitIude of the unsteady termi. the numlejiCalI resul ts
trIiii11 tIllseaf Il l CýdV iIntfat 0iu were ti-anlsformed into thle l1aile ff0111n attach inil coord in ate (in vwhich
theoretical analvsis was carried outO. The miacnitudes of unsteady er (cn T/di ). convection
terin (11dT./dr. diffusion terin (dU li/ ,2 r fr 2r dr ) and reaction tenn (C)in equat ions Oat

and ONb ar-c evaluated and compared in the transformed coordinate. The ilnpollance of thle
unsteady effects, is shown by co~mparing the uinsteady termi with other terms. Figure 13 shows
the distrihutions of the Unsteady. convection, diffusion, and reaction termis in energy equation
0,a) for flamies at di ffcrent Ilamec radii with Le 1 .0 and Q =0. 2. When the flamec raditis
is larce. R? = 5.0) inl fillure I 3(a). the Unsteady termi is one order smaller than all other termns.
therefore it is neelivible. For cases of' larger flamie radlii. thle unsteady termn becomnes much
sinallkr. Therefore it is, reasonable to employ the quasi-steady state assumption. When thc
flamec radius is small. R1? 0.5 in fig(_ure I 3(ýb. the diffulsion and] reaction terlns will dominate.
while tie unsteady and convection termis are relatively Small nearthe flalne front. However, near
the centre wvher-e enlergy depositioni exists. tie unsteady termi is very larmze and is balanced by the
con\ ectilio termi. This is because. the energy deposition ill tile centre (modelled as a botindary
condition) is, movinl . awav fromt the flanle front ill tile flame front attaching coordinate.

Furtlhermore. to iilesti eate the effect of' the timiescale of enel-gy deposition oil tile falame
i' ctry. wec comlpared tile flamie-front tra iieirc btie rn tiie-eedn iii men-

Caf Computat ions wvith different durat ion timec I is) at a given energy flux ( Q). Ill ut11Imcicaf
simullation, tile energy flux Q at tile bouildary [equation (7a)l is set to /ero whten the timec is

gireater than the duration timec (is). Figurc 14 ,,hows the res-ults for Le = 1.0, It = 0.0 1 and Q
=0.2. It is seen that the flanle inlitiation fails when the duration is too sniall. H-owever. wflen

is .-~ 6.5 tile flamne-front trajectory' (whichl is the saine as, that of is =6.5) is not affected by
tile chlangec oftile t iliiiscale of energy dcposition. Therefore in this case. the duration mul~st be
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ti-ce than 6.5 Wtue norinali ed In fName thickniess divided b) planar flame speed) to make
the q itasi -stead v model con si stenit. Simil tar le suits were aliso presenited in fie I 221.

5. Clandulusns

An zanaitica Wointioni to denseie the flmeic rim-es and transitions betweei the Nlame kernel.
the flame killI. the selIf-es lingen shing flame, the outwadly propagatinig spherical fame and
the propagat-ing plaarflmame is obtahined The present stujdy extends, the preCVious results by
bhrdci he kiteores of nmon adaickstaton a rvlmnchallsand t rave lii ne 1;iiatics anid aI low %inct
ric~orous eonsiderittion of radiation heat losses in both the burned and ninhurned zones~. The
resuilts show that the effects of radiation heat loss pbas a very important role on flame retinies.
transition, and critcal ignition radius and permvand Thereibre it shouild not he neglected.

It is shown that radiation heat losses from the Unhurned and buirned zones; play different
roles in affecting fName propagatinlg speed. 'With the increase of Nlame radius. the radliationl
heat oss from the hu.nted lone increases, while the radiation heat foss front the unrburned /'oie
dlecreases. As aresid i. there is a peak radiat ion loss at an initermediate flame radius, which
drama t icalls a flects the N1amen reghities and ct-it iea IName itt itiation parametec rs. It is atlso fon id
tha t the radiation heat toss hrom the uinihburned lone results in a niew fNamte reg imte: the isolated
selt'-estinguishing Nlame with two radiation extinction limits respectively at small and larce
fName radiui' In addition, it is shownj that the criical Less s mnumber for the stat ionary flame
bail is dominated] hs the heat loss fromithe unburned gas.

Ihe results also shox% that radiatioin teat los si eni ficantiv affects the transition hiistory
of flamec in itiation \%i ti external energ) deposition. Thie critical raditus of' successfuil Nlamie
in it iat ion for tad iatiiis e I a ncs is imuch kilaleer than that of ad iaba ied lian ies F uriihennore. this

difference incewases dr-amaticatl is asih the incrase of the mix ture Lewis oitimber. it is shown
that, owing to the coupling of radiation heat loss and tWe Lewis number effec. the dependetice
of ilCthe min inum in ibgli n e ti rg onl 1 ew is nnit bcr has thiree di ffecrent reg imes,, At intermediate
Io ,eis nninhers. the reults sMuom that the rninnum igntit ion energy increses ex ponenitially
"Asih tie increase 4of te Lewis timuhe The pr-edictioti agrees cpualitative well with the tin-

st cads tWin Ha tueCS 1ic i ni itin-e seeults coti Idhave a siagl ifiica il impact onl techniological
development for igilitol control of interim I conlhustion cnin itcs.
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Characteristics of the Gliding Arc and its Application in
Combustion Enhancement
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A novel magnetically stabilized gliding arc reactor coupled with a counterfiow
burner was developed to study non-thermal plasma enhancement of ignition and
extinction phenomena. The results showed that the new coupled plasma-flame
system provides a well defined platform for understanding of the basic mechanism
of the plasma-flame interaction. It was shown that with a plasma discharge in the
air stream, up to a 220 percent increase in the extinction strain rate was possible at
low power inputs for air and methane diluted with nitrogen. Measurements of
temperature profiles via planar Rayleigh scattering thermometry and OH number
density profiles via planar laser induced fluorescence (calibrated with absorption)
were taken to quantify various effects. Detailed numerical simulations at elevated
air temperatures and radical addition were performed for comparison with
experimentally obtained results. Results of the extinction experiments initially
suggested that the enhancement effect was predominantly thermal for our
particular setup of experiments. However, in ignition experiments specifically for
hydrogen, temperature measurements conducted for hydrogen-air mixtures
suggested that the extent of enhancement effect could not be accounted for without
the contribution of active species. Further comparison with numerical simulations
also provides an insight into the participation of species other than radicals in the
enhancement effect.

Nomenclature

a = strain rate of the counterflow flame
B = magnetic field
Cd = drag coefficient
D = specific diameter of the magnetic gliding arc device
dmra., = measured diameter of the arc

= corrected diameter of the arc
d = approximate diameter of the arc
E = electric field
Eý = excitation state energy
f = arc rotation frequency
F. = ampere force per unit arc length
Fj = drag force
G,. G,. Ge = identified peaks from an OH spectrum
l I,,,,/. = reference and calculated intensity
/= plasma current
i, j = indices representing the two nozzles streams
i = plasma current density
L = distance between counterflow nozzles



Q = volumetric flow rate
= exposure time period of high speed camera

u = gas velocity
vd = drift velocity
Z(Tý), Z(T) = partition functions
p = gas density

I. Introduction

With the ever increasing want and need for practical high speed air breathing propulsion devices comes the
major issue of designing a supersonic combustion system. Depending upon the Mach number, the residence
times through the combustor of a scramjet may be on the order of the reaction time. This is not as much of
an issue for fuels such as hydrogen because of its rapid ignition and reaction time, but does become a
significant issue for hydrocarbon fuels because of their longer ignition delay times. Specifically, the two
most critical problems in scramjet development arise in the form of ignition and flame stabilization in the
supersonic combustor.

Over the course of the last few decades, much research has been focused on supersonic combustion
development and has brought our understanding, closer to a tangible and reliable system. Many solutions
have been realized in this regard, ranging from passive cavity flame holders' 5 to energy addition via
precombustors68 and plasma"'-, to combat the aforementioned problems in supersonic flow systems.
Cavities or ramped cavities provide a subsonic region for flame stabilization as well as enhanced mixing,
but do not add any energy to the system, setting an upper limit on the extent of enhancement. By adding
energy to the flow via a pre-combustor, especially in conjunction with a cavity, the flame becomes more
stable with increased flammability limits. Here, the elevated temperatures and radical pools produced
during the combustion have proven to be an effective means of decreasing the ignition time and increasing
the flame stabilization. Unfortunately, this method is constrained by the requirement of an additional
combustion chamber, but more importantly, by the flammability limits of the fuel-air mixture in the pre-
combustor, especially for hydrocarbon fuels. In this regard, plasma based ignition is a promising
technology because it is not constrained as much by the flammability limits of a mixture, unlike that of a
pre-combustor or cavity flame holding design. To address this issue, plasma has been put forth in many
configurations ranging from plasma torches9 o to high voltage nanosecond discharges." "2

In order to determine the best kind of plasma system to be applied for ignition and combustion applications,
we need to classify the various possibilities of electrically generated plasma discharge configurations into
types that maybe effective for the enhancement process. Plasmas are broadly classified into two categories
namely, thermal (or equilibrium) and non-thermal (or non-equilibrium). Thermal plasmas include arc
discharges, plasma torches, and radio frequency inductively coupled plasmas (RF-ICPs). The step-wise
processes of ionization and dissociation take place via large amounts of energy or heat addition. Because of
this heat addition, the gas temperatures are very high (5,000 K - 50,000 K), with electron temperatures of
the same order and energy input in all degrees of freedom. Also, it is unnecessary to have such a high
increase in gas temperature from the point of view of ignition. This results in poor chemical reaction
selectivity of the ignition process. in addition, there would be either large power requirements or localized
activation such as with a plasma jet (e.g., only penetrating into a small portion of a transverse supersonic
flow). Furthermore, in order to scale up a thermal plasma discharge, much higher specific power inputs are
required.

Non-equilibrium plasmas have been traditionally generated in low pressures such as direct-current glow,
corona, radio frequency, microwave, and nanosecond high-voltage discharges. Unlike thermal plasmas they
have high chemical selectivity and are capable of homogeneous activation. The primary means of
dissociation and ionization is direct electron impact from high energy (speed) electrons accelerated by a
large electric field. However, homogeneous activation leads to power requirements that can become
extremely high, sometimes in excess of several MJ/m 3. Also, the gas temperatures typically achieved are
either that of the room or too low from an ignition assistance point of view.

Therefore, an ideal plasma discharge should have intermediate temperatures between that of thermal and



non-thermal plasma. The temperatures should be high enough for the ignition of a mixture, and should have
activation benefits of a homogeneous discharge, providing high levels of chemical reaction selectivity, have
high electron temperatures, and high plasma densities with low power requirements.16 The discharge that
aptly suits the above description is the Gliding Arc (GA). The GA is a unique non-thermal plasma that has
relatively high plasma density, power and operating pressure in comparison with other non-equilibrium
discharges; high electron temperature (> I eV), relatively low gas temperatures (< 3000 K) and good
chemical selectivity in comparison with thermal discharges. High temperature electrons are more efficient
in producing ions, radicals, excited and dissociated molecules than those in equilibrium plasma (< I eV)
and the gas temperatures are still high enough to accelerate the interaction between neutral species. Also,
the GA is known for its simplicity of design and applicability.

After establishing the GA as the best candidate for the parameters sought for our system, the next step is to
understand under what conditions and to what extent there will be thermal and non-thermal effects. It is
very clear and has been shown many times over that radical addition will shorten the ignition time. But
what is not yet clear is to what extent the radicals can enhance a system, specifically from flame
stabilization and burning rate perspective. This question of "non-thermal enhancement" has long been
debated.9. '0 Furthermore, is it possible to enhance a flame using plasma in a way that can not be explained
by traditional combustion chemistry? In order to even begin to answer these questions, a system has to be
developed to provide an ideal, or at a minimum, a simplified platform to study the plasma-flame
interaction. This can be a daunting task because of the complexity of the interaction between the plasma
discharge, flow field and flame.

The GA plasma discharge, which has been chosen as the basis of our work, has its roots in a traditional flat
gliding arc system, as can be seen in Fig. I. The arc is initiated at the shortest gap between the two
electrodes, after which it elongates by transverse gas flow. Within a short time (microseconds), the arc
current reaches its maximum value while the voltage drops to almost zero. As the gas flow pushes the arc,
its voltage increases and current starts to decrease. The elongating arc demands more power to sustain
itself, until it reaches the maximum that the power supply can provide. However, due to continuous gas
flow, the length of the arc continues to grow, but the power supplied by the source is insufficient to balance
the energy losses to the surrounding gas. If the power supply is capable of providing sufficiently high
voltage, the arc changes its ionization mechanism to a non-thermal one, i.e., step-wise to direct. Due to
instability, the arc cools down and finally extinguishes, marking the end of one cycle. The next cycle of arc
evolution begins as voltage in the gap reaches its breakdown value and initiates at the shortest gap once
again. The transition is attributed to a continuous increase in the electric field until extinction causing
electrons to gain energy during transition, coupled with convective cooling of the gas in the plasma arc.
Figure 2 shows the increase in electric field after the point of transition. From the perspective of using
plasma for an ignition enhancement study, the traditional flat GA's pose a problem because of the
requirement of high flow rates of transverse gas to obtain more-or-less uniformity of the discharge and also
the inability to stabilize the non-thermal portion of the discharge.

The goal of this research was to develop an ideal and simplified GA plasma discharge and to integrate it
with a counterflow burner (known for its ease of study) to secure a more fundamental understanding of the
interaction between species generated by non-equilibrium plasma and diffusion flames. This was
accomplished by first designing a magnetically stabilized non-equilibrium gliding arc plasma (MGA)
discharge system. The design, development and diagnostics of this system are discussed further in this
publication. This MGA system was then integrated with a counterflow burner, providing a simple platform
to study the plasma flame interaction. A detailed analysis of the MGA and the flame was performed. This
included optical spectroscopy of the MGA and experimental studies of the extinction behavior, laser
diagnostics for flame temperatures via planar Rayleigh scattering and OH number densities via OH planar
laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) for counterflow diffusion flames. These results were then compared to
numerical computations using detailed chemistry to validate the measurements and clarify the roles of
thermal and non-thermal effects in non-equilibrium plasma assisted combustion.



II. Design and Development of Magnetic Gliding Arc (MGA)

II. 1. Principle
As discussed earlier, one of the key problems in the employment of traditional GAs for purposes of
combustion studies is that the non-equilibrium portion of the discharge extinguishes rapidly after transition.
However, recently it was found that during the gliding arc cycle, the arc can be stabilized well past the
transition from the thermal equilibrium to the non-equilibrium regime before extinction."7 This was an
extremely important result as it opened up the possibility of stabilization of a strongly non-equilibrium
gliding arc discharge. One of the technical solutions to achieve this was to drive and elongate the arc using
a force other than transverse gas flow.

We used the concept of Lorentz force, wherein a moving charge in a magnetic field is subjected to a force.
The direction of motion of the charge due to this force is determined by the well-known right-hand-rule; if
you orient your right hand palm open, such that the fingers determine the direction of magnetic field and
the thumb points towards the direction of motion of the charge, then the palm faces the direction of force
experienced. In DC discharges like the MGA, there is no switching of polarity between electrodes. The
directions of motion (between electrodes) of negatively and positively charged species are opposite.
However, they experience a force in the same direction due to their charge (transversely). This inherently
facilitates the motion of the arc as a single unit. We extend this onto the concept of Ampere force wherein
the applied magnetic field was normal to the length of thecurrent carrying 'plasma arc conductor', causing
it to move. The plasma arc can be stabilized near extinction in the non-equilibrium regime for an indefinite
amount of time

II. 2. Construction and Magnetic Field Strength
The MGA apparatus, as seen in Fig. 3, is comprised of stainless steel inner and outer electrodes, which
serve as the cathode (high voltage) and anode (grounded) respectively. A wire is fixed to the cathode that is
kept separated from the outer anode by approximately 2 mm at the smallest gap (point (1) in Fig. 4). The
spiral wire gets progressively closer to the cathode (inner electrode) to where it is attached, which is at the
largest gap between the two electrodes. In addition, there is a magnetic field in the discharge region
produced by an external donut shaped permanent ceramic magnet as seen in Fig. 3 (Adams Magnetic Inc.).
The direction of the magnetic field determines the direction of the rotation of the arc (in this case
counterclockwise to follow the wire when looking down upon the system as in Fig. 4). The magnetic field
strength as well as the plasma current determines the frequency of rotation discussed later in this work.

Simulations were performed using finite element based software, Ansoft Maxwell SV to estimate the
magnetic field strength in the zone where the plasma rotates. The 2D simulation results presented in Fig. 5
show that the magnetic flux lines are parallel to the axis of the reactor (on the inside). Hence, when the arc
is initiated along the radial direction, the electric and magnetic fields are normal to each other at all times.
Figure 6 displays contours of magnetic field B in Tesla, in the vicinity of the reactor. Figure 7 shows a plot
of variation of the magnetic field as a function of the distance between the electrodes at the plane where the
arc stabilizes. Hence the average magnetic field in the discharge zone can be approximated to be 0.12
Tesla. This is a reasonable estimate for the magnetic field typically produced by ceramic magnets.

IL. 3. Rotating Plasma Disk and Uniformity
When a high enough voltage is applied to the plasma device, there is an initial breakdown of the gas at the
shortest gap between electrodes and quasi-thermal arc plasma is established. The arc then rotates in the
magnetic field and elongates as the distance between the spiraled wire and the outer electrode increases (as
seen in Fig. 4 from point (1) to (2) to (3)). The increased length of the arc results in transition to a non-
equilibrium plasma leading to more rapid cooling and intermediate temperatures (2000 K - 3000 K) as well
as an increase in electric field and average electron temperatures (> leV). Once the arc reaches the
cylindrical inner electrode (point (4) in Fig. 4), there is a stable rotating intermediate temperature arc in the
gas flow. A top view of this plasma disk can be seen in Fig. 8. The plasma arc rotation frequency ranges
from approximately 20Hz to 50Hz (during range of operation of current 30mA to 9OmA) and only
decreases by a few percent when the flow rate is increased (Fig. 9). The increased rotation frequency comes
from the higher current input (and hence, higher power addition), forcing the arc to rotate faster in the fixed



magnetic field. When the arc reaches the largest gap, it remains at a fixed axial position with a constant
length as it rotates. This is because the arc is no longer convecting downstream. The GA sustains itself
during this period of continuous rotation between electrodes. This is because it moves repeatedly through a
media that was previously ionized. It therefore requires less power input to remain at that position
(stabilize) as opposed to quenching and reinitiating at the smallest electrode gap, as it does in the flat
geometric configuration. Since the frequency of rotation of the arc is fast when compared to the gas
velocity, there is quasi-uniform activation of the flow.

To emphasize this point, a simple model was proposed to estimate the flow rate, Q, of gas that could be
quasi-uniformly activated by the gliding arc. The system was designed such that a distance of 10 mm was
maintained at the largest gap where the plasma disk was located and a magnetic field, B, of 0.12 Tesla
(estimated value from simulations). The low current, high voltage gliding arc operation would have an
electric field strength, E, for the case of the gliding arc propagation through non-ionized air of about 0.1
kV/mm. This would lead to a gliding arc voltage drop of I kV for the given length of the gap. We make an
assumption that the arc is "not transparent" to the surrounding air i.e. it experiences a drag force as it
rotates. Hence, the plasma arc behaves like a current carrying cylinder (wire) which experiences two sets of
forces namely, Ampere Force per unit length F, = 1B (assuming the current and magnetic field are normal
at all times) and Drag Force per unit length, Fd = Cpu u2d. Here, Cd is the Coefficient of Drag, p, the density
of air (-1.29 kg/m 3), u, the velocity of propagation of the arc and d, the approximate diameter of the arc.
Under steady state or equilibrium conditions we can approximate: F, = Fd. The limits for the drag
coefficient for a very wide range of Reynolds numbers (from 102 to 105) are 1.3 < C, < 1.,8

Let us consider a specific case of 40 mA of operation. We use the above parameters in the force balance
equation proposed earlier. The arc that is stabilized is approximately 0.385 mm in diameter (d, measured by
a high speed camera for current of 40 mA), moves relative to the gas flow at a velocity of approximately
2.73m/s. Using the mean diameter of the reactor to compute the circumference covered during one rotation
we can estimate the average rotation frequency of the arc - u / (;rD), where, D is the diameter (-3.5cm) of
the reactor. The corresponding average rotation frequency value - 2.73/(n*0.035) - 25 Hz. This value
matches up reasonably well with experimental value reported in Fig. 9 (40W corresponds to 40mA in
figure). This means that at 40 mA current, the arc will appear at the same location 24 times in a second.
Hence, the flow will be treated for sure if it passes the diameter of the arc within (-1/25sec) 0.04sec. So,
the velocity of air flow that will be treated uniformly by the discharge is approximately d/r, which upon
calculation gives us 0.96cm/s. This corresponds to a flow rate Q of 1 I cm3/s or 550sccm.

IL 4. Power Supply
The electrical circuit typically used for gliding arc discharges16 is as shown in the Fig. 10. As discussed
earlier the quasi-thermal regime exists (due to restriction of current by external resistance) as long as the
power supply is capable of providing energy enough to compensate for loses to the surrounding during arc
elongation. The transition to non-thermal regime happens at a critical point, when the power drop in plasma
is equivalent to that dropped on the external resistance. In order words, this happens when the plasma
resistance nearly equals the external resistance. 7

A power supply was custom made (Quinta Ltd.) to efficiently supply the needs of the gliding arc system
stabilized by the magnetic field. It was designed to produce a magnetically stabilized arc with the capability
of restricting current while maintaining smooth current regulation. This was accomplished by minimizing
the active energy losses with the use of a reactive capacitive resistance that imitates the resistive voltage at
all times. To minimize the output electric capacity and to provide the voltage-current characteristic of the
power supply (which is close to the resistive voltage-current characteristics), changing the frequency of the
high voltage converter allowed variation of the virtual resistance. After the output rectifier, there was
unidirectional voltage and current with a very high frequency of the residual pulsation. The plasma arc
behavior was then the same as that for the plasma arc at a constant current and voltage because of the
limited time response of the gliding arc. This ensures that it operated more or less in the non-thermal
regime. Also, during operation the current can be reduced manually (causing corresponding increase in
voltage), to lower values than that were possible before it extinguishes and restarts again (i.e. instability
sets in).



1i1. Integration of Counterflow Flame Burner

A counterflow flame system was utilized because it provides four key benefits. These benefits include
minimal buoyancy effects because of forced convection, simplified flame geometry, optical access for laser
diagnostics and finally, the ability to define a flow velocity gradient (strain rate or inverse of residence
time) along the centerline near the stagnation plane of the two opposed jets. This "global strain rate" can be
defined as' 923

Hence, it provides and ideal platform to integrate the MGA with a counterflow flame burner for
combustion studies.

A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. II. It consisted of two converging nozzles of 15 mm in
diameter, separated by 13 mm. The upper nozzle was water cooled. The gas treated by the MGA was air
and exited from the lower nozzle, while nitrogen-diluted methane flowed through the upper nozzle. To
isolate the flame from the ambient air and disturbances, a nitrogen co-flow was used, emanating from a
0.75 mm annular slit around the circumference of each nozzle exit. The velocity of the curtain was
maintained at or below the exit speed of the nozzle to minimize diffusion into the stream. The flame was
established on the upstream air side of the stagnation plane. The use of this system allowed for examination
of the strain rates at extinction.

A DryCal dry piston flow meter (l% error) was used to calibrate sonic nozzles that were employed to
control the flow rates of individual gases. The methane and nitrogen were mixed in a hollow mixing
cylinder (for minimal back pressure). A bypass system was used to ensure that the mixture input to the
flame was held constant while the velocity was increased through the nozzles, and hence strain increased.
The methane/nitrogen mixture, as well as the air, was teed off before the respective nozzles. The flow rate
was increased or decreased through the nozzles by closing or opening the valves of the bypasses
respectively. By measuring the flow through the bypass using the DryCal flow meter, the nozzle exit
velocities were calculated.

To find the extinction limits, the flame was first established with the bypass fully open, and hence the
lowest strained flame. Then each bypass was slowly closed, while maintaining the stagnation plane at a
fixed position. During this process the flame moved closer to the stagnation plane between the two nozzles,
therefore decreasing the residence mixing time as well as increasing the strain rate until flame extinction.
Pictures with and without plasma power addition of the nitrogen diluted methane-air counterflow flames
can be seen in Fig. 12. The one-dimensional structure of the flame can be noted here. In all cases the flame
was very steady and had minimal curvature, providing an excellent platform to perform experimental
measurements via laser diagnostics. These results were computationally reproducible. There was also a
noticeable difference in luminosity between the flame with, a), and without, b), plasma activation of the air
stream. The flame with plasma activation of the air had a larger luminous zone with a distinct white and
orange coloring as compared to the typical bright blue of the non-activated flame. This indicated that there
was an effect of the MGA on the diffusion flame.

IV. Description of Diagnostic Systems

IV. 1. Plasma Diagnostic System
For optical emission spectroscopy from the air plasma, an Acton Research SpectraPro 500i scanning
monochromator was used. The entrance slit to the monochromator was placed a few inches away from the
discharge, facing the discharge. Spatially averaged emission spectra of the discharge were taken in a range
of 200 nm - 450 nm. A Roper Scientific model 7430CCD camera was mounted onto the exit slit to



digitally acquire the spectra at a resolution of approximately 0.6 nm resolutions, with typical acquisition
times for the CCD images being I sec -5 sec. When the discharge was not in operation, a background noise
spectrum was obtained. This was then subtracted from experimental data in order to improve the accuracy
of the results. A low pressure mercury lamp was used to determine the slit (apparatus) function and
calibrate the spectrometer.

For estimations of the current density, an imaging system was used and consisted of a Nikon D70 SLR
camera, with a Sony make CCD type sensor. The sensor of size, 23.7mm x 15.5mm (Nikon DX), was used
to capture images at a resolution of 3008 x 2000 pixels (- 6 mega pixels). The shutter speeds available
ranged from 30 seconds to 1/8000 seconds, which could be used to capture instantaneous arc images. These
images were used to determine the approximate widths of the channels at various zones in the plasma
discharge.

IV. 2. Rayleigh Scattering and 01 PLIF for Flame
To obtain a detailed view of the structure of the MGA activated counterflow diffusion flames,
measurements of the temperature profiles and OH distributions were performed via planar Rayleigh
scattering and OH PLIF respectively. A schematic of the systems used can be seen in Fig. 13. A frequency-
doubled, injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray GCR-4) with an output of approximately 450 mJ per
pulse was used. For OH measurements, the OH was excited via a Lumonics HD-300 dye laser pumped with
the Nd:YAG laser previously described (Fig. 13). The scattering was imaged with a Princeton Instruments
PIMAX intensified CCD camera (one with a photocathode optimized for the visible spectrum for Rayleigh
scattering and one for the UV spectrum for OH fluorescence). For Rayleigh scattering, a Nikon 105 mm,
f/2.8 macro lens was used while for OH PLIF, a Nikon UV Nikkor 105 mm f/4.5 lens was used along with
UG-1 I and WG-295 Schott glass filters to isolate fluorescence from the A-X(0,0) and A-X(1,1) bands and
block background scattering. Both cameras employed a 512 by 512 pixel array that was binned to improve
the framing rate.

To calibrate the Rayleigh scattering signal, images of the scattering intensity were taken of clean, particle-
free air (at a known temperature) that was directed through the lower nozzle. To calibrate the intensity seen
from the OH PLIF to an absolute number density of OH, measurements were first taken of a known system
with the equivalent experimental arrangement. A detailed description of the planar Rayleigh scattering and
OH PLIF system operation and calibration has been described in Ombrello et. al.24

V. Results and Discussion

V. L Plasma Characterization
The flat GA has been well studied over the years for its transition from the thermal to non-thermal regime.
However, the MGA is a relatively new discharge which needs to be studied in order to characterize its non-
equilibrium nature. Optical diagnostic techniques were employed in order to obtain average rotational and
vibrational temperatures in the MGA with emission spectra obtained from OH and N2 species from the
discharge were used.

V. L A. OH (A2 _, v=0 -4 X2
', W'=0) Spectrum for Rotational Temperature

A spatially averaged optical spectrum was obtained from the MGA plasma disk operating at approximately
32 mA, 37 Watt at normal pressure in air.2 5 The experimental spectrum, as seen in Fig. 14, had three major
lines, Go, G1, and GRAU. that were of the most importance in the temperature range from 1000K - 4000K.
This is because the reference peak, GREP is the strongest group of unresolved lines and Go and G, are highly
sensitive to temperature variation in this range. For temperatures above 4000K their sensitivity is relatively
low.26 Hence, the ratios of these peaks are best considered for diagnostic analysis. A theoretical spectrum
was then generated by using the technique specified in Izarra26 and Pellerin et al.2 ' by collecting data
pertaining to the OH spectrum as studied by Dieke & Crosswhite25 in the paper of lzarra 6 , wherein weak
transitions were neglected and a set of delta functions corresponding to the strong transitions were
generated from the relation below,
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Where, I,, is the intensity of the OH transitions (nm) and occurs at a specific wavelength, E. is the

energy of the initial state and 7ýf is the temperature at which the reference intensities Im were obtained.

The parameters were taken from the fundamental data found in lzarra.26 There, the ratio of the partition
functions, Z(T,, )/Z(T), was assumed to be unity. By using different values of temperature, T, the

corresponding normalized intensities were computed. Delta functions corresponding to each transition were
then convolved with an apparatus function (i.e. impulse response of the optical device) obtained by
employing sharp lines emitted by a low pressure mercury lamp. Figure 14 shows a theoretical plot for
temperatures in 500K increments for the range of 1000K - 6000K and their comparison with those
measured in experiments. The best fit of the ratios of Go and G, to GRA,. yielded a rotational temperature of
2350K ± 150K, as shown in Fig. 15. The rotational temperature results obtained from the theoretical
analysis above were compared with Spectrum Analyzer2 9 software to identify peaks and compute rotational
and vibrational temperatures. The results obtained from Spectrum Analyzer are more refined when larger
numbers of correctly identified lines are used. The results obtained (Fig. 16) agreed with our calculations
giving an average OH rotational temperature of- 2360K ± 400K.

V. I. B. The N 2 Spectrum for Rotational and Vibrational Temperature
A spatially averaged N2 spectrum was obtained from the MGA plasma disk operating at approximately 37
Watts at normal pressure in air. Using the SpecAir30 code, the experimental and theoretical plots were
compared and using best fit analysis, the rotational temperature of 3000K was obtained using the N2
(electronic transition, C3H'-B 31-8 ) line at wavelength 337.1 nm. This result was in agreement with
investigations reported earlier pertaining to gliding arcs.31" 32 The vibrational temperature computed using
the Spectrum Analyzer'`9 (Fig. 17) was found to be - 3500K ± 600K. Correspondingly, Fig. 18 shows the fit
of theoretical and experimental plots, with the best fit obtained for a vibrational temperature (C311,-B 31 g,
vibrational transition, 0-0) of- 4000K using the SpecAir 30 code.

The discrepancy between spatially averaged temperatures measured using different species (i.e. OH and N2
in our case) can be explained particularly by the fact that measurements were conducted without spatial
resolution and that maximum radiation of different radicals could come from different parts of the
discharge with different temperatures. For example, the study of the gliding arc in air using optical
methods33 molecular spectra of OH and N2' band heads at 306.3nm and 391.4nm were used respectively.
They proposed the plasma column to be divided into two regions, one being the core in which the intensity
of N2* lines are observed and the other, the outer "flame" in which the radiation from OH is typical of the
surrounding excited molecular region.

A spatially resolved spectrum was also obtained to determine N 2 rotational temperature in the cathode spot
(CS) region (shown in Fig. 19) for 40mA, conditions and was found to be - 1610K. A spatially resolved
OH spectrum could not be obtained for the present experimental setup because the microscope used
restricted our measurements to - 360nm and above. However, it is within the scope of our future work with
the use of UV lenses.

V. I. C. Electric Field in MGA plasma arc
The snapshots in Fig. 19 show the gliding arc structure at different operating conditions (a) 44 mA (b) 140
mA and (c) 220 mA. For characterization of the plasma, we split the plasma into two zones namely - (I)
Cathode Spot (CS) or Negative Glow (NG), and (2) Plasma Channel or Positive Column (PC). It was
possible to notice that the CS width increased with current, thus keeping the current density nearly constant
(covered in section V.I.E in this paper). This is typical for non-thermal atmospheric pressure glow
discharge wherein the normal current density, remains constant. 34 * 35 However, it is important to resolve the
electric field in these zones as it was expected to have a significant voltage drop in the CS.



The typical value for voltage drops in the CS of glow discharges operating in air with iron electrodes -
260V." Using visual quantification from high speed camera arc images, the approximate thickness of the
cathode layer in our case (a) is about 0.03cm. Hence the electric field E - 8000 V/cm and the reduced
electric field Ein - 175 Td (I Td - 10-7 V.cm 2) using spatially resolved CS temperature T - 1600K. Of
course, the electric field in the negative glow region is expected to change drastically in space. However,
the above calculation has been conducted for estimation purposes.

It follows that the voltage drop in the PC - (1170 V - 260 V) - 910 V. Again, imaging analysis yielded a
length of the PC to be approximately I cm. Hence, the electric field E - 910 V/cm and reduced electric
field E/n - 25 Td - 35 Td, using spatially averaged T - 2200 K - 3000K.

The electric field can be used as a parameter for comparison of our discharge with non-thermal glow
discharges where the reduced electric field values typically are in the range - 3 V/cm/Torr- 30 V/cm/Torr
T. Using the calculated effective pressure parameters as discussed above, we estimate reduced electric field
values of for our conditions - 9 V/cm/Torr- 12 V/cm/Torr in the plasma column of the discharge, which is
within the range of non-thermal discharges. Also, earlier investigations 4S for conventional GA reveal that it
is possible to have a non-thermal regime at reduced electric fields as low as 2.4 V/cm/Torr.

V. !. D. Average Electron Energy Estimations
Using the parameters of the system, such as the geometry and assuming that the electric field is uniform
through the PC, the reduced electric field range obtained was for the CS and the PC regions (computed
earlier, above). A Boltzmann equation solver, BOLSIG 36 was employed to calculate the average electron
energy versus the reduced electric field for air i.e. 80% N2 and 20% 02. The results obtained gave - 3.5 eV
for the CS region and - I eV - 1.2 eV for the PC region at atmospheric pressure air conditions. These high
electron temperature estimates relative to the rotational gas temperature (energies - 0.13 eV - 0.25 eV)
suggest the two-temperature (non-equilibrium) nature of the MGA.

V. L E. Current Density Estimations
From Fig. 19 it can be noted that there was a change in the width of the plasma column with an increase in
current/power on the arc. Considering the arc to have a cylindrical structure, we assume that this width
corresponded to the diameter of the gliding arc. By using these diameters and quantifying them based on
the length per pixel from known dimensions, we obtain approximate cross-sectional areas of the arc
column. In section 11.4, the frequency of arc rotation with current was presented. Using these results and the
diameters/widths of the arc obtained by visual inspection and quantification at 1/8000 sec exposure time,
we needed to incorporate a diametrical correction based on the frequency of arc rotation. These were
approximated by the relation,

d=dmeas- 7rDfi

Where, d was the corrected diameter of the arc, d,,,a, the measured diameter of the arc, D, the diametrical
position in the device at which the measurement was taken, f the frequency of arc rotation and t, the
exposure time. As mentioned earlier, for non-thermal characterization of plasma, we consider the arc to be
divided into CS zone and PC (rest of the arc zone). Fig. 20 shows plasma current density (A/cm 2) results
obtained by dividing the value of current with the cross-sectional area, calculated by assumptions as
mentioned above. In low pressure non-thermal plasmas for air at room temperature and iron electrodes,
typically current density is - 300 ILA/cm 2-Torr2. 34.35

In low pressure non-thermal plasma, the ratio of electric field E to the pressure of operation p, i.e. E/p or
ratio of electric field to the gas number density n, i.e. E/n, governs various plasma parameters. It is also
sometimes known as the reduced electric field (REF). This scaling is applicable only if the gas temperature
is ambient, which is in case of low pressure non-thermal plasmas. However, in the case of atmospheric
non-thermal plasmas, the gas temperature mostly is higher than that of the room, in which case, scaling
needs to be incorporated. The REF parameter is scaled based on effective pressure, PFF' 1

PA7X1*(TRvA*/'TA/TU1I). Where, Pj.I - effective pressure, PAlM - atmospheric pressure, TROOA, - room
temperature and T.4A(irAI. - is the gas temperature of plasma under consideration. The scaling is favorably
formulated so as to preserve its initial values at room temperature.



Using this result for our conditions, i.e., T- 1600 K (from spatially resolved diagnostic results for CS zone)
and scaling the pressure using number density, the effective pressure Pp,1.1. - 760 Torr * (300 K / 1600 K) -
141.6 Torr and operating at 40 mA, we get a current density - 6 A/cm2 , which is reasonably close to our
experimentally estimated value in the CS zone - 5.8 A/cm 2. Also, from spatially averaged rotational
temperature values T - 2200 K - 3000 K, the current density estimate in the PC zone was - 8.6 A/cm 2. As
the current was increased the temperature was expected to increase as well, which decreased the PEFF value
thereby decreasing the expected current density from literature estimations. This was observed in the CS
data. However, in PC data an increase in current density was observed, which possibly could be compared
to the property of contraction of non-thermal glow discharge with increase in current.

V. 1. F. Electron Density Estimations
The electron density in the PC could approximately be estimated from current density,j and electron drift
velocity, vd, from the relation: j/(e. v). From our estimations above, current density in the PC for 1 = 40 mA
is - 8.6 A/cm 2. Using T = 2200 K - 3000K, we applied a corresponding E/n -25 Td - 35 Td into BOLSIG16

to compute the electron drift velocity - (4 - 5)"106 cm/s, thereby the electron density - (1.3 - I ) xl O3 /cm'
respectively, this gave an ionization degree - (4 - 3.7) x10"6. These results are reasonably consistent with
earlier estimations in gliding arcs.3 32

V. 2. Diagnostics and Measurements of Interaction between Plasma Species and Diffusion Flame

Experimental measurements of the extinction limits, planar Rayleigh scattering for temperature profiles,
OH PLIF for absolute OH number density, and numerical computations with radical addition were
performed to quantify the combustion characteristics. Numerical computations were performed using a
modified version of PREMIX code 37 for both potential and plug flow boundary conditions and using the
detailed chemical mechanism of GRI-3.0.38 Temperatures were measured just downstream of the exit of the
nozzles via Rayleigh scattering thermometry and were used as inputs into the numerical computation. This
was repeated for each of the various flow, concentration, and plasma power conditions.

V. 2. A. Extinction Measurements
The extinction limits for the counterflow flames were observed with and without plasma power addition.
The strain rates for both situations were increased, causing the flame to move towards the stagnation plane,
continuously increasing the heat loss and decreasing the residence time for reaction completion, eventually
leading to extinction. The measured values for the strain rates at extinction can be seen in Fig. 21 for three
different combinations of nitrogen diluted methane-air counterflow diffusion flames for various levels of
plasma power. The extinction limits with no plasma power addition agree well with values reported by both
Puri and Seshadri' 9 and Bundy et al. 23 It was observed that using only 78 Watts of plasma power input,
there was a - 220% increase in the extinction strain rate. This power input was less than six percent of the
flame power, defined as the maximum power that could be obtained from the given amount of fuel in the
mixture. These results showed that there was a significant extinction limit enhancement by using the MGA
activation of the air. However, the reasons for this effect were not apparent.

In the quest to obtain an explanation for the enhancement, the results for the extinction strain rates were
then compared to that of the numerical computation. The results shown in Fig. 22 described the maximum
velocities (proportional to strain rates) achieved before extinction of the flame. Since the input to the
computation was only elevated temperatures (obtained from the Rayleigh scattering, to be described in the
next section V.2.B) to 'mimic' the plasma, and both the experiment and computation extinction results
were in good agreement, this gave an indication that the effect of the non-equilibrium plasma on the flame
was predominately thermal, within the scope of current measurements.

V. 2. B. Rayleigh Scattering Intensity Ratio and Temperature Prof-des
To obtain a detailed look at the structure of the flame enhancement, quantitative measurements of the
temperature distribution was found and compared with numerical simulations. Planar Rayleigh scattering
thermometry was performed on the counterflow flame for various strain rates to accomplish this. The laser
sheet was passed through the diameter of the disk shaped counterflow flame between the nozzles of the
burner. Two sample images can be seen in Fig. 23 where a) is with no plasma power addition and b) is with



approximately 33 Watts of plasma power addition. The background has been subtracted and the air-
reference divided into each image. The intensity observed was a function of scattering cross sections and
number density distributions between the nozzles. The flame was located in the darkest region of these
images (transition from dark to light depicts descending values of temperature and increased scattering).
The nitrogen diluted methane mixture is entering the field of view from the top of the images and the air
(MGA side) from the bottom of the images. The one-dimensional flame structure along the flow direction
was observed even with the use of the MGA. This result greatly simplified the coupling between the flow
field and the plasma-flame interaction. By comparison of the two images it was possible to differentiate
them based on the extents of darkness, indicative of less scattering and higher temperatures. It can be
observed that the region below the flame in b) (plasma on) is darker than a) (plasma off) below the flame.
In each case, an averaged temperature from a ten pixel-wide "stripe" was taken from each image. These
measured temperatures at the boundaries (just downstream of the nozzles) were then used as boundary
conditions in the numerical computation.

The intensity observed by the ICCD camera was a function of both the scattering cross section, because of
the distribution of different species, and number density change between the two nozzles. By simply
referencing those intensities to the intensity of air at room temperature, ratios were found. These
measurements were then compared to that of numerical computation and the results can be seen in Fig. 24
for both the plasma power off (to justify the use of the code for our application) and on. It can be seen that
there was reasonably good agreement between the experiment and computation (the oscillations observed
can be attributed to the absorptive filters used to "clip" the sheet to reduce scattering off the burner
surfaces). Once again, the agreements between the experimental and computational results suggest that the
enhancement via the MGA was predominately thermal, within the scope of current measurements.

Since the temperatures, and hence the concentrations of species change between the nozzles due to the
presence of the flame, the scattering cross sections and number densities also change. However, number
densities can be estimated from temperature, but the scattering cross sections cannot. The scattering cross
sections needed to be known at each point along the profile as a reference to derive the temperature.
Therefore the species concentrations associated with specific temperatures and axial positions from the
numerical computation were used to convert scattering signal to temperature. Using refractory data from
Gardiner et. al.,39 the variation in scattering cross sections gave accurate temperature profiles from the
Rayleigh scattering. The temperature profiles found from the Rayleigh scattering were then compared to
the results of the numerical computation at the same input temperatures and flow conditions in order to
further validate the use of the numerical computation for our specific application. Figure 25 shows the
temperature profile comparisons between the experimental results via Rayleigh scattering and the
numerical computation using the GRI-3.0 mechanism. The profiles, once again, are in good agreement.
This further showed that the effect of the MGA on the flame was predominately thermal, within the scope
of current measurements.

V. 2. C. OH PLIF Measurements
To investigate further and confirm that the enhancement of the flame via the MGA was dominated by
thermal effects, OH PLIF measurements were performed. The OH number density was measured for
different plasma powers and strain rates and referenced to a Hencken burner flame, as described in a
previous work by Ombrello et al.,24 to find the absolute OH number density. Figure 26 shows the results
from the OH PLIF measurements when compared to the computation with and without plasma power
addition. The plots show reasonably good agreement (within the uncertainty range of the measurement ± 15
%) between the experiment and the computation, therefore once again showing that the effect of the MGA
on the flame was predominately thermal.

V. 2. D. Radical Addition
Since the enhancement of the strain rates at extinction via the MGA were observed to be predominately
thermal, it would be reasonable to calculate the lifetime of the radicals produced by the plasma discharge in
the air stream to see if they reach the flame. For this, since the plasma is only activating dry air, it can be
assumed that the radicals produced in the flame will only consist of oxygen and nitrogen. As an example
the effect of oxygen atom addition at the air side boundary on the flame structure will be shown (once again
mimicking the plasma) because the nitrogen atom addition plays a similar role. Oxygen atom



concentrations from 0.01 percent to I percent were added at the air (plasma) side boundary. The
temperature was fixed at 400 K at this boundary to ensure that low temperature chemistry did not come into
play. Also, the velocities at the boundaries were similar to those used in the experiment for a flame that is
highly strained and near extinction, where radical addition may be important. A plot of the temperature
profiles and oxygen atom concentration distributions between the nozzles can be seen in Fig. 27. It is
shown that there was no significant effect until almost I percent oxygen atom addition. The MGA plasma
disk is located almost 4 cm upstream of this boundary, which is the production site for oxygen atoms.
However, since we do not observe any 'non-thermal' enhancement in our results thus far, it can be
construed that these radicals recombine well before they reach the flame, producing only elevated air
temperatures. The radical induced non-thermal effects on the burning rate of diffusion flames are very
limited at low air temperatures because the radical lifetime is too short to affect the chain branching
reaction path. Figure 28 shows computational simulations of oxygen atom radical lifetimes as a function of
temperatures and pressures of operation.

V. 3. L Measurements of Ignition Points for H2-Air Flame
In order to observe non-thermal contributions from active species, especially radicals and ions, the previous
results suggested that it was necessary for us to go to elevated temperatures or reduced pressures. The first
step was to simply consider elevated temperatures. For this, ignition experiments were performed using a
pre-heater and the MGA on the upstream air side of the counterflow burner. This system would allow for
increased radical lifetimes, suppressing their rapid rate of recombination. By simply adding a pre-heater to
the current counterflow system upstream of the MGA plasma disk, the apparatus could be transformed into
an ignition system that was able to provide elevated temperatures. The combination of the gliding arc,
elevated temperatures and the precondition of no flame, prior to ignition, would allow for an ideal platform
to observe the effect of ignition enhancement. Our experimental data using MGA activation of the air
stream, starting with the simplest fuel, hydrogen, could on a preliminary basis be compared to that of
published data on counterflow hydrogen diffusion flame ignition via heated air. Thus, any differences seen
between the heated air ignition and the heated air plus gliding arc activation ignition would be non-thermal.

To accomplish this, a silicon carbide heater was placed upstream of the gliding arc plasma discharge
device, effectively raising the air temperature to allow for ignition of hydrogen. The MGA was turned on
and the heater power raised and hence the air temperature until the hydrogen diffusion flame ignited. The
temperature of the hot air stream was measured with a 0.005 inch diameter type r thermocouple axially
located at the exit of the air nozzle of the counterflow burner. The temperature readings from the
thermocouple were corrected for radiation. The results of the ignition temperatures using the pre-heater and
MGA can be seen in Fig. 29 compared to published data using only a pre-heater. 40 The ignition
temperatures obtained are significantly lower than that of just heated air. These preliminary results
suggested that there is more than just a thermal effect. This opens up the possibility of the effect of radicals
and excited species. The mechanism of this enhancement needs to be investigated further, but at a
minimum, these results offer up the observation of non-thermal effects using an ideal system for the plasma
flame interaction.

V. 3. 2. Auto-Ignition Enhancement of H2-Air mixtures
To understand the above result better, kinetic computations for ignition of H2-air stoichiometric mixtures
were conducted using three different mechanisms, namely, Balakrishnan, Matveev and Vlachos available
and simulated in Chemical Workbench 44. The ignition time delays for preheated H2-air mixtures at 900 K
were found to be - 115 msec, 80 msec and 3 msec respectively, for the three mechanisms mentioned above.
Atomic oxygen radicals (that are expected to be generated from dry air, as discussed earlier) were then
added to the incoming charge to observe the radical enhancement effect, if any. When a reduction in delay
time was observed for a particular amount of addition of 0 radicals, the preheat temperature was reduced
such that the ignition occurred after the same time delay as it did without radical addition. Hence, it was
possible to arrive at a radical concentration that was required to cause the same enhancement effect with the
preheat temperature of 800 K. Fig. 30 shows that about 0.1 % - 2 % by volume atomic oxygen addition is
required to cause 100 K reduction in required preheat. Such high concentration of radicals is not reasonable
even inside non-thermal plasma and definitely not at some length outside, after treatment through the
plasma.



V. 4. Non-Thermal Plasma Ignition and Combustion Enhancement Mechanism

Over the years, researchers have been debating over the possible mechanism of non-thermal enhancement
of ignition using plasma. For a long time, the radicals produced by plasma were touted to be the
contributors to ignition enhancement. From our discussion of radical addition simulations in section V.3.2
it is clear that it is not possible to achieve a significant enhancement effect, as we did in our results
presented in section V.3.1, unless we have relatively high concentrations of radicals (- 0.1 % - 2 % or
more). However, such high concentrations of radicals are not realistic in non-thermal plasma; leave alone
the possibility of achieving such concentrations - 4 cm from the MGA plasma disk, after treatment. Typical
time scales before the active species can reach the stagnation zone can be approximated as - 0.2 sec - 0.06
sec. 4' This was without considering increased mixing as it passes through the nozzle. This result
qualitatively (maybe not quantitatively) proves the intervention of sources other than radicals that
contribute to the reduced ignition delay process.

Plasma is a source of active species, meaning, it is not only a source of free radicals, but also charged and
excited species. The numerical computation used to predict enhancement, only accounts for addition of
radicals or increase in temperature. However, it does not take into consideration the effect of other active
species. Ion-molecular reactions are fast processes that typically do not have an activation energy barrier to
overcome in order to initiate a reaction. Hence, they can play a pivotal role in the enhancement process,
when ignition is to be achieved in direct contact with plasma. However, in our specific experimental setup,
the charged species, just like radicals, are expected to recombine well before they reach the stagnation
zone. Some electronically and/or vibrationally excited species on the other hand can survive for longer
durations of time. However, the time scales at which these processes take place depend upon gas flow rates
and reactor geometry. Given below are estimates of typical lifetimes of some metastable species35 ,

Species Excitation Level Lifetime (sec)
N2  AMjvL 13
N 2  E3 •+, 300
02 a\A, 3000
0' b'IA+ 7

Table V.A: Typical lifetimes of metastable species3 "

To further bolster this notion of participation of excited species in ignition enhancement, recently Anikin et
al.42 have claimed that initial stages of hydrocarbon oxidation are determined by their dissociation in
collisions with excited oxygen atoms 0 ('D) stage. Kosarev et al. 43 have also demonstrated the reduction in
ignition delay by injection of 0 ('D) into H2-0 2-N20-Ar gas mixtures, wherein it was hypothesized that
chain continuation reactions such as 0 ('D) + H, -9 H + OH, K, = 2.9 x 10' 0 cm 3/s and 0 (ID) + H 20 -9
20H, K, = 3.5 x 10-' 0cm 3/s played a major role in enhancement whereas, 0 ('D) + N20 -9 N2 + 02, K, =
1010 cm 3/s and 0 ('D) + N 20 -) 2NO, K, = 10-10 cm 3/s played the role of quenching the excited species. In
our system, it is expected to have contributions to enhancement from other excited particles as well, for
example, 02 (a'A8 ), which is present in abundance due to the low energy of excitation 0.98 eV and long
lifetimes (- 3000 sec, (Table V.1 )). Most researchers have not studied its effect as it is difficult to quantify
it experimentally. However, theoretical estimations can be made in order to address kinetics of excited
species.5 Hence, there is a need to develop a plasma-combustion mechanism that takes into account not
only radical and thermal addition effects, but also the interaction between charged, charged-neutral,
excited-neutral and excited-excited species.

VI. Conclusions
A new type of stabilized gliding arc system, the MGA, was successfully integrated with a counterflow
diffusion flame burner to provide an ideal and simplified platform to study the plasma/flame interaction.
The well defined system allowed for detailed experimental and computational studies of the characteristics
of the MGA and its effect on the extinction and ignition of counterflow diffusion flames. The results
yielded a classification of the MGA as having both thermal and non-thermal properties, proving that it was
aptly suited for our system. The MGA was seen to significantly enhance the strain rates at extinction, but
the detailed analysis of the flame via planar Rayleigh scattering and OH PLIF, and their comparison to



computations using just elevated air temperatures to mimic the plasma showed that the effect was
predominately thermal. These results emphasized the importance of elevated temperatures to extend the
radical lifetimes sufficiently enough to reach the flame. The ignition experiments showed that there is a
possibly non-thermal enhancement, but the exact reasons still remain open for interpretation. Possible
explanations have come in the form of active species that cannot be explained by traditional combustion
radical chemistry. This offers up the suggestion of a new direction to follow in terms of the quest for the
mechanisms of plasma/flame interactions other active species in plasma such as ions and excited species.
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Fig. I Traditional flat gliding arc (arrow points in the direction of air flow)
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Fig. 2 Increase in the electric field in plasma after transition point in GA 41

Fig. 3 Photographs of the Magnetic Gliding Arc device in front, top and isometric views.
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Fig. 4 Gliding arc plasma system. a) top view of system, b) side view of central electrode. Numbers
indicate the path of the gliding arc from initiation 1I) to arc rotation/elongation (2) & (3) and finally arc
stabilization (4).
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Fig. 6 Contours of magnetic field distribution in Teslas in the vicinity of the MIGA device.
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Fig. 7 Magnetic field variation along the radial distance between the inner (cathode) and outer
(grounded) electrodes at the plane of rotation of the MGA plasma disk.



Fig. 8 Top view of MGA plasma disk.
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Fig. 11! Counterfiow burner with integrated plasma system 1. cathode, 2. anode, 3. diffuser, 4. gliding
arc initiation wire, 5. insulator, 6. plasma disk, 7. magnets, 8. converging nozzle with N2 curtain, 9. flat
diffusion flame, 10. water cooled converging nozzle with N2 curtain.
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Fig. 12 Photographs of methane-air counterfiow diffusion flames at a strain rate of 298.5 s~'.a) No
plasma power addition, b) 60 Watts of plasma power addition.
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Fig. 13 Planar Rayleigh scattering and OH PLIF set-up. I. injection seeded Nd:YAG laser, 2. frequency
doubler, 3. beam dump, 4. half-wave plate, 5. diode energy meter, 6. lens, 7. power meter, 8. lens, 9.
clipper, 10. flame, 11. beam dump, 12. ICCD camera, 13. dye laser with frequency doubler, 14. Pellin-
Broca prism.
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Fig. 19 Photographs taken by high speed camera capturing a single magnetically driven arc in
motion. The two main regions of the discharge, namely the CS and PC can be clearly seen.
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Fig. 23 Rayleigh scattering images at a strain rate of 98.6 s' a) No plasma power addition, b) 33 Watts
of plasma power addition.
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Abstract

The effects of NO and NO2 produced by using a plasma jet (PJ) of a N2 /0 2 mixture on ignition of
hydrogen, methane, and ethylene in a supersonic airflow were experimentally and numerically investigated.
Numerical analysis of ignition delay time showed that the addition of a small amount of NO or NO2 dras-
tically reduced ignition delay times of hydrogen and hydrocarbon fuels at a relatively low initial temper-
ature. In particular, NO and NO2 were more effective than 0 radicals for ignition of a CH4/air mixture
at 1200 K or lower. These ignition enhancement effects were examined by including the low temperature
chemistry. Ignition tests by a N2/0 2 PJ in a supersonic flow (M= 1.7) for using hydrogen, methane,
and ethylene injected downstream of the PJ were conducted. The results showed that the ignitability of
the N2/O PJ is affected by the composition of the feedstock and that pure 02 is not the optimum condition
for downstream fuel injection. This result of ignition tests with downstream fuel injection demonstrated a
significant difference in ignition characteristics of the PJ from the ignition tests with upstream fuel injection.
© 2006 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords. Supersonic combustion; Scramijet; Plasma torch; Ignition; Radical

1. Introduction enhancement effect of radicals from that of high
temperature in the PJ was difficult because radi-

A plasma jet (PJ) torch that can supply radi- cals are able to exist only in the limited high tem-
cals to a combustor is suitable for use as the ignit- perature region of the PJ plume and their life
er of a scramjet engine [I], where only a short time is very short due to the rapid radical quench-
residence time of a fuel is allowed for mixing, ing by recombination reactions [8]. This tendency
ignition and completion of the combustion. has been clearly shown in past experimental find-
Therefore, extensive research of ignition by the ings [9]. Ignition by the PJ was easily achieved,
PJ in a supersonic flow has been experimentally even for a CH4 fuel that has the longest ignition
and numerically conducted for both hydrogen delay among hydrocarbons in the case of fuel
[2-5] and hydrocarbon fuels [6,7]. In previous injection upstream of the PJ, where the PJ played
studies, however, isolation of the ignition the role of flame holder. On the other hand, in

the case of fuel injection downstream of the PJ,
where temperature and radical concentration

Corresponding author. Fax: +81 22 795 7009. quickly decayed, ignition was rarely achieved
E-mail address: takita@cc.mech.tohoku.ac~jp even for H2 fuel, unless a very large input PJ

(K. Takita). power is delivered.

1540-7489/$ - see front matter © 2006 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi: 10.1016/j.proci.2006.07.108
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Nomenclature

C mole fraction PIN electric power input
ER equivalence ratio TO initial temperature
P0 system pressure or initial pressure Ti inlet temperature
Pw wall pressure Xi position of fuel injector
Pto total pressure of main flow

Although the radical quenching was very CH 3 + NO2  CH30 + NO (3)
quick, a long yellow-blue plume of the P1 was
observed in a supersonic flow in experiments
[6,7,9]. This yellow-blue plume [6,7] was consid-
ered to consist of NO. emissions produced by 3. Experimental setup
the contact of the high temperature PJ with the
main airflow or of them included in a N2/0 2 PJ 3.1. Wind tunnel and test section
such as an air PJ. The effect of the NO, included
in the PJ has rarely been seriously considered in The experiment was conducted using an inter-

the past research, because it is much smaller than mittent suction type wind tunnel. Figure I shows a

that of active radicals such as 0, H and OH. schematic of the test section. Atmospheric air was

However, it is well known that NO, (NO and inhaled and accelerated to supersonic speed

NO,) can accelerate ignition processes of hydro- through a two-dimensional contoured nozzle.
gen [10] and hydrocarbons [11,12] under particu- The test section had a 30 mm square uniform

lar temperature and pressure conditions. The cross section and was 335 mm long. The Mach

results [11,12] showed that low temperature number and the characteristic length for unity

chemistry involving NO, NO2, HO 2, CH 30, and Reynolds number of the main flow were 1.7 and

CH 30 2 plays a significant role in accelerating 8.9 x 106 m-1, respectively. The Cartesian coordi-

the chain-branching reaction of hydrocarbon nate, X, was defined as the distance from the

fuels. A thermal PJ has a significant NO, produc- center of the torch nozzle. Success of ignition by

tion, and once the NO, are formed in plasma, the PJ was evaluated based on the wall pressure

they are very stable in the plume. Therefore, if measured by a strain-gauge-type pressure

NO and NO 2 are supplied to a combustible mix- transducer.

ture from the PJ of the N2/0 2 mixture with a suit-
able mixing ratio for ignition enhancement, such 3.2. Plasma torch

a PJ may be more effective than the existing
one. The focus on relatively stable species such The same plasma torch as that used in a ser-

as NO, NO2, and HO2 in the P1 leads to new ies of previous studies [3,8,9] was employed.

combustion technology besides that of the scram- The detailed structure has been reported in

jet engine. In the present study, the effects of NO the cited papers. The cathode was made of haf-

and NO2 on ignition delay were numerically cal- nium to attain high durability when oxygen was

culated, and then those effects were evaluated by used as the feedstock. The anode and the nozzle

ignition tests using the N 2/0 2 PJ with different were made of 02-free cupper. The diameter of

mixing ratios.

2. Numerical method and kinetic models
Nozzle

In numerical simulations, the ignition delay M=1.8 37 0
was calculated by using the SENKIN code in
the CHEMKIN package [13]. The following low Glass
temperature chemistry [11,12,14] was added to
GRI mech. Ver.3.0 [1 5]. The importance of them Ps
was carefully demonstrated by Tan et al. [11] Main Stream le
and Amano et al. [12], based on their experimental
results. 

,~
reslts Plasma T Fuel Injector

CH3 + 0 2 + M - CH 30 2 + M (1) Torch

CH 30 2 + NO , CH3O + NO2 (2) Fig. 1. Schematic of test section in experiment.
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the nozzle throat was 1.5 mm. N 2, 02 and a a 5 10-
N2/02 mixture were used as feedstock gases T i = 2500K
and their mole flow rates were set at 1.1 x i T 00K

10-2 mol/s. 4 10-i

3.3. Fuel injector 0 3 10-11 .-... ...
C

The fuel was injected perpendicularly into the F
main stream at its speed of sound from an orifice 2 10. .. . . .. ......

located at X, = 24 mm or 32 mm on the centerline
of the bottom wall. The diameter of the orifice was I 1t-s N2/2 mixtur.
1.0 mm. Three kinds of fuels (H2, CH 4 and C2H 4) P0. Ifl"
at room temperature were tested. The bulk equiv-
alence ratio and the dynamic pressure ratio of the 0
fuel jet and the main flow were set at 0.062 and 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

2.0, respectively, for all fuels. The ratio of the N2 / (N2402)
amount of heat release via complete combustion
of the fuels is 1.2, 1.1, and 1.0 for H2, C2H 4, b 0.1 I

and CH 4, respectively.

0 .01 . ......... .........
N2/02 mixture I --.- N02 0 1MIHa
Ti=3W)O i I .1-,-42 lOMa)4.Results and dic sso -- i0001 .. -'0-,1( ' .....-..... _.-~-N-- 0.1 OMa)

0.0o1 1. 4 _.ols - --e--NO 0.OtMPa
4. 1. Mole fractions of NO and NO2 in N2I02 PJ --e--NO 0. 1 a

--V--NO lOMPal

The relation between the mole fractions of NO _• 0.0001 ... T .

and NO, in the PJ and the compositions of the o
N2/O2 feedstock was investigated by using
the PSR (perfectly stirred reactor) code in the ...... .

CHEMKIN package [13]. The composition of
the exhaust plasma was estimated as products of 10t
the high temperature N2/O2 mixture after a specif- 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

ic residence time in a reactor. Figure 2a shows the N2 / (N2+02)
mole fractions of NO2 for different inlet tempera-
tures (Ti). The inlet temperature corresponds to Fig. 2. Mole fractions of NO and NO, in near equilib-

the electric power input (PTN) to the torch and it rium state of high temperature N2/O2 mixture. (a)

can be estimated from the feedstock flow rates Dependence on temperature of mixture. (b) Dependence

in the experiment. The residence time and the sys- on pressure of reactor.

tem pressure of the reactor were 0.1 s and
0.1 MPa, respectively. Changes in mole fractions 4.2. Effect of the addition of NO and NO, on
of products were very small after such a long res- ignition delay
idence time, and therefore the results shown in
Fig. 2 are considered to be close to the equilibrium Figure 3 shows the effects of radical addition
conditions. Actually, the PJ does not necessarily on ignition delays for three fuels, respectively.
reach the equilibrium condition. In such a case, The ambient pressure, radical concentration in a
mole fractions of NO and NO2 are smaller than mixture, and fuel equivalence ratio were
those at equilibrium. 0.1 MPa, 0.1%, and 1.0, respectively, for all fuels.

An increase in Ti, namely, an increase in PIN, In the case of H2 fuel, the effect of NO strongly
resulted in an increase in the mole fraction ofNO, n Fi 2.A pek apeard arund appeared at low initial temperature, though the
N02 in Fig 2. A peak appeared around effect of 0 radicals was much greater than that.
N2 = 35% in the N2/O2 mixture. This percentage The effect of the addition of NO2 was very small
agreed with the atomic ratio of N in a NO2 mole- in comparison to those of NO and 0 radicals.
cule. The mole fraction of NO2 at N2 = 35% was The catalytic effect of NO on ignition of H2 is
about twice that of air (N2 = 79%) feedstock. Fig- mainly via the following reactions [10]:
ure 2b shows mole fractions of NO and NO2 for
different system pressures. The amount of NO NO + HO2 -NO2 + OH (4)
produced by reactions of the N2/O2 mixture was
much greater than that of NO,, and it did not NO2 + H -+ NO + OH (5)
strongly depend on the pressure and composition
of the mixture. On the other hand, the mole frac- In contrast to the H2 fuel, the effects of the addi-
tion of NO2 was proportional to the pressure. tion of NO and NO2 on ignition delay of CH4/air
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the case of C2H4 fuel, similar to the CH4 case,
SE.R.z .0 I-0NO2 radical the addition of NO and NO2 drastically reduced

0.1 C(rad vl)-.%-- -NO ignition delay at a low initial temperatures. How-
P=O. IPMPa V 0 ever, the addition of 0 radicals was much more

0.01 \.effective than those of NO and NO2. This tenden-
cy was different from the case of CH4, but it was

8~ 0.001 ithe same as in the case of H 2. The ignition delay0 .00 ..... .:............ .............. ............... ............. ...... f t e C H a r m x u e w t h d i i n o
o of the C2H/air mixture with the addition of 0
- 0radicals was comparable to that of the H2jair mix-

ture. These different tendencies of results for CH4
and C 2H 4 can be explained by considering the oxi-

106....... dation process of CH 4 . The oxidation of CH3 to
CH 30 is very slow and dominates the ignition

900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 process of CH4, and therefore the acceleration of
the oxidation via reaction (1)-43) results in consid-

Initial temperature [K] erable decrease of the ignition delay time of CH4.
The static pressure of the main flow in the

b 1 experiment was on the order of 0.01 MPa. Change
"in the ignition delay by the addition of radicals at
P = 0.01 MPa was investigated. Figure 4 shows

0.1 _. ...... the ignition delays of three fuels at P = 0.01 MPa
with and without radicals. Basically, the ignition

r - .-delay increases with the decrease in pressure for
....... the three fuels. Figure 4a shows the results of the

-0 H2jair mixture. The effect of the addition of NO
was very small at P = 0.01 MPa. Han et al. [10]
suggested that the effect of NO on ignition of the

0 ...0............ H2/air mixture strongly appeared when the pres-
E.R.=l.6 sure was greater than the critical pressure of the
~radMca I).%mixture at the second explosion limit. The temper-0.0 0 .1 1P ,

1000 100 1200 1300 1400 1500 ature region where the addition of NO was effec-

tive shifted to a temperature region lower than
Initial temperature [K] that at P = 0.1 MPa. On the other hand, the addi-

tion of 0 radicals reduced the ignition delay of the
cC2H4/ai• -no radical H2/air mixture, even at P = 0.01 MPa because the

4 E.R.=1.0 u-N02 chain-branching reaction by 0 radicals did not
0.1 -... adical)...% NO strongly depend on pressure.

\ •P:O.1MPa --v--O Figure 4b shows the ignition delay of the CH 4I
0.011 .. air mixture at P 0.01 MPa. It is seen that the

effect of the addition of NO on the ignition delay
S0.001 ... of the CH/air mixture also depended on pressure

S. . ... because the main path (reaction (1)) for accelera-

-0.0001 tion reactions is a tri-molecular reaction. On the

T other hand, the main path of the NO2 effect (reac-
0P ... .tion (3)) is a bimolecular reaction, and therefore it

is less pressure dependent. Figure 4b shows that,
even at P = 0.01 MPa, NO 2 addition promotes

1000 11'00 1200 1300 1400 1500 ignition as good as the addition of 0 radicals.
However, with the decrease in pressure the igni-

lni t ial tererature [K] tion delay of the CH/air mixture without radical

Fig. 3. Reduction of ignition delay time by addition of addition considerably increased. Therefore, at low
radicals (PI) = 0. 1 MPa). (a) Hjair mixture. (b) CH 4/air pressure, a very high temperature region is needed
mixture. (c) C2H,/air mixture. to achieve ignition of the CH 4 fuel in a supersonic

flow, even when a large number of radicals are
supplied by the PJ. As for the C2 H4 fuel, at

mixture were greater than that of 0 radicals at an P = 0.01 MPa, the addition of 0 radicals was
initial temperature lower than 1400 K. In particu- much more effective in reducing the ignition delay
lar, NO 2 was the most effective in the middle tem- than the addition of NO or NO2 radicals at
perature range between 1100 and 1400 K. Note high temperatures. Nevertheless, as temperature
that such effect of NO 2 was not obtained when decreases, the ignition enhancement via NO,
low temperature chemistry was not included. In addition becomes more significant.
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HL/air! --*-no radical
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of mono- component feedstock of either pure N 2  Although the impact was not very profound,
or pure 02. Since 0 radical has a much shorter the dependence of wall pressure rise on feedstock
lifetime than NO, at intermediate temperatures, composition shown in Fig. 5 has indicated that
the ignition dependence on feedstock composition there existed a non-thermal effect via NO and
may be caused by the combined enhancement NO2 additions. To further confirm which effect
effect of NO, and 0 radical additions on ignition plays a dominant role, ignition tests were conduct-
(Figs. 3 and 4). ed for fuel injected at Xi = 32 mm, that is, the site

In addition, this result was obviously different of the fuel injector being moved downstream by
from the results in past experiments[6,9], in which 8 mm. Figure 6 shows wall pressure increases
the fuel was injected upstream of the PJ so that due to combustion. The amount of combustion
the 0 radical lifetime was not relevant. The considerably decreased with an increase in the dis-
authors have previously shown that the 02 PJ is tance between the PJ torch and the fuel injector of
much superior to the N2 PJ for hydrocarbon fuels only 8 mm. This result suggests that at low tem-
in the case of upstream fuel injection [9]. Shuzenji peratures, the thermal effect (the temperature
et al. [6] have also demonstrated that the 02 PJ is increase) was dominant for ignition behavior. If
much more effective for ignition of CH 4 than the the NO and NO 2 effects were remarkable, they
N 2 PJ and the air PJ for the upstream fuel injec- must have been insensitive to the distance,
tion. The difference in the order of effectiveness because NO and NO2 were stable and thus their
of the feedstock between the upstream and down- concentrations were almost constant in the plume.
stream fuel injections suggested that the process This conclusion agrees with the results from the
from ignition to development of a combustion non-equilibrium plasma assisted combustion
region is different between the two cases and that enhancement in a counterflow flame [17].
lifetime of active radicals also play an important
role. In the case of the upstream fuel injection, a
local ignition occurs right at the collision point ? 0.3Pin 13k•

of PJ and fuel flow, and after the local ignition, , --•Pin=2.1kW
a large flame region is established even for the t 0.25 ............... ...........-i -Pin=3"0kW

C
CH 4 fuel. Shuzenji et al.[16] estimated tempera-
tures of core regions of the N 2 and 02 PJs by spec- • 0.2 - .. .. .. . ............. F .u.e...........................
troscopic measurement of atomic emission lines U iFuel :H2® • iX i 32rri,
emitted from the PJs. They reported that temper- 0 o.15
atures of the core regions were about 8000-

M
10,000 K at PIN = I kW. Such a high temperature 0..

and existence of rich radicals were sufficient for V)
instantaneous ignition of even the CH4/air mix- F . .

ture. Characteristics of flame spread around the .0 ..,...,

local ignition point become important for the 0 0 _ _ _ _" L r
upstream fuel injection. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

On the other hand, results of the downstream
fuel injection reflected solely an auto-ignition pro-
cess affected by the radicals and temperature evo- b
lutions after the upstream plasma. In this case, the a) 0.3 Pin1.3k1
temperature profile is dominantly depended on I I -e-Pin=2.1kW
the PJ power and the effect of feedstock composi- Z3 0.25 .............. P Pin=3.OkW
tion is negligible. However, at a given PJ input
power, the feedstock composition may have a sig- • 0.2 ............ C24
nificant effect on the radical profiles because dif- WXi32rn
ferent radicals have different residence time at a ý, 0.15 ...........................................
given temperature field in a supersonic flow. -M

Although 0 radical has a better ignition enhance- C 0.1
ment effect for H 2 and C 2 H 4 , it has much shorter C
lifetime than that of NO,. Therefore, pure oxygen 0
PJ is not a good choice in this case. In other y 0.05

Cwords, the downstream injection approach pro- • 0
vides an excellent platform to examine separately 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I

the thermal and non-thermal ignition enhance- N2 / (N2+02)
ment effects. The sensitivity of thermal and non-
thermal effects can be investigated by varying Fig. 6. Effect of mixing ratio of N2/0 2 feedstock on wall

the PJ plasma power, the feedstock composition, pressure increase due to combustion of fuel injected at
and the flow residence time between the PJ and Xi = 32 mm in experiment. (a) Hjair mixture. (b) C2H4 /
the site of downstream fuel injection, air mixture.
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The low static pressure of the tested cases was NO 2 at a low initial temperature. For example,
probably one cause of weak enhancement effect of the addition of 0.001% HO 2 to 0.099% NO 2 in
NO and NO 2 in ignition. However, the actual volume reduced the ignition delay time by 64%
scramjet engine conditions or experimental condi- of that for the CH4/air mixture with 0.1% NO 2
tions of the sub-scale model scramjet engine test at To = 1200 K.
[18] include a region of static pressure that is much
higher than that in this study. As such, the effects
of NO and NO2 can be expected to be stronger 5. Conclusions
under such high static pressure. Strong depen-
dence of the effect of NO2 on pressure and temper-
ature of the flowfield has been reported. For (1) The addition of NO and NO 2 significantly
example, Pinald et al. [19] demonstrated that the reduced ignition delay times of H 2 and hydro-
addition of NO 2 caused no change in the DDT carbon fuels at low initial temperature. For
process because the NO2 was not effective in pro- CHJair mixtures, the ignition enhancement
moting ignition at very high temperatures, a char- is even better than that of 0 radical due to
acteristic of detonation. the low temperature chemistry.

(2) A downstream fuel injection approach was
4.4. Effect of addition of HO2  presented and tested. The results showed that

this approach provides a new opportunity to
Similar to NO,, the HO 2 species are also stable separate the thermal and non-thermal effects

at low temperatures and accelerate the NO cata- of plasma jet on ignition enhancement in a
lytic effects on ignition of H 2 through reaction supersonic flow.
step (reaction 4). Moreover, the existence of (3) The results showed that for downstream fuel
HO 2 also accelerates oxidation of CH 3 radicals injection, the feedstock composition affected
through the following reaction: the ignition and the pure 02 PJ is not the opti-

mum condition. This result is obviously differ-
CH3 + HOŽ * CH 30 + OH (6) ent from the case of upstream fuel injection.
Therefore, the coexistence of HO 2 with NO and This difference indicates that non-thermal
NO 2 may result in considerable acceleration of effect plays a role in affecting ignition
the ignition process for both H2 and hydrocar- enhancement and that the radical lifetime is
bons. The ability of the PJ which employs a N2/ also an important parameter for choosing

02/H 2 mixture is worth testing because, in addi- the optimum feedstock.
tion to NO and NO2, the HO 2 are also formed (4) With the increase of pressure, the effect of
in the PJ and through the reaction of ignition enhancement via NO, addition
H + 02 + M = HO 2 + M in air. Figure 7 shows increases. This implies that the non-thermal
the effect of addition of HO 2 radicals to NO2 rad- ignition enhancement via NO, as addition
icals on reducing the ignition delay time of the may play greater role at actual scramjet engine
CH4/air mixture. It was demonstrated in Fig. 7 conditions.
that the addition of a small amount of HO 2 to
NO2 strongly enhanced the catalytic effect of
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Comment

Demitry Yaramsev, Russian Academy of Sciences, condition and a shock train propagates upstream
Russia. Is the flow still supersonic in the region down- of the PJ. In such a case, the flow becomes subson-
stream of the injection? Because the diameter of the wind ic. However, combustion efficiencies for cases of fuel
tunnel is just 30 mm, heat release due to the combustion injection downstream of the PJ described in this pa-
may cause thermal choking of the flow. per were low, and thermal choking did not occur.

Therefore, the flow was still supersonic in most
Reply. If complete combustion of the fuel inject- tests.

ed occurs, the flow reaches the thermal choking


